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In Regard To the National Read the Year’s Summary of Third District Headquarters Committee Has Thus Far Disbursed $4000, and the
Advertising rates based upon circula
The word “truth” occurs in the
tion and very reasonable
Good Work Still Goes On
New and Old Testaments the same
and Judge For Yourself
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Convention
The Rockland Gazette was established number of times—117.
Washington, D. C.—Postal savings
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
deposits
received
at
the
Rockland
Goats introduced on St. Helena by
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
The line of “favorite son" states
In 1882. The Free Press was established the Portuguese in 1513 almost com postoffice are In turn deposited in which is relied upon to block the '
With the close of the present week' etc., without having to go all the
The State Highway Police, from the, a while and join him in some of those
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to pletely denuded that island of Its qualified solvent banks located in the
the
committee having charge of the way to Community Park,
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
nomination
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Gov.
Roosevelt
for
1
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District
Headquarters,
is
locatgood
times
he
has
during
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year.
community, according to word re
! dense forests within 300 years.
March 17. 1897.
The two giant trees which have
, General James Oglethorpe found- ceived from the office of the Post President was considered strength ed in Rockland and has under its! For instance let them go out on unemployment fund has expended
some icy hill some night with the upward of $4000 and at different stood so many years in that locality
Georgia as a colony in 1732 and master General. In other words, it ened Tuesday by an agreement hold
♦
♦ ’ lived to see it become an American is stated, the aim of the postal sav ing the strong Ohio delegation intact direct supervision tne routes from I trooper where the cold wind and sleet times has employed about 300 men. were not disturbed—and what a sacings system is to help banks by against “outside” candidates for at Bangor to Portland via Route
♦
Speech ls the golden harvest •►'state in 1783.
*’ are making life miserable for every- The wage of $2 a day would of course rilege that would have been, for sev♦ that followeth the flowering ot
| “Q" is the only letter which does bringing them hidden or frozen least four ballots in the Democratic
Brunswick to Lewiston via Route 196, | one ana stand there with him for be insignificant in ordinary times,! eral generations of students recall
■- thought.- -Tupper.
money and restoring it to circula National Convention.
■
not
occur
in
the
names
of
the
states
•••
••• or their capitals or the surnames of tion.
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Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War Brunswick to Augusta via Route 201, hours slowing down traffic so that but these are not ordinary times, and how they sat In the shade of these
•• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
... •«.
“It ls a powerful agent in restor in the Wilson Cabinet, who is re- j and also Route 132, Waldoboro to there may be no smashups and hu $10 or $12 a week is a welcome lift to ■ lofty elms and studied hard through
our presidents.
The Tehuelch Indians of Pata- ing funds to circulation, resurrecting- , „
________________
, to
_ ____________
garded
as most likely
receive Ohio's ! Augusta, Route 101, Rockland to Au- man lives lost. Or a hit and run men not on a regular payroll, and| the hours of late fall and early sum
NOTICE TO MARINERS
gonia, now almost extinct, averaged i ^em from hiding where they are i second choice support, despite his replaced
by
those
to
whom
safety
of
the
fusal to seek the Presidential nomina gusta. Route 102. Bellast to Augusta,, driver has smashed some one up the just that much more than they would i mer. My! My! How we did apply
C. E. Sherman, superintendent of more than six feet in height.
principal is paramount to every other tion, announced It had been “agreed and Route 137, Belfast to Waterville. line and made a run for it. The have profited through idleness.
ourselves to the cause of higher edu
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a
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not
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which
nobody
!
that color of light at Portsmouth
from the office of the Postmaster from Ohio shall be elected without
can disregard is that the money thus j The committee sold some of its
Harbor .(Newcastle) Light Station— —The Pathfinder.
fares
to
patrol,
there
is
an
area
of
he
is
going
to
meet
out
there
alone;
General emphasizes that postal sav a view to personal preferences and
Portsmouth Harbor. New Hampshire,
rural territory which extends west all he thinks about, is that he must paid represents voluntary contribu-! surplus dirt—probably 100 loads—to
ings is not an institution competing
was changed to white Jan. 20. and in Watch for them. The' Harlem Hot with banks. “In normal periods, and shall be pledged to Gov. Whtte as its
ward from the coast to the Routes 201 get the party who did the deed if he
first
choice."
He
said
it
was
"further
8-tf
tensity increased to 7400 candlepower. Shots."
increasingly so in times of financial understood that the delegation wiii be and 100, which lead from Brunswick or they come his way. And still an-1
stress, it draws money from a frozen free from any sort of control."
to Bangor through the central part of other call comes in: There has been J
state, makes it liquid, and enriches
Though not directed against Gov.
REGISTER FOR COURSE IN
the economic life of the nation."
Roosevelt's candidacy, the Agreement the State, via Augusta and Waterville. a robbery, we will say. in Bangor.
Banks receiving postal savings have reached among the Ohio leaders op , To police and patrol this vast ex The police there notify headquarters
ty cover them by depositing public erates to deny him any support from panse of territory, are one Sergeant ' that a gang of desperate characters is
bonds or other approved securities that State until the convention bal
escaping through his district. Does
at RED CROSS ROOMS, 497 MAIN STREET
with the treasury. The postal savings loting has been under wav for many
the trooper hesitate? No. He has
deposits are at all times secured.
TUESDAY EVENING, JAN. 26, at 7 o’clock
hours. Under the two-thirds rule in
“If the individuals who have with Democratic conventions, a candidate
only one thought in mind and that j
10-11
drawn their funds from banks under who fails to “make the grade” in the
is to get them. He goes out to some
stood how useful and at the same early balloting frequently fails to be
strategic point along his patrol and
time secure their money would be if nominated.
starts holding up traffic, knowing
deposited irt postal savings, they
The objective of the Roosevelt
would
make
a
substantial
contribu

that
the next car which comes along i
group
is
to
win
the
nomination
on
the
SECOND ANNUAL
tion to the restoration of normal first ballot, if possible, as in the case
may come at him spouting lead from i
The Lincoln Street High School Building Which Sees Two Acres
business conditions,” asserts the re of Alfred E. Smith in 1928, to that end
the guns of men who have no regard |
of Its Premises Made Available For Playground Purposes By Men
port.
they have indicated a determina
Who Were Out of Work
for human life If It interferes with
Summer residents are mainly re tion to make primary fights against
sponsible for recent anti-prohibition all favorite son candidates save Gov
their getaway.
agitation in Maine. Rev. Frederick W. ernor White in Ohio and Governor
The person who perhaps is envi tions from other workers who have; private parties, thereby gaining new
Smith, superintendent of the Chris Albert C. Ritchie in Maryland. In
ous
of the trooper’s soft life, has not been so fortunate as to retain their funds for employment purposes,
tian Civic League of Maine told the this plan thev have felt that Mr.
The scene shifts now to Tillson avethought of these little items which positions with industrial or business
national convention of the Anti-Sa Baker’s attitude, plus the peculiar
hue where a crew was employed to
loon League this week.
come to every trooper several times a concerns.
situation in Ohio and the belief Mr.
“Prohibition is no longer an issue Baker is "talking himself out of the
"When I see . girls earning hardly i demolish the large building once used
year. If all goes well and nothing
in Maine.” he said. “It is an estab I nomination” bv his vigorous stand on
more than that amount per week, yet, by the Camden Anchor-Rockland
happens
he
may
get
two
or
three
lished policy. There is no discussion the League of Nations, would cause
days off duty, subject to call of contributing weekly to the welfare of Machine Co., and later incorporated
of it. The wets have to import one , an earlv break in the Ohio delegation
of the Sabine women to confer with I and substantial support for the New
course. Still the general public think those who would otherwise have no into the refrigerating plant of the
summer residents, and they try to i York Governor.
that a trooper’s life is just one round earning power, I think what a fine East Coast Fisheries Co. The wood
Auspices V. S. C. G. Kirkapoo
j make out that the State of Maine is
Ohio with her 52 votes in the naspirit is being shown." said H. P. was given to the needy as fuel, ex
of good times.
I howling against prohibition.
. tional convention, is one of the 18,
The State Police of the Third Dis Blodgett, who has charge of the un cept the more valuable lumber, which
“Next fall as Maine goes so goes the j states which, because of "favorite'
was sold for enough to offset the cost
nation, and we are going to lead vou.” sons" or the influence of anti-Roose
trict as well as those in other dis employment disbursement.
Rev. Mr. Smith declared amid an- velt leaders, have been listed as likely
of removing the structure. It will be
How has the money been used?
tricts are trying to give the public
, plause. "We started something 80 to hold out at least 467 votes from the
TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
An oft heard question, and a fair seen from this method of manipulaefficient and immediate service in
vears ago which you are all very Roosevelt column in the early ballot
one,
on the part of anybody who con- tion that the unemployment commitevery
way,
but
owing
to
the
shortage
Droud of now. In Maine we have ing. In a full convention of 1154
„
Music By
been all through the mill and have votes. 385 votes held away from Gov
of men. there are times when it is tributed to the fund. Probably the tee has been conducting a little
come out on top, and that is what we ernor Roosevelt would be sufficient to and seven patrolmen under the di almost impossible to take care of the average reader has a hazy idea, but it I "thrift shop" of Its own.
rection of Lieut. Arthur W. Cushman ;
expect you in the nation to do.
stop his nomination.
many demands that come to them. is doubtful if there is anybody out-j Among the Northend projects was
“Our real problem in Maine is with
The Ohio law requires a candidate at Rockland State Police Headquar-;
To bring the force up to standard in side of the committee who knows all the introduction of a new water serv
the voung people. We are not teach for delegate
FAVOR DANCES
BALLOON DANCES
in
the
primary
to
have
.
_
ters. Assigned to and working out!
ing them prohibition. We are teach
efficiency and be able to police the that has been done and of improve-! ice into the Tyler school building on
10-lt
ing them about, alcohol, which is the
| Warren street.
rural towns and country off from the ments which have been wrought.
best method. We are organizing the j regar(jed as the real choice of most man Daniel S. Pray, who has the main lines and give the people the
Beginning shortly at Union street a
The
first
task
to
which
the
unem

voung people and sending out groups Ohio Democrats, his refusal to seek patrol from Rockland to Belfast, Pa-l
crew will widen the brook at the point
ployed
applied
themselves
was
the
service
to
which
they
are
entitled,
it
of five as evangelistic teams.” con- | the Presidential nomination precludes trolman George I. Shaw, who has the j
is said that there should be at least excavation of a 400 foot trench, five where It passes the public library,
eluded the speaker amid more ap- i his sanctioning delegates in his favor.
patrol of Rockland to Bath, and offiPlauseI in this situation, many Democrats
100 men. At present there are 46 for feet deep, from Broadway to the cen and with this done operations will be
Mrs. Gertrude H. Blodgett has who favor Baker joined in the plan nafc-Jiarry. L. TOitunaww jiha.af Uijfl WPTTOrp-SW ’............ .
ter of Community Park, which is now renewed on the other end of the
been commissioned postmistress at to pledge the delegation for Governor the capacity of desk man at the'
Soon
there
will
be
a
Legislature
in
owned by the city. In this trench brook.
Sargentville, according to announce- White as a “stalking horse."
I Rockland office.
Still another project will be the
Augusta which will see the predica- tvas laid a two-inch water pipe used
ment from the postoffice department.. The list of “second choice" possicleaning up of Sandy Beach that de
-----------------I bilitics in Ohio includes, in addition
i
ment
that
the
State
Police
are
in
and
in
flooding
the
park
while
it
is
used
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
Patrolman Foster O King takes the set asjdp funds enough fQr them ((> as a skating rink. Fifteen men were sirable tract of waterfront where
THE MAN FROM RYE
to Mr Baker Senator Robert J. BnlkSILK DRESS Awarded the Lucky Girl
____
, ley. former Governor James M. Cox. patrol on from Belfast to Bangor, and maintain an organlzatlon second t0
given employment on this job. which hundreds of children and adults
despite his own disclaimer of candi
n New
Prizes on Display in Fuller-Cobb-Davis Window
no olher
other ,in
New Eng]and
England, At ,east occupied about a week, and one man escape the distressing heat of sum
Jack Lawrence Gets Infor daev. and former Senator Atlee Pom- at Bath it is taken up by Patrolman jj nQ
John P. Crosby who has to police the that is the hope of headquarters.
is charged with the duty of spraying^ mer.
mation and Compliments erene.
route from Bath to Lewiston. PaWorth while projects, you see.
the
rink each night.
Up Appleton Way
trolman Roswell C. Hamilton patrols
Boys, Look For Yours Next Week
A small building was erected on the Work that would have to be done by
PROTEST
BAD
ROAD
10*11
from Brunswick to Portland, and Pa
edge of the field for the convenience the city sometime, and which is now
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
trolman John E. Marks patrols from Chamber Seeks Action On of the skaters.
I wonder if Jack Lawrence would
being done because there are public
Those Old Maps
Augusta to Brunswick. Sergt. Rob- j
care to know or perhaps he does know
• * • •
spirited, generous hearted citizens
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:—
Lake Avenue — Plane
whom the clipper Red Jacket was
At the Northend, the Main street who are fighting in peace time an
In your issue of Jan. 21,1 note the ert B. Watts is stationed at Boothbay
ANNOUNCING
named for? Red Jacket, chief of the
inquiry
of
M.
R.
Morton
regarding
Harbor
and
his
chief
duties
are
in

Service
Next
Summer
banking
between Sea View Garage enemy fully as menacing as the one
Wolf tribe of the Senecas, served with the value of his map of Penobscot
vestigation and in charge of troopers
and the limekilns had been rendered which made more spectacular havoc
the Six Nations against the Americans
A vigorous campaign to better con very unsightly and unwholesome by
during the Revolution. In the War of Bay dated 1876. Mr. Morton does not on special duty details.
back in 1917 and 1918.
1812 he assisted the United States. He
but 1 ,exp^,t
therfmrapj!,1ri
ditions on the Lake Avenue end the dumping of rubbish. This was
A Play in Three Acts—Presented By
The
records
at
the
Rockland
office
.
The committee has had as high as
made an eloquent speech against the i government publication and I wou d
Chickawaukie Lake section of Route
The Senior Class of Rockport High School
given a thorough cleaning by the un 75 men on its payroll at a time, the
treaty of Fort Stanwix in 1784. He ^ggeTstathat h.e
h*5 « Q ,7v?v show that this small force has made
lacked courage, and was an inveterate
P; s; Coa^ and Oeodetlc survey' 325 arrests during the year of 1931. 101 was started at a meeting of the employed. more than 500 loads of work being done in relays that its
ROCKPORT TOWN HALL
opponent of Christianity, schools and , Washington, D. c.
Many of these arrests were for auto Chamber of Commerce directors yes rubbish being carted therefrom to the benefits might be experienced by the
missionaries, but was a sagacious
Old plans of certain types are mobile offenses, while the others were terday. Numerous complaints have
FRIDAY, JANUARY 29
come to the Chamber concerning this city dump. In this connection a 300 laborers above mentioned.
, statesman and an eloquent orator, i valuable or invaluable to surveyors
at 8.06 P. M.
In the unemployment fund there
) He was born in 1751 and died in 1830.1 a® a “urce of ln.f°rmatlon. Among for the more serious crimes such as • roa(j during the past few months and crippled resident was commissioned
Fort Stanwix was erected in 1758 ithe 30°® or more PIana on ^le,ln ,thls larceny, robbery, forgery and assault it is certain that this extremely bad to paint numerous signs which the still remains about $2000, with per
ADMISSION 25c AND 35c
on the Mohawk River at what was I <>»<* there are several ancient plans with intent to kill. Several criminals stretch on an otherwise excellent road police department has erected along haps $1000 more available in the way
(Produced by special arrangement with Samuel French, New York)
10-lt
called “the great carrying place," the j dating back as far as 1780 and among from othfr States have been appre has kept many prospective patrons
the banks.
of pledges.
away from Rockland
name later being changed to Port jthosa that are referred to most comThe brook which runs northwest
In the disbursement of the fund
The road has been in very bad
Schuyler. Treaties were concluded monly
the plan showJ25. the sub" hended and returned to other police
there between the Six Nations and I division of Camden. This survey departments. Also through the good condition all summer and fall, and ward (and almost every other direc and the reaping of such satisfactory
, the English determining the bounda- was made about 1768. I ran across work of the patrols many stolen auto during the recent soft spells was fre tion) from Union street is coming in, results words of praise for Mr. Blodan old one the other dav that would
rics of the Indian territory in 1768.
mobiles have been recovered and re quently the scene of mired cars. The for its share of attention, as rightly i gett and his associates must not be
Evidently Red Jacket was no lob perhaps interest some Rockland peo turned to their owners, both In and material sprinkled on it through the
fall made conditions dangerous dur it should, for this watercourse in withheld. They seek none, but the
ster-got mixed up from similar color ple. It was made sometime prior to
of jacket. Doubtless was in many a 1850, showing the town of East out of State, and in most cases the ing wet weather and led up to yester addition to being unsightly, has never time and effort they are giving has
Thomaston and the location of a thieves were caught, and sent up to day's action. A committee compris been adequate to care for the fall and
broil, also in many a stew.
richly earned some sort of reward.
ing George L. St. Clair, Laforest A.
I am not writing from memory but proposed breakwater. According to repent their act for a few years.
spring
freshets,
with
the
result
that
this
plan
the
breakwater
was
to
be
Thurston and Dr. EUingwood will
from what the aged grandfather, who
Around 200 accidents have been in confer with Mayor Richardson and residents in that vicinity often find
MADE GOOD SHOWING
1 drank the applejack, told my own one-half mile in length and would
vestigated
throughout
the
District
be located about in the middle
see what action can be taken to themselves marooned until the wa
grandfather.
Shipbuilding In the United States
Mr. Lawrence surely writes some of the harbor out abreast of “Crock and reports made and filed at head ward bettering conditions the coming ters subside.
during December made a favorable
thing that is mighty good reading and ett’s Point” and about half-way out quarters. In many cases court action season. It is understood that some
Between the High School grounds showing with comparable periods. A
relocation work is in prospect.
we all hope that he may get equally to the present breakwater.
was taken where it showed that there
O H. Tripp Engineering Co.
The Boston-Maine Airways is plan and Summer street a brand new report by the Commerce department
good eating when he comps to Maine
was reckless driving or intoxication ning to continue its plane service brook has been created—500 feet in showed that 70 vessels of 23.055 gross
•
By F. H. Wood
again.
Tom Alley
mixed up in the case. There have next summer but is abandoning the length, wider, and with all the crooks tons were built during the month, as
been 300 calls answered from the amphibians ln favor of the land amputated from Its system. Work compared with 71 vessels of 23.229
ships. In order to maintain a service
Rockland office, alone, and taken at this port a north and south run men killed two birds at one crack gross tons for the previous period, and
care of by the small personnel as way must be provided in addition to when they tore down an unsightly with 86 vessels of 25,971 gross tons in
December. 1930. Of the vessels built
signed there. These calls constitute the present facilities. The Chamber stone-wall near Achorn cemetery and 59 were of wood construction, total
complaints, calls for assistance to the plans to cooperate with the city in used the rock in laying up new and ing 3506 gross tons.
this project and a joint meeting of
On the Gulf of Mexico, 80 miles south
public as well as to other depart the city fathers and the Chamber di permanent walls for the brook. To
of Tampa on the Tamiami Motor Trail.
ments, whom the Headquarters is rectors will be held in the near future. this end they also used granite from YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Golf — Fishing — Bathing.
glad to help whenever it can spare
Tiic usual mid-winter open meet the old Case kiln on the waterfront.
If I had to live my life again I would
ing of the Chamber will be held Feb. City Engineer R. H. Britt saw to it have
men
to
do
so.
And
the
men
take
care
made a rule to read some poetry
PARK VIEW
11,
presumably
at
Hotel
Rockland,
and
listen to some music at least once
of as many more calls out on the
with C. A. Barnard, executive head that the new watercourse was built a week. The loss of these tastes ls a loss
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Spanish style, new each room with pri
highway which come to them direct of the Maine Automobile Association on scientific principles.
vate bath, twin beds and steam heat.
and are not recorded at the office, ex as speaker. There are 168 active
While we are in the vicinity of the
WITH
EVENING HYMN
members of the Rockland Chamber High School building let’s tell of the
Fresh fish from the Gulf also vegetables,
cept in the officer’s report.
Slowly by God's hand unfurled.
of
Commerce.
Down around the weary world
poultry, fruit and strawberries from our
• • • •
transformation which has been Falls
the darkness; oh. how still
own farm served every day.
wrought
on
the
Lincoln
street
Is
the working of Thy Will!
Tlie duties of a State ttooper are
UNDER FOREIGN FLAGS
premises surrounding that structure.
wide and varied. Besides patroling
Mighty Maker! Here am I.—
AND
Radical reductions in rates:
Chairman Connor of the Shipping As every "old grad" knows the land
Work, in me as silently.
the highways and looking after the
Veil the day’s distracting sights.
American Plan $ 9.00 Daily Double
interests and protection of the trav- Board recently informed the House at the rear of the school building was Show me heaven’s eternal lights.
Merchant
Marine
committee
that
American Plan $50.00Weekly Double
eling public, they have all kinds of more than half of the tonnage oper- much lower than that on which the From the darkened sky come forth
criminal offenses to investigate and ated by American shipping lines was schoolhouse stood, and has never been Countless stars, a wondrous birth!
SAN MARCO HOTEL
So may gleams of glory dart
the apprehension of those who com under foreign flags. A detailed state of any particular value as a play Through the dim abyss, my heart;
(under same management—
ment
by
him
fixed
the
total
gross
mit them. The trooper is never cer tonnage of American companies at ground.
European Plan)
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
Living worlds to view be brought.
The committee saw a chance for In the boundless realms of thought.
tain as to just what is going to hap- 2,133.867. of which 808.696 were
All rooms with private bath, twin beds,
High and infinite desires.
pen next, when he comes in at night American vessels and the remainder improvement and has hauled in 3600 Burning
like those upper fires.
steam heat,
JANUARY 28-29
to ratire. He does not know how long i foreign. It related that they operat' loads of “fill,” which came mostly
Holy truth, eternal right.
ed
174
American
flag
ships
and
630
$ 2.50 Daily Double
from the large mounds on upper Let them break upon my sight.
he will be permitted to remain, as he under foreign flags.
Curtain at 8.15
$14.00 Weekly Double
them shine unclouded, still.
Maverick street where extensive ex Let
j is subject to calls throughout the en
And with light my being fill.
cavating
was
done
when
the
Rock

tire 24 hours. How many times is
Popular priced restaurant maintained.
Auspices St. John Baptist (Episcopal) Church
art there Oh. let me know.
land & Rockport Lime Corporation Thou
heard the remark: "I wish that I had
An economical way of spending the win
Thou art here within me too;
WHO ARE THE
Be
the
perfect peace of God
uncovered its newest quarry.
I that trooper’s job; all he has to do
ter in tha tropics.
Seats Checked Tuesday, Jan. 26, at McDonald's
Here as there now shed abroad.
The
result
ls
two
acres
of
practical

,
is
sit
around
waiting
for
some
one
to
Florida'* famous sunshine dwells in
May my soul attuned be
ADMISSION 50 CENTS
ly new ground with room for two To
call him.” Perhaps such persons
that perfect harmony.
Venice.
tennis courts, and a chance for the Which, beyond the power of sound.
w
’
ould
change
their
minds
if
they
Booklet eent free
Fills the universe around.
7-tf
boys to practice baseball, football.
were to follow the trooper around for
—William Henry Furness.

Home Hygiene and Care of The Sick

WASHINGTON’S
BIRTHDAY

BALL

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22

Reilley’s Rhythm Kings of Brunswick

DANCE

TUESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 26

Kirk and His Down East Yankees

WE WANTERKNOW!

“FAST COLORS ff

VENICE, nogM

Jnyour vacation plans.

“Shannons of
Broadway
ADELYN BUSHNELL

MARSHALL BRADFORD

4

H

“HARLEM
HOT SHOTS”

FRED J. FULLER, Proprietor.
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WILLIS AYER SPOKE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me.. Jan. 23, 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lvddie,
who on oath declares that he is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
Jan. 21. 1932. there was printed a total
of 6198 copies.
W. H, BUTLER.
Notary Public.

Jovial Proprietor of The
Equippery Gave Rotary a
Happy Hour

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from
Joy reigned unconfined at yester- 1
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
day's Rotary meeting because the
I can do all things through Christ shaker was that lovable old repro
li
which strengtheneth me.—Phil. 4:13. bate Willis I. Ayer, the club’s official
bad boy. It is a part of the speaker’s
The List Is Growing
teams are playing out of town teams
religion that fun and happiness play I
EVERYONE KNOWS JIM an important role in every man’s , Thirty-three replies to date have and winning their share of the
hk rede thn/come t0 The Courier-Gazettes round games.
Mostly routine work on this sta
, /
...
Fullers, Southward Bound, his rede that not a shred of dignitv ,
remained in the group. Withal it1 robln asklnS for cooperation in start- tion this week, but it will soon be
Enjoy Eagle Rock Hosts— was a funfest, his paper on the ro- ing this exchange column. Consider- time to start spring painting
....
mancc of men's apparel was of sus- ' ing the irregular conditions under
Why Gen. Ames Quit
tained interest and carefully thought- I which mail is sent and received in
Little River, Cutler
out content.
j these out of the wav places, especialKeeper and Mrs. Willis Corbett !
Journeying leisurely Southward,
Of all nature's creatures, man is i ly in the winter, this is a remarkable
with Miami. Florida, as their object the only one obliged to seek artificial i percentage. One response came by send a photograph of their neat sta
ive Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller and protection from the elements. Birds, i telephone from Keeper R. W. Powers tion home and write that they were
glad to see so many letters from the
Donald H. Fuller, found a most de beasts, fish, reptiles—all are provided of Matinicus Rock Light, 25 miles different stations along the coast, be
for
in
the
natural
scheme.
In
the
from
the
mainland.
Government
lightful “way station" in Eagle Rock,
early days man's quest of protection | telephones now connect all these sta- ing especially interested in the items
Va., where they literally found them was simple, grasses and skins of ani- j tions with the outside world, and from Monhegan where Mr. Corbett
selves in the arms of folks from back mals sufficing, but with the pass- : have greatly lessened their isolation, was assistant keeper for six years.
All the children but one are ashore
home. But let our editor tell the age of time he learned to weave and j The radio too plays a big part in
attending school so that it is very
spin
and
then
his
troubles
began,
|
making
lighthouse
life
far
different
story with his own pen. as he has so
quiet during the winter, with few
interestingly done in a personal let Today the materials for the raiment ; from what it used to be.
callers. One day last week when the
of everv man come from the four corMany of these letters speak of the keeper was ashore after the mail and
ter. Mr. Fuller writes:
ners of the earth.
j complete lack of local news in the Mrs. Corbett was alone with the j
* * * *
1 quiet season. Remember that outsid- youngest boy, to her surprise two ,
It injected a charming variety into«
j ers have almost no idea what makes Grangers, Capt. and Mrs. Wesson of
the 1800-mile journey to exchange a ’
up the routine of life on a station ‘he three-masted schooner White
certain monotony of the road for the ’
and most would like to know. Let Way came for a pleasant call. They
Irish-New England-Southern hospi- j
ters of reminiscence and stories con- were from St. Mary’s. N. S. bound to
tality of the James H. McNamara
l nected with the station, would also New London with a load of lumber,
home. It is a home presided over by
* be of general interest. In fact what and came in for harbor overnight.
his sister Helen and shared by his I
ever a keeper finds to yarn about
Myron, Neil, Purcell, Ruth, Emily
brother Anthony—the latter his busi-.
with the visitors that pester him in and Kathleen Corbett returned to
ness associate, and the former adding
the summer (and sometimes their their schools after being home for
to her housewife duties and general,
i number runs up into the hundreds) over the weekend. Myron attends
accountant of the business, the pub-'
would be worth a try. We'll be out East Machias Academy. Florence is
lie office of Examiner of Records of
with spyglasses to see what the next in Machias High School but spent the
the 19th Judicial District of Virginia.;
mail brings.
weekend with her grandmother at
which covers four counties, and is an ,
* » * *
Rogue Bluffs.
appointment at the hand of Governor j
The fact that I have been away
The fishing boats go in and out by
Byrd.
j for 15 days' leave of absence is the I thi‘s“stotton'to“'tend ’their UawTs“ and
It was twenty-sLx years ago, as you
reason for this tardy re
reply.
’’ writes
writes*,-t .g mteresting to see them some
P
lv
‘
know, that the young man -Jimmy’’
1 E. M. Millss of White
C
, oa,^ times all at the same time,
adventured from his Rockland home,
’ Guard Station
ion at Spruce Head.
I
• • • •
and at Eagle Rock, in Virginia, on the
am very much interested in your
banks of the historic James, set him
The
Cuckolds,
Newagen
proposition of a department devoted
self at the manufacture of lime.
H. E. Seavey, assistant keeper at
to the Lighthouse and U. S. Coast
They have been years of arduous toil,
i Guard service and am willing to do this station was a business visitor to
and you see the fruit of them in a
Boothbay Harbor Thursday.
I all possible to make it successful.”
splendid modern hydrate plant that
...»
Mr. Brooks of Newagen Inn is
has at the back of it several hundred j
having ifts club-house moved from
Additional
replies
have
come
from
acres of superior limestone, all of it
That Lovable Old Reprobate, Willis Ywk ^Ftarbor; G.^" York^of ‘ Mt. the archery golf grounds to the west
shore. The work is being done by
the small beginnings. With a lot of
Boothbay parties.
Ayer
!
Desert
Light,
Manset:
Andrew
H.
other things besides — Crawford |
A ball was given by the firemen of
________________
Kennedy
of
Great
Duck
Island
Light,
Mountain, for instance, that rears its
Southport in their hall Jan, 19.
,
McKinley:
Pierre
A.
Fagonde
of
Petit
huge bulk near by. which Jimmv
This weaving business is no new I Manan Light. Millbridge; E. H. Pierce
Jack Elliot and Paul Jacqua have
owns and on the upper reaches of thing for tradition says that thejo{ Marshall Point, Port Clyde; and returned to Manchester, N. H., after
which he has wrought out a farm, Chinese and Japanese spun silk 35C0 from Leland Mann and John L. Pen- haviAg spent a few days with Keep
where he raises stock by way of di years ago and history tells us that Dell of Two Bush Light, Spruce Head. er and Mrs. E. D. Elliot.
version.
* » * ♦
, ,
, ,
, cotton cloth was in use before the
* * * *
Yes, everybody knows him;: the j
were erected. Columbus
“It was fine to see so many re
Deer Island Thoroughfare
Irish of him has let him into politics; noted the Indians to be acquainted
and altogether he’s as much the with cotton fabrics and the product sponses in your new coast guard and
No mail at this light station for
southern gentleman of the modern was raised in 1621 by the Jamestown lighthouse department,” writes Keep five days on account of wind and
er
Preston
L.
Marr
of
Portland
type as you’d look to see in one whose settlers. Today huge amounts of cot
rough weather.
parents stamped him with the poetry ton goods are manufactured in New Breakwater. “Mv wife and I enjoyed
Friday was an unlucky day for
of Ireland and whose own roots he England and the woolen industry, especially the items from The Cuck Mrs. Elmer E. Conary when Jan. 8
has never plucked out of the soil of started in 1643 in Massachusetts, has olds where we served 21 years and she slipped on the ice and fell,
his native Rockland for transplant assumed great proportions. Much of where one of our daughters was born, spraining her wrist quite badly.
now Mrs. E. Charles Whitney of
ing under southern skies.
* * • «
the cotton used in men’s clothing
It was a real adventure of travel to comes from the mills in Lancaster, Providence, R. I. It was like getting
a
great
big
letter
from
the
different
Rockland
Breakwater
be under his roof, to hear him again England, however.
stations.”
Jan. 19 and not a sign of snow on
in the stories and the songs for which
♦ • ♦ »
Hats were worn as far back as the
the mountains—something new, for j
he was famous in the olden days, and [ .
Qf Nero but ,t wa5 not until 1812
Keeper W. W. Wells of Saddleback this time of year. This has beer, a
to note, that -while material success tbat thg gQ.jaHgjj -soft hats” came
Ledge Light writes that he returned fine winter for the lightkeepers who
had been visited upon his years o
their own. Today their manu- Jan. 9 from a 15-dav leave of absence
struggle nothing had been taken {acture jg & majQr
and the
hope it will continue. ’
with his familv at Lubec. On his re
Steamship Sepola te again on the
a^ay
th®lltt’®’1,ortb®L materials are drawn from a dozen turn M. A. Alley, the first assistant
city of his birth and the friends there , countrjes The present day demand
course after having a new rudder
keeper
went
ashore
bv
the
same
boat
whom he would perpetually be re- j fQr gUk js great Patterson, N. j., is
made. Officer A. K. Moore of Wash
to spend 15 davs with his family at
calling.
_ _ _
| probably the largest individual silk Jonesport. This light is six miles ington, D. C. has been on the break
water making timing tests. The ship
i manufacturing center. It takes the
A day or two later found us naueo , ljfe work Q{ 3Q0 silk worms to make from Vinalhaven and a rough place finishes her test Jan. 20 and will -go
to land in the winter.
at the
Adelbert
to Texas for the winter.
♦ * • *
. •gateway
.
u of • Gen. tX
t a single pound of raw silk. On the
* « * •
Ames winter home m Daytona. It other hand the average sheep proMillard Robinson is tending Frank
was a thing to remain in memory. duces w00l enough each year for two lin Island Light, Loudville, while
Burnt Island, Boothbay Harbor
when this veteran of the Civil war, suits, and enmo
some orrnt
great wool
wool nroducers.
producers, Keeper C. N. Robinson goes to Port
Lighthouse tender Ilex passed this
the last surviving commissioned offi several suits.
land with his son Elmer who enters station recently on her way to
cer -of that momentous period, rose
Getting down to his own particu- the Children’s Hospital for treatment. Tumbler Island to set a gas buoy.
outt of his chair and
stood erect to
ana stooa
iu
rv which ls admittedly a
Mr. Sproul of Mouse Island was a
give
,e cordial welcome to one from his Rockfand institution, Mr Ayer was Mr Guotill of the Maine Seacoast
Mission called at the light Tuesday
native town.
about to make some pointed remarks and was to accompany them. An Sunday visitor of Keeper and Mrs.
Albert Staples.
“It’s Rockland in my thoughts per about the “regulars" when even his
The keeper during his spare time
petually,” he declared.
"Nothing sang froid was shaken bv the sight of other son Guy Robinson is on the
mend
after
a
recent
illness.
aside from station duties has just
takes the place of those recollections the several subjects of his remarks
completed an all-wave radio set on
of the far-off days of my youth, espe- ~ujpping themselves with the well
Cape Ntddick, York Beach
which foreign stations are received
daily at the north end of the tow . knQWn G T
muffs, designed to
where most of those days were spen.. ^ep Qut
—and unwe]come sounds.
Keeper Eugene L. Coleman sends with as much volume as locals. He
I’m well enough, I suppose, for my ! Mr. Ayer is a staunch advocate of snapshots of his station, known local has constructed a number of very
ninety-six
years, ana
and so is Mrs.
.
mss.
• ,
a>.„tw„e ,„d
advertising
and quoted
‘"J ly as “The Nubble,” also of “Profile successful sets, obtaining his knowl
A»,s. and m « . -■«»££* ,! .ome
so^.uiple,
of ________________
results. e,; of George Washington,” a curious edge of building radios by taking a
examuico v.
children and great-grandchildren so _
•
lnvitation t0 an and rock formation on the north end of correspondence course in the Na
come
and make them. ,he island_ whose resemblance to the tional Radio Institute of Washing
numerous that I can’t recall their [ p*
number or their names.
, ” Ives at .home.
familiar features is very striking “I ton, D. C.
• » • *
“Yes. I see Mr. Rockefeller fre-. selAt
y®s,the
at„ conclusion of his remarks ! wonder how I can scare up something
Portland Breakwater
x
The picture of Pemaquid Point
continues to play his eight holes every Ned Leighton of Waterville was a self and the cat. In the summer we Light in the Jan. 16 issue recalls to
morning, is ninety-two years old, in visiting Rotarian and Edward Glover i have company all the time, and are the writer that C. E. Marr, retired
keeper of that station, te now with
excellent health and is the happiest of Charlotte. N. C. was a guest.
| very glad to have them. We took 784 his daughter Mrs. W. F. Lakeman in
man in the world. The last golf I
I visitors up through the tower this Somerville, Mass.
played with him was two years ago,
year. That is no small job. and
During the snowstorm of Jan. 17
GOULD SEES “WET” j! past
when in driving off I got a fall that
add to that boating nine-tenths of the three-masted schooner Whiteinjured my shoulder. So I quit.”
them across from the mainland be- way came into Portland Harbor
Informed of the suggestion thah-^hat Former Maine Senator j 5ides doing reguiar station duty, and
under her own power with sails
Rockland give official marking to the
Told Congressmen About | gre tenet much time left for wrlt- furled—quite different from the old
spots in the city having historical
She was loaded with lumber.
association, his own birthplace among
“If you care for descriptions and times.
“Change In Maine
Keeper P. L. Marr visited the Port
them, the General said:
history of light stations and short land auto show Jan. 19. There ap
"It's a fine thing for any commun
Former U. S Senator Arthur R.| articles aside from news, I recom- pears to be a large improvement on
ity
to do;
I hope
when you
get I! Gould
around
to itand
I may
be allowed
to conof Maine told the Senate mend Keeoerjharles L. Knight o_ all makes of cars, also tires. One of
tribute a check to the fund.
Manufacturers sub-committee the > H®"d"ck®k"e“n^*rit?r who Mnds the big attractions was the General
"Thank you for bringing a message other day that there was a
stories to’ a Lewiston paper and te a "Streamline Jumbo” tire with only
from my cousin Jarvis C. Perry, change’’ of sentimen in hrs statej
Lewiston
of 12 pounds of air, exhibited by C, E.
Take him mv regards in return. I m on the Prohibition issue.
station WEEI ran a radio hour some- Noyes & Co. Mr. Marr had the
looking for the Old Reaper to call on
He was appearing before the
I ‘n
th line of vour column and pleasure of trying out these tires In a
me some day. and when he does I’ll mittee in support of the Bingham 4 ! thing on tne^ineo^ (o those out. Ford car, and was surprised at the
easy riding. When they got on a
say: 'All right, mv friend. I'm pleased per cent beer bill, the proponents of j
side of the lighthouse peop .
rough road he could hardly believe a
to greet you; lead on wherever you which concluded their testimony.
Although describing Maine as the
car could ride so smoothly. George
will and I’ll cheerfully follow’
Doubling Point Range
Flemming had charge of the C. E.
But the resonance of the veteran's “original Prohibition state,” Gould
There are two stations here within Noyes & Co. booth.
voice, the vigor of his hand-clasp, said “more rum and hard liquor is
Capt. W. F. Lakeman was a fre
suggested the time of such visitation being used in Maine today than at a half mile of each other near
Woolwich and being so near we have quent caller at the light while on the
any time I can remember.”
as being yet remote.
____________ He said it was “high time a change I practically the same news. Mrs
S. S. Falmouth plying between Bos
This item from the Quincy (Mass.) | was made,” adding that he was ■ Nye of this station accompanied Capt. ton and Portland. He relieved Capt.
Ledger will interest many Knox ' neither a “dry nor a wet, but one | and Mrs. Charles W. Allen of Douo- N. W. Brewer who was oh vacation.
County readers: “Attorney Frank A. who believes in moderation in every- [ ling Point Light on a motor trip to Capt, Lakeman ls now on the S. S.
Tirrell. senior member of the Quincy I thing.” He said a "wholestanding ; Bath Jan. 18.
Robert E. Lee plying between New
bar has been confined to his home , army” could not stop the truck loads
Capt. and Mrs. Allen and daugnter York and Boston.
by illness during the past two weeks,1 of liquor that cross into Maine from | Barbara were entertained Friday eveMr. and Mrs. L. M. Burrows,
but is renorted improving. Besides Canada.
ning of last week at the Range sta daughter Theresa and son Richard
tus honor as head of the legal pro- j Gould said he was “thoroughly I tion, a very enjoyable evening being were recent callers at Portland
fession in Quincv, Mr. Tirrell has the J convinced now the Volstead Act spent with games. Ice cream and Breakwater.
added distinction of having held the ! WOn’t work. I never expect to live [ cako were served.
Mrs. Bernice Noyes and son
office of master of chancery for the iong enough to see the statute taken
Keeper Nve has wished for the past Walker were all day guests at the
pa"-t 30 years, having been originally off the books, but there should be 15 years that there were some w^y light Jan. 14.
appointed bv Gov. W. Murray Crane modification,” he added.
! to receive news from the different staThe picture of Portland Break
and rraDpointed at the end of each
“Maine, I am sure, would vote for tions, and judging from the interes.- water in the Sunday Telegram of
sevrn - ear term. Mr. Tirrell’s fatHtr.! state control,” Gould said.
ing letters of last week the problem is Jan. 17 looked as the keeper remem
who was also a lawyer, was his s it would be interesting to hear the i now solved.
bers it about 45 years ago when he
predecessor as master in chancery Honorable Arthur R. Gould's com- 1
» » » *
went fishing for the firm of Lewis
and Mr. Tirrell has a son, Frank A. ment on the Senate’s action Thurs- ;
Dice Head, Castine
chage & Whltten of Portland Pier,
Tirrell, Jr., who te a practicing attor- ' day When that body by a vote of 55 j Another week has gone by ana. curj
the fish at the head of the
ney in Rockland, Maine.”
to 15 rejected a resolution under not>Vn8 ver.y Se“a^°"a’ htP??,hpC, , breakwater near what is now the
which it would have gone on record J at tllls station. The warm weather, E
Brown sardine factory
A cablegram received from Edward , as welcoming State referenda on ; still lingers here and Keeper Vumey
« , , »
Part, who has many friends In this proijn,jtj0ij repeal and modification. ^. King saw pansies in blossom in
Fort
Point,
Stockton Springs
c'tv and who te taking a course ofSenator Robinson of Arkansas, the , the front yard of one of his neighstud'7 at St. Catherine’s University. Democratic leader, led the opposition, bors this week. The scallou fisher- We are having mild springlike
Oxford. England, tells of his return
Hp described the nrcposal as a “pat- men are dredging every day offweather andmuddy roads,
there after spending the winter va- ,
attempt to pass the buck to the abreast of the light so the folks here g. s. Malangpassed
in by the
cation on a very interesting automo- statea" aad reflected no decisive get^some good fresh ones to eat.
Point Jan. 14 due at Bucksport where
The depression has not hit this she will load paper. On the return
bile triD through France, Germanv s^and py ^c Senate.
town as badly as some, the keeper trip to New York she will have a
and Switzerland. In company with
knows of no one really in want. The part cargo of potatoes to be loaded
two friends. John Bell w-ho has visit
Lions Club took in ten members last on at Searsport.
ed the Darts when in Rockland, and
John Thawr whose father te head
week and are doing a great deal of j Donald S. Clarke of Belfast has In
good in this town. The basketball i stalled an Atwater-Kent radio at the
master of St. Pauls School.

1 Mgnaaa

Performance -thrills
you’ve never had in any low-priced car
•

65 to 70 miles an hour • 0 to 35 miles an hour in 6.7 seconds
Silent Syncro-Mesh gear-shift • Simplified Free Wheeling

Unsurpassed smoothness and quietness • 60 Horsepower
You must driiv the new Chevrolet Six to

appreciate fully the many new thrills of
its performance.

conventional gear, and try shifting gears with the easy,

non-clashing, quiet Syncro-Mesh transmission —which is
exclusive to Chevrolet in the’lowest price field.

Take-it out on the street, compete with other cars in

Never has the actual driving of a Chevrolet Six meant

traffic—and understand what it means to accelerate
from a standstill to 35 miles an hour in less than seven
seconds! Hunt out some long stretch of highway, open
the throttle to the limit —and experience the keen joy

of a top speed without stress or strain. Travel over the

so much as it does today.

Come into our showroom—

without delay. Try out the Great American Value for

1932.

Faster, livelier, smoother than ever—easier to

handle and control—it gives performance-thrills you’ve
never had in any low-priced car!

roughest road you know—and learn the advantage of its
new stabilized front end.

Run the car throughout its

full range of speed and power—and know the pleasure

of Chevrolet's new smoothness and quietness.

PRICED AS LOW

Then, try the thrill of Free Wheeling—of gliding along

on momentum in a modern quality six—of shifting gears

AU price* J. o. b. Flint, Michigan. Special equipment extra. Low
idittredprices and easy G. M. A. C. terms. Chevrolet Motor Com

easily, simply, and quietly. And finally, change back to

pany, Detroit, Michigan. Division of General Motors.

NEW CHEVROLET SIX
THE

GREAT.AMERICAN

VALUE

FOR

1932

SEE YOUR DEALER BELOW

SEA VIEW GARAGE,INC

689 Main Street, Rockland

BAY VIEW GARAGE. INC.

lighthouse. Keeper and Mrs. Arthur storm that has brought on heavy j
B. Mitchell enjoy the Rainbow Hour drifts. The town is very punctual in
broadcast, by the First Baptist breaking out, and deserves great (
Church of Rockland very much. credit./
• • • •
Listen in folks, Wednesdays 6 to 6.30
p. m. from station WL2Z. Bangor.
Quoddy Head, Lubec
Mrs. Ruth Ellis, the mail carrier’s
The mild weather continues in this
wife 1s gaining after a serious ill locality and no signs of much colder
ness.
weather appear to be in sight. There
Leonard M. Landry driver of the j is no snow to be seen, the ground'
Bangor-Rockland bus was injured in being as bare as last week.
an automobile accident on the Pros
A 45-foot fish boat became dis-:
pect road the evening of Jan. 10.
abled Monday afternoon by a broken i
Miss Etta M. Mitchell, a teacher in crankshaft. A signal was displayed ,
the Searsport public schools, spent for assistance at sunset and the boat
the weekend at the lighthouse.
was towed to Wilson’s Beach, N. B.,
Mrs. Leonard Landry is convales by the motor surfboat from this sta’cing in the Belfast Hospital from a tion.
serious surgical operation.
There is much sickness in town
Mr. and Mrs. Edw’ard Libby of caused by severe colds, Mrs. A. G.
Sandy Point were callers at the Maker being included with those
Light recently.
,
under the doctor’s care.
Many
Harry R. Hichborn, local manager, pupiis are absent from the schoo/s
inspected the telephone lines here on account of sickness.
this week.
We are pleased to notice the in
terest taken by so many light-keep
Hendricks Head, West Southport
ers in this column and would like to
Frequently now, when nights are see something more from officers in
dark and weather calm, the lights of charge of the coast guard stations
flaming torches may be seen here along the Maine coast.
B.M. lc (L> George Clark has re- ‘
and there on Sheepscot Bay and the
river as the fishermen endeavor to turned to duty at the station after 1
enjoying a 15-day leave of absence.,
dip herring.
Monday evening a group of Camp B.M. lc (L) Fred C. Clark 1s now ab
fire Girls met at the keeper's dwell sent for a period of ten days at hfs
ing with Miss Rosa Knight, who is home in Lubec.
guardian. Instructions in first aid
and lessons in bandaging were taken
WITH THE BOWLERS
up.
Keeper C. L. Knight does not own
The end of the 12th week finds the
a car but through the courtesy of Kickapoo with a substantial lead in
Rev. J. L. Stevens, the local clergy
man, he enjoyed a trip to Bath Mon the Recreation Alley League, the run
day, and attendance at the meeting ner-up being the Federate who
threaten first place. Burpee Furni
of district ministers at Wiscasset.
Despite the fact that the warm wave ture lost five points and dropped to
has drawn all the frost from the a third place tie with the Boiler
ground, the Southport state road,
tarred, remains in good condition. Makers. Can the Kickapoo break the
The road between the postofPce and 13 jinx and defeat the Federate next
the lighthouse, seven-tenths of a Wednesday night? Or will the Fed
mile, is passable but along most of it erate win five points and take first
the mud te a few inches deej^and it place? This te what the local bowling
is well rutted. Autos can usually fans want to know. Next week
reach the light at all times during promises a shake-up in the Second
the year save directly after a snow- Division as there are five postponed
games to be rolled; only two more
weeks, for the first half of the season.
The standing:
W L PC
P.F.
Kickapoo,
43 12 .800 16,830
Federals,
39 16 .710 16,391
Boiter Makers,
37 23 .617 Ig 47Q
Burpee Furniture 37 23 .’17 16^275
' * 1
Perry’s Market, 32 28 .534 16,225
Texacos,
24 31 .435 14,494
Thomaston,
20 30 .400 13,301 1
A. & P„
22 33 .400 14,850
Barbers,
18 42 .300 15,978
_ . — j fiAlng from pier
r boat. Surf beach, no underGulf Refining,
12 48 .200 15,923
. 18-hole golf, grgu greena.
* 41 * s
Club houae on the oearfi. Swweunc
pooL 100 room*, 1OO bathe. Orchestra.
Games next week:
First-clast patronage. Reasonable rates.
Tuesday—Gulf Refining, Boiler
. Makers and Thomaston,
GEORGE KREAMER
Summer; Wrandottg Hotel. Bellport, L.L
r Wednesday—Burpee Furniture, A
& P., Federate and Kickapoo.

Camden, Me.

Just Arrived!
A Cargo
Fresh Mined

'bl ue coal’
AMERICA'S

FINEST

ANTHRACITE

ROCKLAND
COAL CO.
Tel. 72
and single went to the losers—113 by
Danielson. The summary:
* » « «
a.&P.—Smalley, 274;
Woodcock,
The Federate defeated A. & P. 146 278; Daris, 276; Clark, 258; Howard,
pins Wednesday night, with Perry 303; total, 1389.
going great guns. His single of 126
Gulf Refining—Seavey, 226; Macwas high, and he had high total, Donald, 255; Danielson, 295; SchelULUCIL
Wdd JJI
voOWI VivJDviy
albeit Ilv
he was
pressed
closely 111
in the I linger, 274; Greeley, 275; total, 1325.
latter respect by Dudley. The summary:
Perry’s Market outguessed the
Federals—Perry, 322; L?1 bro, Barbers Thursday night when they
283; Dudley, 319; Benner, 266; Rack took four points out of five. Gard
liff, 267; total, 1457.
ner's total was 30 points higher than
A.&P.—Smalley, 277; Woodcock. 252; his nearest opponent's and he had
Daris, 271; Clark, 251; Howard, 260; high string—120. The summary;
total, 1311.
Perry’s Market.—Schofield, 254;
• • • •
Abbott, 252; Melvin, 274; Black, 290;
A.&P. made a good come back in its Gardner, 320; total, 1390.
match with Gulf Refining Wednes
Barbers—Cavanaugh, 261: Glidden,
day night, scooping all five points. 255; Alley, 262; Martin, 275; Shute,
Howard was high total, but high 288; total, 1341.

Thursday—Barbers, Texacos
Perry’s Market.

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Jan. 25—Garden Club meeting, address
by Miss Margaret G. Ruggles.
Jan. 26—Fellowship Bible conference
at First Baptist Church.
Jan. 27 — Camden — Get-together of
Lions Clubs at Wadsworth Inn.
Jan.. 28-29—Thomaston—“The Shan
nons of Broadway." at Watts Hall, by
Adelyn Bushnell players.
Jan. 29—Rubinstein Club meeting at
Unlversallst vestry.
Jan. 29—Rockport—“Fast Colors” pre
sented at Town hall by R. H. S. seniors.
Feb. 1—Monthly meeting of the City
Government.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 5—Lincoln Baptist Association
meets at Rockport.
Feb. 5 (3 to 9.30)—Regular sessions of
Woman’s Educational Club, at Copper
Kettle Porch.
Feb. 7-13—Anniversary Week of tha
Boy Scouts.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Day.
Feb. 18-19—Klppy Karnlval.
Feb. 17—Monthly meeting of the Bap
tist Men’s League.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.

WEATHER
The proposed winter sports meet at
the High School today shares the
fate of last Saturday’s hockey game
with Hebron and is put off for lack of
the indispensable background of ice
and snow. Sports are languishing in
this mild January and the best out
door skating for some time was en
countered last evening on sidewalks
and roads when it turned off cold
after a variegated day of snow, rain
and sunshine. Noon temperature was
37. This morning the slippery going
is still evident, 26 at 7 o’clock and
wind northeast. It is sunny as we go
to press, but the weather outlook for
tomorrow is not bright, the forecast
giving probably snow or rain, colder
at night.

BIBLE CONFERENCE

WASHINGTON SUICIDE

Neighbor Finds the Body of More Than 20 Churches In
Clifford Wentworth This
terested In Session Here
Morning
Next Tuesday
When Samuel Ames of West Wash
ington stopped this morning at the
home of Clifford Wentworth, who
was to accompany him to Ban
gor, there was no response to his
knock, and investigation disclosed the
body of Mr. Wentworth hanging in
the barn.
Hastening to the nearby home of
Charles Boman, communication was
made with Selectman Arthur John
son who notified the medical exami
ner and hurried to the scene, Messrs.
Ames and Boman cutting down the
body meantime.
Little is known of the deceased,
who was about 70 years old, save that
he came to Washington from Hope
about a year ago and was a widower.
It is understood that he was buy
ing the place on which he lived,
though he was not carrying on active
farming.

Rev. Philip H. Clifford, S.T.D., dis
tinguished divine of Boston, former
ly pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church of that city will be the princi
pal speaker in a union conference i
which includes more than 20 churches
of Rockland and vicinity. The date is
next Tuesday.
This conference is the second of its
kind to be held here, the first having

Miss Eliza Steele, Red Cross nurse,
has been visiting various schools this
week with an audiometer, taking ear
tests of the children. Wednesday
she was at the Warren Street School.
In the Knox-Lincoln Basketball"
League last night both Camden
teams were victorious over Thomas
ton—the boys 27 to 13, and the girls
37 to 13. Camden now heads the
League.
Henry H. Payson, who had origi
nally intended to seek the represen
tative nomination on the Democratic
ticket, has concluded to run for the
clerk of courts nomination instead.
His primary papers are in circula
tion.

Mr. and Mrs. James F. Carver are
proud owners of a pedigreed English
bloodhound, seven months old, a re
cent arrival from Ontario. The only
difficulty encountered thus far is that
the animal understands and “speaks”
only French.
The chorus choir of the Thomas
ton Baptist Church is rehearsing the
cantata “The Village Blacksmith” to
ba presented Sunday evening, Feb. 28,
as an observance of the birthday of
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Carle
ton Porfer of Rockport is assisting in
this cantata.

The Congregational ladies will
BORN
serve supper Wednesday at 6.15. CASSIDY—At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
Jan. 13, to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cassidy
Mrs. H. B. Fales as chairman will be
(Florence Ames), a daughter. Dolores
assisted by Mrs. W. I. Ayer, Mrs. E.
Jane.
C. Davis, Mrs. Henry C. Chatto, Mrs. TOMKINS—At Quincy. Mass.. Jan. 16.
to Mr. and Mrs. George H. Tomkins
Charles W. Sheldon, Miss Alena
(Edna Shadie). a son. Richard Albert
Young, Mrs. C. W. Proctor, Mrs. C. E.
Barnard, Mrs. Minnie Roberts and
MARRIED
Mrs. Elonia Tuttle.

ROBERTS-CARNES—At Rockland. Jan.
8. by Samuel Levy. N. P.. Christopher
The play to be read at the Jan. 27
S. Roberts and Mrs. Adah E. Carnes,
meeting of the Belfast Play Read
both ot Rockland.

ers' Club is Philip Barry’s “Tomor
row and Tomorrow” which was so
DIED
delightfully read in Rockland on Jan. LOUD—At Bremen, Long Island. Jan. 15.
Mrs. Octavia Loud aged 72 years
5 by Maud Andrews Lincoln of Au
Burial In Loudville.
gusta. Mrs. Lincoln comes again to
HARDY
—At Everett. Mass . Jan. 15. H
Rockland Feb. 2, when she will read
Torsey Hardy. Interment at Bremen.
one of the current plays.
PEARSE—At Camden. Jan. 21. Albert
Judson

Pearse.

aged

79

years.

11

The American Legion Auxiliary
months. 25 days. Funeral Saturday
at 1 o’clock from 3 Thomas street.
Sewing Circle will meet Monday aft
Burial In Hope.
ernoon at Legion hall. The Junior
WENTWORTH—At Washington. Jan. 23
Auxiliary meets at 3.45 and the Seniqr
Clifford Wentworth, aged 72 years.
Auxiliary at 7.30. The hostesses will
be Mrs. Sarah Griffin and Mr$.
IN MEMORIAM
Geneva Upham. There is to be a dis
In memory of Annie M. Messer, who
passed
away
Jan. 25, 1929.
trict council meeting of the Second
Some may think that we forget her.
District in Auburn Friday, Jan. 29.
When they sometimes see us smile.

The latest of the Adelyn BushnellMarshall Bradford plays, “The Shan
nons of Broadway,” will be given in
Watts hall, Thomaston Jan. 28-29.
The play was a New York hit for
over a year and promises an evening
of enjoyment. Tickets are on sale in
Rockland at Fuller-Cobb-Davis, Senter-Crane's Simonton’s, and The Hat
Shop. They will be checked at Mc
Donald's Drug Store Tuesday.

But they know not of the sorrow
That the smile hides all the while,
God knows how much we miss her.
Never will her memory fade
Loving thoughts will ever wander
To the spot where she ls laid.
Gone but not forgotten by her bus
band and daughter.

CARD OF THANKS
We wl6h to express our grateful
acknowledgment of the kindness shown
to us In our bereavement, especially to
those who volunteered the use of their
automobiles, to Dr F O. Bartlett and
all others who assisted.
Miss Olive Gilchrist conducted the
Mrs. Agnes Niles and family. Mrs. Ed
lesson at the meeting of the Speech gar Critch. Mrs. George Simmons and
Readers' Club Wednesday. There Emery G. Niles.

was very good attendance. South
Thomaston, Thomaston, Camden,
Vinalhaven and Rockland being rep
resented in the members present.
The ooen meeting planned for Miss
Eliza Steele, Red Cross nurse, to dem
onstrate the audiometer and talk
about this branch of activity in the
schools, has been indefinitely post
poned, the audiometer having had to
be returned to Portland for repairs.

Dr. Philip Clifford

convened in the Methodist Church in
October. The First Baptist Church,
of which Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
is the pastor, will be hostess to the
gathering.
In the afternoon session, which be
gins at 2.30, Rev. A. E. Luce of the
Methodist Church of Camden will
conduct the devotionals. Following
this will be addresses by J. Elwin
Wright, director of the New England
Fellowship, and Dr. Clifford. A
prayer period led by Rev. H. I, Holt
of ,the Congregational Church of
Warren, will follow.
Dr. Clifford will be the main speak
er of the evening session, which be
Roller skating gained many new gins at 7.30 with a song service led by
recruits Thursday night when 100 Carl E. Fredrickson, musical director
merrymakers took part in the pri of the hostess church.
vate skating party in the Masonic
building, given under the manage
ment of George Lewis. All sorts of
stunts were pulled off and there were
three winners of cash prizes—Xavier
Winchenbaugh, Willis Hurd and
Charles Lewis. Proprietor Henry E.
Clukey and his efficient aid John
Breen, Jr. acted as master of cere
monies, and for more than three
hours the skaters had a barrel of fun.
Another private party next Thursday
night, and the skaters will be glad to
know that Mr. Clukey is arranging
for more adequate music in the rink.
A mid-winter rally of the New
England District of the American
Baptist Home and Foreign Mission
Societies is to be held in the First
Baptist Church, Boston, Jan. 27.
Ciruclars have been sent to the
churches, containing most interest
ing programs. There will be speak
ers prominent in the work of mis
sions. Among them Mrs. F. King
Singiser, wife of Dr. Singiser, one
time missionary to Burma; and Dr.
and Mrs. Percival R. Bakeman, home
on furlough from East China. Mrs.
Gertrude Stevens Leavitt will give
a talk on “Prohibition, Past and
Present,” “Lessons from Personal
Contacts with Kagawa,” will be told
by Rev. Dr. James H. Franklin, who
has been touring in the East. Promi
nent singers will be heard, and play
let will be given on the subject of
Missions.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all who serit flowers
and furnished cars during our recent
bereavement.
Isaaf Young and family.
Thomaston.
•

MidWinter
Clothing
Sale
SUITS and
O’COATS
Sale Price

Value

$45 .......................... $33.75
$40 ..........................

30.00

$38 ..........................

28.50

$35 ..........

26.25

$33 ..............

24.75

$30 ..........................

22.50

$28 ..........................

21-00

$25 ..........................

18.75

20% Discount on

BLUE SERGE SUITS
and

TOP COATS

SALE CONTINUES
UNTIL
JANUARY 30

LAMB'S WEEKLY SPECIAL

THE

WEEK OF I1NUARV 2530 INCLUSIVE

CHURCHES
ANOTHER OPPORTUNITY

Ingratitude
The way of the Good Samari
tan is oftentimes beset by mis
fortune. Charles Gustafsen of
Somerville, Mass., finding a brick
layer of Pearl street, Beachmont,
drunk, took pity on him, and
gathering him into his car started
to carry him to his home. On the
way Gustafsen accidentally ran
into a pole and the bricklayer,
sustaining injuries sued his res
cuer for $25,000 damages. The
suit was tried before Judge A. E.
Pinanski and a Suffolk jury, and
at the close of the evidence the
Judge ordered a verdict for the
defendant.
When Christ was pointedly
asked “Who is my neighbor?” he
replied with the parable of the
Good Samaritan.
Such ingratitude as that above
indicated renders it always more
difficult for others in misfortune;
yet it does not absolve the kindly
spirit from the responsibility of
doing good. Good Samaritans are
the ministers of God. All of us
have such neighbors.
W. A. H.

FOR WOMEN

given at the First Baptist Church
Sunday morning, subject “The Pur-|
pose of This Partnership.” The choir
will sing "Rock of Ages,” Buck; and
“The Earth Is the Lord’s,” Eyer. A
growing church school will meet at
the noon hour with classes for all
ages, including Dad. "What Leader
ship Should We Follow?” will be the
topic discussed in the Christian En
deavor meeting at 6 o'clock, led by
Florence Philbrook. The people's
evening service will open at 7.15 with
the "big sing" directed by Mr. Fred
rickson. This will be a musical serv
ice with the theme “The Prodigal
Son In Story and Song.” The happy
prayer and praise meeting will be held
Tuesday evening at 7.15. This church
will broadcast the “Rainbow Hour"
over WLBZ, Bangor, Wednesday eve
ning from 6 to 6.30.

TO SAVE MONEY AT

LAMB’S
Each Week We Offer a “Special”
Price For Cleansing Some Particu

lar Garment. This Coming Week

EDWARD B. INGRAHAM

a Special Price of

The sudden death on Thursday
noon of Edward B. Ingraham marks
the loss of another well known Rock
land citizen, and one who had been
identified with Main street business
affairs for half a century. He had
not been in good health for a num
ber of years, but had apparently re
covered from a recent sick spell, and
was down town as usual Thursday
forenoon, conversing with friends in
his usual cheery spirits and visiting
At the Congregational Church to his barber shop before going home
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will for the noonday meal. Death was
preach on the subject “Know Thy due to a heart attack.
self.” The church school will con
The deceased was 70 years of age,
vene at the noon hour. The Com a native of South Thomaston, and
rades of The Way will meet for a son of Job P. and Mary (Holbrook)
social period at 6 o'clock and for the Ingraham. All except his early boy
program at 6.30.
hood had been spent in Rockland,
♦ * • *
and here he elected to follow in the
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal), footsteps of his father, who was one
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services of the city’s leading market men of
for tomorrow will be appropriate for another generation with a store at
Septuagesima; Holy Communion at the corner of Main and Elm streets.
7.30; church school at 9.30; Matins When this firm finally went out of
and sermon at 10.30; Vespers and ad existence Edward Ingraham joined
dress at 7.30 p. m. Monday, Feast the staff of the Francis Cobb market,
of the Conversion of St. Paul; Holy continuing with that firm's suc
Communion at 7.30, Vespers at 7.30 cessors until his retirement only a
p. m.
few weeks ago, and into this busi
» • • »
ness, with which he had a most
At First Church of Christ, Scien thorough familiarity is interwoven
tist, corner of C.-dar and Brewster the story of his life. He was an ex
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30 cellent salesman, and over the long
and the subject of the lesson sermon period of years customers found it a
ROCKLAND, MAINE
tomorrow will be “Truth.” Sunday pleasure to deal with him.
School is at 11.45. Wednesday eve
Hunting was his principal diver
ning testimony meeting Is at 7.30. sion, as it had been his father’s be
The reading room is located at 400 fore him, and few local nimrods had
Main street, and is open week days equaled his success, especially in fox
from 2 until 5 p. m.
hunting and bird hunting. zHe was
I Jere Murphy and later for himself.
ALBION S. NILES
WILLIAM N. BENNER
» * ♦ *
also an ardent bowler for many
He was also an employe of the Underl.lyears, and held his membership in
At Pratt Memorial M. E. Church',
The funeral of the late Albion S. ' wood Company three years.
A resident of Benner Hill nearly all
Rev. H. H. Marr, pastor. Sunday serv - |W- city's championship team, even
Mr. Niles was a member of the
Niks was held Monday at St. Peter's
ices are as follows: Morning at 10.30, after increasing years had overtaken of his long life, William N. Benner Episcopal Church, where the burial police department from 1918 to 1924,
subject “The Calling of Philip;” eve him. He was thoroughly liked by died in the house in which he was office and requiem mass for his re and had seen long service with the
ning, 7.15, “The Well of Living Water.” everybody who knew him, and his| born Jan. 8, aged 90. He was one of pose were said at 10.307 The rector, fire department. He had been fore
Epworth League, 6 o'clock; Sunday genial presence will be missed wher a family of four children, the others Rev. E. O. Kenyon officiated, and man of the Gen. Berry Hose Co. and
school at 12. The usual Tuesday eve ever he fraternized. Home and being Charles, Merrick and Henry— gathered in the church were many j after the death of George A. Flint
ning prayer service will be omitted family he idolized.
friends of the family. The bearers I was acting chief of the Fire DepartMr. Ingraham is survived by his sons of Simon and Alice (Walsh) were William Robbins, George Has- ' ment for a time. He had also served
because of the interdenominational
(Elizabeth Wardwell);
an j Benner. William was only four years sen, William H. Maxey, Jr., Harold ' as foreman of the Veteran Firemen's
Fellowship Bible conference held at wife
adopted daughter—Kathleen B., wife □Id when his father died. At the age J. Philbrook and John Duggan. The j Association, and it was very largely
the First Baptist Church.
of Alderman Maynard L. Marston; ■ of 20 he was mustered into Capt. Da interment was in Achorn cemetery.
j through his efforts that the old handRev. George H. Welch at the Uni- and one sister, Mrs. H. W. Thorndike. ♦ vid Tillson's Second Battery, First
Mr. Niles had been in ill health { tub Gen. Berry was purchased. He
The
funeral
services
will
be
held
Sun

Regiment
of
Maine
Volunteer
Mount

versalist Church at 10.45 a. m. will
for a number of years, but his death was a member of the Eagles, Golden
have as the topic of his sermon "The day afternoon at 2 o'clock, 17 Masonic ed Light Artillery.
Jan. 14 came with a suddenness that Cross and Owl Club. Two years ago
street,
Rev.
J.
C.
MacDonald
offi

This
Battery
was
mustered
into
the
i
Age Old Spectre.” The chorus choir
greatly shocked the family and he united with the Episcopal Church
United States service Nov. 30. 1861,; friends. His demise occurred on his and from this association derived
will sing "Father, In Thy Presence ciating.
and remained at Augusta until March | 29th wedding anniversary.
Kneeling,” and Chester Wyllie, tenor,
much comfort and solace. He was
Potatoes to be held for table use 10, 1862, then moved to Portland, and
will sing a solo. Church school,
The deceased was born in Rockland, staunch in his friendships and very
are
best
stored
at
a
temperature
of
j
was stationed at Fort Preble until a son of the late Albion S. and Mary devoted to his family.
Knickerbocker Class, and the adult
woman's class, will meet at noon; from 40 deg. to 50 deg. F. If kept at April 2, when it left for Washington, (Cold) Niles. With the exception of
Mr. Niles was married Jan. 14, 1903.
lower
temperatures
they
will
become
!
D. C„ where it went into camp on two years’ residence in Brunswick his He is survived by his wife, an adopt
junior Y.P.C.U. at 5 p. m.; senior at
more
or
less
sweet,
rendering
them
Capitol Hill. On the 20th it embarked life was spent in his native city. In ed daughter, Mrs. Cecil Morris of
6 p. m. Chapin Class meets Tuesday
evening at the home of Mrs. C. E. unpalatable to most people. However. | on transports for Potomac Creek, and his younger days he was employed at Tenant’s Harbor; one granddaugh
if it is desired to keep them longer ■ encamped at Belle Plain, where it re the Mowry & Payson pant factory, ter, Paulina W. Morris; two sisters,
Daniels, Talbot avenue.
than four to six months they will mained until May 9, when it moved leaving there to engage in steamboat Mrs. Edgar Critch and Mrs George
• . • .
The subject of the morning sermon begin to sprout and at that time the to Falmouth. Here Captain Tillson ing. He was with the City of Rock Simmons of Rockland, and one
at the Littlefield Memorial Church storage temperature should be low was promoted to Major, and assigned land on its first trip and was em brother, Emery G. Niles. Other
will be “Why do the Godly suffer?" ered to from 36 deg. to 38 deg. F. j to dutv on the staff of General E. O. ployed on the steamer Mt. Desert. members of the household are Mrs.
The choir will sing an anthem. The where they will keep dormant indefi C. Ord, and was succeeded in com Coming ashore he engaged in truck Charlotte Snell and son James and
junior church will meet in the vestry nitely. Most of the sweetness result mand by Lieutenant Hall. Soon aft ing first as an employe of the late Stanley McCurdy.
at 10.30; Sunday school at 11.45, with ing from storage at these tempera- i erward the Battery was assigned to
an invitation extended to all in the tures will disappear after four or five j Wadsworth's Division 1st Corps,
effort to build up the attendance. days at ordinary room temperatures. Army of the Potomac, and, during its
B.Y.P.U. meets at 6.15, the time being Seed stock may be handled the same term of service, participated in
devoted to th§ contest with Miss Ar as table stock, or if desired may be the following engagements: Cedar
Rappahannock
River, I
lene Chaples directing. At 7.15 the stored at 36 deg. to 38 deg. F., after , Mountain,
Gap,
Gainesville,
orchestra will accompany the singing preliminary curing storage at around Thoroughfare
60
deg.
for
about
10
days
after
dig,
Groveton, Manassas or Second Bull i
and the pastor's subject will be "Shall
Run, Fredericksburg, Fitzhugh Cross
we recognize our loved ones?” given Ring.
ing, Chancellorsville, Ely’s Ford. Va., |
by request. There will be no prayer
Ten years before the Civil War,
1855
1932
Gettysburg, Pa., Mine Run, Wilder
meeting Tuesday evening as this
ness, Ny River, Spotts.vlvania, North'
church will unite with the First Banthree years before Rockland became
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Anna. Totopotomoy, Bethesda Church, I
tist Church at the evangelical confer
Waldoboro and Rockland
a city, the Rockland Bank, now the
Cold Harbor, Petersburg, Fort Sted- i
ence.
Highlands
....
man, Va., and a number of minor en
Rockland
National, was incorporated.
Artistic Memorials in Stone
gagements. The Battery earned high
The third in a series of sermons on
1228-tf
commendation
by
its
soldierly
con'
“The Winning Partnership” will be
For 80 years this bank has served the
duct, and lost 31 by death while in tfce i
people of Knox County, and it has
service.
After his return from the war he
served them well. It has provided
engaged in fanning, and in the manu- ;
facture of lime in the Sherer kiln.
the highest possible degree of safety
Later he and James Tolman built a !
patent kiln at the Pleasant street
for their surplus funds, it has aided
crossing where they continued in |
worthy enterprises in this section to
business for some years. He also
worked as stone mason. Mr. Benner i
become prosperous, and it has grown
was one of the trustees of the West
Meadow BaDtist Chapel Society from j
itself with the community. Today it
the time it was formed until his
is the largest hank in Knox County,
death, giving generously of his time 1
and money for the building and its
with
resources of more* than $5,000,i support. He had been an honorary ]
member of the Woman's Christian
000. The Rockland National Bank
Temperance Union for many years |
We need 10 Men in Rockland and vicinity. These
and a member of the Baptist Men's j
is proud of its 80-year record of safety
i League. Mr. Benner was highly |
and service. It pledges itself to con
men must be willing to work. They must have fami
esteemed by all, and was a good!
neighbor and friend; a loving hus- j
tinue giving Rockland a sound and
band and kind father. His son Wal- |
lies to support and must be unemployed.
ter and wife shared the home and |
helpful banking and financial service.
helped make the farm the success to ;
which it has attained.
Men from Rockland, Thomaston, Warren, Rockport,
Mr. Benner was confined to the
house only a few months and to his
South Thomaston, St. George or vicinity
bed about two weeks, his son and the
latter's wife caring tenderly for him
during his illness. He is survived by
his wife and two sons William N. and
•Apply to MR. PALMER
Walter S.: one granddaughter, Mrs.
Edith Pierce: and one great-grand- [
son. Nelson Pierce.
Funeral services were held from his I
home on Benner Hill. Rev. J. Charles j
MacDonald officiating. Burial was in
the family lot in Achorn cemetery.

For Cleaning and Pressing

LADIES’ COATS
REMEMBER THE NAME

Cleaning

LAMB’S

Dyeing

For 80 Years...'

WANTED
10 MEN

ROCKLAND NATIONAL

Bank

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
to all relatives and friends who extend
ed kindnesses during the Illness and
after the death of our mother. Mrs. Rebecca Morgan; also for the beautiful
flowers and helpful gifts at this time
Mr. and Mrs. B. R. Wltham. Mrs.
A public supper will be served by Jeanne
Morgan.
,

members of St. Peter's Choir Asso
ciation in the Undercroft of St.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my thanks to friends
Peter's Church Saturday Jan. 23—5 to
and
relatives
their sympathy and
6.30 p. m. Price 35c. Menu: Baked kindness In myforrecent
bereavement.
beans, cold meat, salad, rolls, cake
Mrs. Elmer E. Ripley.
Appleton.
and coffee.—adv.
9-10

IN

SERMONETTE

When the boxers line up for Port
land’s big show next Tuesday night,
there will be a Rockland boy in the
limelight—“Battling” Sukeforth, who
has been signed up for four 2-mmute
rounds with Jules Zacknow. The
local fight fans are prbud of "Sukey"
and wish him the best of success in
this bout.

Kenneth Hooper is substituting at • The meeting of the Rockland Gar
den Club Tuesday afternoon at 3
V. A. Leach's store.
o’clock in The Thorndike grill prom
An extended report of the Eastern ises to be of unusual interest. Miss
Star installation prepared for this Margaret Ruggles of Thomaston will
issue is unavoidably deferred to Tues be the speaker having as her subject,
“The Garden Path Through Italy.”
day.
*
Miss Ruggles has made European
trips in recent years studying and
Miss Susan Nutt is employed in visiting famous gardens.
the shoe store of her brother, Ralph
E. Nutt, until the latter has recovSt. Bernard’s Church will conduct
covered from his recent accident.
its third bridge party in the winter
State Patrolman Harry L. Thomp series Tuesday evening at The Thorn
son, who has been with the Third dike grill with these committee mem
District headquarters of the Maine bers in charge: Mrs. Raymond Duff,
State Police has returned to Bath for Mildred Ryan, Lucy Ball and Agnes
Brown. The leaders in the contest
the winter.
for the capital prize comprise Mrs.
Lucia BurpA, Mrs. Elizabeth Burpee,
Henry B. Bird has been drawn on a Edward Bisbee, Frances Hanrahan.
special venire as a juror to serve at Mrs. Olive Sylvester, Mrs. Nettie Lord,
the trial of two criminal cases in Mrs. Doris Damon, Mrs. Florence
U. S. district Court, Portland, com Keating, Mrs. Clara Crockett and
mencing Feb. 4.
Mrs. Anna Webster.
The Central Maine Power Company
this week discarded its inside wiring
plant. Clayton Clark and Bernard
Kaler are organizing their forces to
take up this branch of work.
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Sea View Garage, Inc.

“The Store For Men”

80 Years of Constant Banking Service
OUR CONTRIBUTION TO RELIEF OF UNEMPLOYMENT

REAOTHE

>ANT ADS

—

Every-Othcr-Day
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Islands Once Peopled

PAL OF BILLY THE

»

HINTS

ROCKPORT

Meetings will start Sunday at. 7.30
by Races of Indians
p. m. at the Gospel Mission, Rock
TRUMBULL
KID LAUDS OUTLAW
port, continuing Tuesday, Thursday
Before the arrival of the white
ot
and Sunday.
man In the West Indies, the Inhab
Rev. G. F. Currier and Arthur K.
1
^1
itants
of
the
islands
consisted
al

2
3 4 5
b 7 8 9 ,0
Walker attended the meeting of the
most
entirely
of
two
branches
of
•
By
ALBERT
L.
CLOUGH
Good to Friends, but Bad
Francis Wallace, who once was
Ministerial Association in Rockland,
the American Indian race, the Ara12
Tuesday. In the forenoon a plan
publicity
man
for
Knute
Rockne
’
s
1
With His Enemies.
waks and the Caribs. These had
ning meeting was held ai the home of
teams, later worked on a newspa made their way from the South
Ib
15
Carl Cassens, Camden street. The
14
per’with me, anil later still started
Let The Engine Help The Brakes
Chicago.—Billy the Kid’s pal came
American mainland, through the
afternoon session was held at the
writing short stories and novels,
out of the West the other day, bring
whole
chain
of
the
Antilles
as
far
W 18 19
20
Littlefield Memorial Church, the sub
Doing So Promotes Safety .lit Well As Reducing Wear Of Linings
17
has
returned
from
Hollywood
and
ing tales of New Mexico in the days
as the Bahamas. The Caribs had
ject for discussion being “Better Co
And Drums
tells me that his latest book, "Sta
when feuds meant shooting it out
come later and hnd ousted the Arnoperation Between the City and
22
23
21
dium,
”
is
about
to
flicker
forth
on
BRAKING WITH THE ENGINE is not resorted to sufficiently by
Country Churches.’’ The purpose of
on sight and plainsmen died with
waks from all of the Lesser Antilles
w
the
screen.
I
learn
that
another
old
the average operator, but on the contrary, its benefits are quite gen
this organization ls to become better
their boots on.
and from some of the larger islands.
2b
25
24
friend of mine, William Slavins Mc
erally neglected and the brakes are relied upon almost entirely for.!- acquainted with the needs of tne
It was George Coe’s first trip to
Tlie Caribs were warlike and ag
moderating car speed. Using the engine as a retarding agency is
SW
Nutt, wrote tlie continuity and that
w
smaller churches and to render any
Chicago.
The broad-shouldered,
gressive, while the Arawaks were
26
29
capable of greatly increasing driving safety as well as reducing wear
27
Richard Arlen will play the lead.
possible assistance in the carrying on
white-whiskered plainsman had
more peaceful agrieulturists, with
and tear on brakes. The safety value of the braking effect of tha . of their Christian service. Meetings
Wallace likes Arlen. He says the
heard something about Chicago be
well-developed arts. The people of
engine, when a car is descending very steep grades, especially curving
1 30
w 31
are held mdnthiy, each church in
movie
star
ran
away
at
sixteen
and
fore, but it was more about gun
the Bahamas called themselves Yuones, can hardly be over-estimated. It is always perfectly equalized as
turn acting as host. Dinner was
\x\\
served in the royal flying corps,
cayos and the chief tribe of Cuba
men than greeters.
between the two rear wheels and acts to compensate for retarding effect
k h 34
w 3$
served at noon by the ladies of the
3b 37 36
where he saw active service. That
was the Clboneys, tiiese also being
which may be lacking in the brakes themselves, if they are out of
“I’d heard Chicago had an aw
Littlefield Church.
is why he was able to fly his own
perfect adjustment, as they too frequently are.
Applying brakes
ful rep," confided the visitor, “but
branches of the American Indian
The Nitsumsosum Club was enter
1 41
W 40
39
plane
in
"Wings,
”
Dick
Arlen
is
violently
on
such
dangerous
downgrades
is
iriways
highly
hazardous,
race.
I haven’t seen anything to confirm
tained Wednesday night at supper
w
married to Jobyna Howland, who
particularly if the road surface is slippery, loose or rutted, but if the
and bridge at the home of Mrs.
Old records declare that Haiti had
it since I’ve been here.”
44
42
43
gave up a screen career for house
engine is already holding back powerfully, such harsh brake applies
Clarence Munsey ln Rockland.
over a million Inhabitants. Tlie
With Mr. Coe are his wife and
keeping. They have a baby and
tions, with their possibilities of slewing, seldom become necessary.
Frank Carey who underwent a
forced
labor
demanded
by
the
Span

niece, the latter, Mrs. Louise H. Coe,
4b
45
47
Coasting steep grades in high gear with the engine exerting but slight
spend all their spare time on a boat.
throat operation at Knox Hospital
ish conqueror^, together with the ac
New Mexico's first and only woman
retarding effect and holding down car speed to a safe point by the
Arlen is one of those rare actors
last Monday. ls reported as making
tual massacres and war losses, prac
state senator.
bo 51
brakes, not only subjects their linings to excessive wear, but. on very48
49
very satisfactory progress toward re
who hates to have anyone double for
tically wiped out the native popu
“Hovr’d I get that?” repeated the
long descents, overheats the drums and sometimes burns the linings tb
covery.
him. He does all his own rough
lation of Haiti, Cuba and other Is
plainsman, looking down at the stub
1
such an extent that their action becomes temporarily, if not perma
Fred Clough is ill at his home on
53
52.
stuff; was hurt once in a picture
lands in less than a century. The
of an Index finger on his right hand.
nently impaired Shifting into second speed or, tf necessary, into low
Beauchamp Point.
shooting; broke both his hands ln
importation
of
negro
slaves
began
gear
is
the
required
course
under
such
circumstances,
as
this
increases
“Back in the days when Billy the
1
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Campbell of
55
54
a movie fight.
the retarding effect of the engine in proportion to its increased speed
as early as 1505, at first for the
Kid and me fought together out in
South Portland were guests Sunday
• • «
of rotation and usually produces so nearly the full decelerating effect
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rhodes.
mines and later for the plantations,
Lincoln county. New Mexico.
Among other things. Richard Ar and Haiti became predominantly
required as to call for but very slight use of the brakes, if any. Modern
The Scribblers' Club will meet Mon
“It was the battle at Blazer’s saw
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
len
was
once
a
newspaper
reporter
types of transmissions have made it easy to shift from high to second
day evening at the home of Mrs. Har
45- Greek E
19-Drays
negro. Part of the island had be
1-Segin
mill when Bill Roberts of the other
ln the Middle West. They sent him
a. almost any speed, so as to make use of tlie engine as a brake and
riett Levensaler In Rockland.
6-A flower
22- Wise men
46- Fertilizer
come a French colony during tlie
faction walked in unawares there
all free-wheeling hookups are so arranged as to permit the ordinary
to interview a prominent visitor,
Mrs. E. R. Noyes.and family have
23- Limit
11— Political henchman 47- Steer
Seventeenth century, and tlie out
were thirteen of us. He wouldn’t
or positive drive to he engaged instantly, so as to enable the same
returned from Corea where they have
25-Cessstion
who kept him waiting around a
12- Shake with cold or 48- Fastened
break
of
the
French
revolution
led
•urrender, so every one started
result to be attained.
/
! 26-Footwear
fear
been spending a few weeks with rela
5O-Lodgers
couple of hours while he fooled with
to tlie proclamation of universal
pumping lead. One bullet tore oft
128-Custom
14- Mention by
52- Ridicule
tives.
a typewriting machine. Arlen went
REDWING CHARGING RATE .output to about 12-14 amperes ilurfreedom in 1793. A few years later*
my Index finger and knocked the
29-Expense
implication
53- Skilful
The winter session of the Lincoln
back to the office and wrote some the Haitians, former negro slaves,
1’. R. wrtteai Tfce ammeCMr rah"B the summer. This is done by,.
six-shooter out of my hand. I got
31-Divided into
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54- 1 re
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thing
to
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effect
that
he
liad
my
1930
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at
19
j
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the
third
brush
of
the
gensectors
17- Dodge
55- Those who color
declared their independence of
a couple of other good wounds be
5 at the Rockport Church. An inter
amperes charge, all the time the | e rat or in tlie direction opposite to
been sent to interview an Impor France and successfully maintained
;32-Degrees of value
18- Prevent
I
things
fore I got put of the country after
esting program has been arranged.
car is at ordinary road speed and tha^ in which the generator armatant man, but that if the latter's
20- Frozen dessert
33- Prepared for
A meeting of the Library Building
it against the French forces.' ’
the Lincoln county war.
I find that 1 have to add a full j tore rotates. You can have this
21- Permits
publication
time
was
worth
so
little
she
could
syringe of water to each battery done at any electrical service staAssociation is called for Tuesday eve
VERTICAL
How Trouble Started.
22- Fixed gaze
34- Cure-ail
spend two hours of It fussing with
cell after each 500 miles 1 drive.' (ion. but if you wish to do it your-.
ning at 7 o’clock at Town hall. AU
35- Legume
23- Luminous body
•It began because Cherlfl Brady
a machine that any repairman
Is this large loss nf wateY caused 1 splf. V'”1 Ci,n tak’’ off ,hp band,
members are requested to.be present.
Great Ox Among Others
24Anger
j
1-Law
making
body
36Carriers
which
by too strong charging current and which encloses the commutator
and his gang, the Murphy faction,
could fix in fifteen minutes, at a
Funeral services for Isaac O. Davis
handle straw in
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end,
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third
brush
adjust
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so.
ean
the
current
he
cut
down
I
of Vanished Animals
killed an English cattleman, J. H.
cost of fifty cents, he couldn’t he
who
died Wednesday
morning
26- Not fresh
2-Contributes
threshing
and how ?
i ing screw, which projects through
Caesar wrote of an animal which
will be held at the family residence
Tunstall. There was a faction that
such a big shot after all. Some
the end housing-of the generator,
27- Mitigates
3- Succulent plant
37- Send to foreign
he called “urus.” In size, he said,
on Winter street today, Saturday, at
didn’t want any other cattlemen in
move the third brush to its re
how the thing got into the paper
29-Coois
4- Steep, as flax
countries
IT STAiN'Di AT
2 o'clock.
quired position, as shown by the
it was “a little less than elephants;
i9 aaopers acl
the country. They tried to sew the
20-Entreats
5- Formal agreements 38- Reposes
and Arlen lost his job. That was
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ammeter with the engine running
31- Early
40-0ne who works a
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I 6-Declare
whole country up for themselves
a good break. He might have de in appearance and color and form
at
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m.p.h.
speed
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tighten
,
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7-Prop
they
are
bulls.
Great
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their
Church
Notes
and would try to run out newcom
veloped into a columnist instead of
the adjusting screw.
1 8-Lean
25-One who besets
43-Undressed kid
strength and great their swiftness:
Methodist
Church,
Rev. F. F.
ers.
making
a
fortune
in
the
movies,
144-Automobile devict
39- Wise saying
9-Girl’s name
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Fowle:
Regular Sunday morning
they spare neither man nor beast
“The Englishman bought a ranch
squeaky IIOOI) latches
i 10-Musical
;46-A grasshopper
40- Religious
preaching service at 10.30 with sing
whom they have perceived. These
and started a sort of supply store
Women have advanced a bit since
47-Author of
organizations
entertainment
Hood latches need a little oil oc
ing by adult choir; Sunday school at
(the Germans) take pains to catch
ln competition. His murder set
our grandmothers were young—at
41-Cutting tool
“Essay on Man”
. 11-Flutters over
casionally to keep them' from
11.45; Epworth League at 6; evening
in pits and kill.” Caesar, the sci
42- Prong
j 13-Summon back
49-Vase
creaking, as a ear is driven over
things off. It made Billy the Kid
least, they have in New York. A
service, sermon subject, "The Lonellrough roads and the same can be
43- Gaiters
51-Combining form.
entists assume, probably was writ
14-<Girl's name
go wild because Tunstall was the
very modern young married woman
ness of Christ;" all day session of the
said of the ends of tbe tie-rod,
44- Points
116-Withers
Acid
ing of the great ox whose skull and
best friend he had. Before he was
was driving her roadster home from
ladies’ aid on Wednesday; Thursday
which secures the radiator to the
other
bones
are
found
In
so
many
done man-killing, the Kid got all of
a bridge party recently, when she
Answer: Doubtless the high wa- dash. The hinged joints between
evening, prayer servioe.
(Solution to Previous Puzzle I
drained marshes, clay pits and eaves
ter eonspitiption to due to the bat- sections o< the hood and also the
twenty-one men.
passed a red traffic light- There
Baptist Church, Rev. George F.
WALDOBORO
tery
’
s
being continuously over- ’ points ot support of the hood upon
“The really bad part of the war
was no officer on post but a mo across the length and breadtti of
Currier: Sunday morning worship
charged. Nineteen amperes is all the radiator-shell and the cowlEurope. And if the animal still
lasted six or eight months—it began
at 10.45 with anthem by choir, chil
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge served torcycle cop drove up beside her
your generator Is supposed to de- j ledge also need v drop or two of
dren's story, “The Christian’s Diary,"
February 18, 1878—and when the
liver and you should cut down its oil once in a while.
a public supper Wednesday in the and prepared to make out a sum lived in Caesar’s day, how much
longer did It continue? Various
sermon, “What Is the Power of Your
whole war was over there were
mons. He, too, belonged to the
Odd Fellows dining hall.
Life?" Church school at 12; B.Y.P.U.
‘‘proofs’’ of its persistence have been
seventy-two men dead. About even
Mrs. Albert Riley and son Stephen youthful school, and didn't look as
at 6, subject “What Leadership Should
SOUTH HOPE
PLEASANT POINT
forthcoming. Perhaps the most
who visited her father S. A. Jones stern as an old-timer.
on both sides, I should say. The
We Follow?" evening service at 7,
likely is the report of Brown Herbfor several weeks, have returned to
soldiers Interfered and most of us
“Listen,” said the woman. “My
Mr. and Mrs. Omar King are reMr. and Mrs. Julius Peterson and with singing of old songs and spe
South Portland.
enstein, who, returning from Mus
got out of the country. We had
husband will be furious if I get an
Mrs. Ruby Bridges was hostess at other summons. I got one yester
covy ln 1550, wrote of a race of ani ceiving congratulations on the birth i son Peter and Axel Peterson all of St. cial music by Men’s Chorus; subject,
been fightin' fair and square, but
"Rungs in the Ladder of Edward
Jan. 15 of a daughter, Arlene Mary.
the
Wednesday
afternoon
meeting
ot
mals obviously greater than the bi Mrs. Edith Hart Gould of South George spent the day recently with Bok:” boys’ handwork class and
day for parking. Be a nice fellow
when the soldiers came up we knew
the
Star
Club.
son which then lived in the Polish Union is caring for mother and child. Mrs. Peterson's mother Mrs. Olive Scout meetings will be omitted on
we couldn't fight the United States.
Mrs. George Howard is the guest and put that book back in your
forests; but some scientists suspect
President Hayes sent a committee
pocket. If you do, I know a nice
Monday; Trytohelp Club meets Mon
The Community Cluo met Thurs Barter at James Seavey’s.
of her sister in Roslindale, Mass.
ihat he merely saw a race of cattle day with Mrs. Angie Merrill, Mrs.
to Investigate after the English
A. W. Orne was In Thomaston day night at the home of Mrs. Edith
Warren Rebekah Lodge will present respectable speak-easy near here
gone wild.
Overlook; ladies’ circle meets Wed
man’s family had raised a row’, and
Emily Pushaw and Mrs. Merrill, Wednesday on business.
the plav, “Aunt Julia's Pearls," Jan. and I’ll buy you a drink." The offi
cer looked at her nnd laughed.
hostesses.
they found we had been ln the
27 in Odd Fellows hall.
Mrs. B. L. Stevens picked a pansy nesday in church parlors; following
dinner there Will be a study ot mis
"All right,” he said. “I was just
right."
Members of the Baptist Missionary
Ernest Lermond of Boston is visit-; blossom Jan. 16.
Language, of the World
sionary work; prayer meeting on
ing his grandparents Mr. and Mrs.
The affection that still exists for
t'JffVUU Society are rehearsing a one-act play, going off duty. The station house
Miss
Arietta
Maloney
is
attending
Thursday evening.
Whittaker’s almanac estimates S. B. Lermond.
, "Packing the Missionary Barrel.” to is a block from here and if you will
Billy the Kid, who died with his
Rockland Commercial College.
that among European languages,
be given in the vestry, date not yet, drive around there until I change
Mrs. A. W. Heath became great-'
boots on at the age of twenty-one,
English Is the mother tongue of the grandmother, Jan. 13, when a daugh- j Henry Teel of Teel's Island was
decided upon.
VINALHAVEN
into my street clothes Til come
was apparent as George Coe talked
The 12th anniversary of National out, get that drink and we'll call it
largest number, 180.000,000; Rus ter was born at Knox Hospital to Mr. making calls in this place Saturday.
of his pal.
Prohibition will be observed at a union square."
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Carver enter
sian second, with 140,000,000; then and Mrs. Albert Cassidy (Florence: Friends of Isaac Davis are sadBy LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
Praises Kid's Principles.
service in the Methodist Church Sun
German, 80,000,000; French, 70,000,- Ames) of Ingraham Hill, Rockland. i| dened to hear of his death which oc- tained the W. P. Club at their home
* • •
“He was a great boy with plenty
day evening. Rev. A. G. Davis will
000; Spanish and Italian, each 50,- The little one has been named1f curred at his home in Rockport last Tuesday night. Cards and a radio
So the woman drove around and
of principle with his friends, but
be the speaker.
Much sym concert featured the evening, pre
000,000;
Portuguese,
25,000,000. Dolores Jane. Mr. Cassidy is a i Wednesday morning.
The Woman's Club met with Mrs. waited outside. In a few minutes
pretty bad with his enemies. I was
ST. VALENTINE
pathy is extended the bereaved wife ceded by a 6 o’clock dinner. Those
grandson of Mrs. Heath.
Among
all
the
languages
of
the
A. L. Shorey Tuesday. After a short the cop came out. He was a very
■ aged mother and other relatives.
present were E. Mont Perry, Mrs. L.
his pal for eighteen months. He
world, Chinese is spoken by the
R. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Fred K.
was the most agreeable man I ever
C T. VALENTINE, in whose name business session the members listened presentable young chap and the largest number, about 400,000,000 if
NORTH
WARREN
WHAT
IS
IT?
to
an
informative
paper
by
Mrs.
Mar

woman
took
him
to
the
speakeasy,
Coombs, and Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C.
was with. Outside his man-killing
expressions of sentiment have
the
various
dialects
are
Included
I
For
The
Courier-Gazette
|
garet Bond on "The Crossing of the
Lane.
be was fine. He didn’t use half
heen exchanged since early Roman Ways.” Mrs. Bond's subject con- bought him a drink and asked him
Doctor Vizetelly-'s figures, as given
Pupils of the Anderson school have
Is it love or an illusion
Mrs. Charles Chilles who has been
the bad language the rest of us did.
times, appeared frequently in early ' cerned the history of the telephone a lot of things about police work.
That
brings
unrest
and
confusion.
made
a
very
attractive
sand
table
|
in the World almanac, are rather
That tears the heart, likewise thou spending the week in Rockland, re
“We felt as If we had about the
church history. Monks or priests through its various stages of de- He talked so well that she was
different. He gives English as representing an Eskimo scene. One .
soul.
j. turned home Thursday.
astonished when she suddenly looked
same bringing up, and that made
have been sainted under that name ' velopment and proved highly inte
spoken by 100,000,000 and under of the mothers dressed for it two ' And makes the mind lose its control?
at
her
watch.
Mrs. Sadie Robbins has returned
us kind of chummy. I was left an
in France, Italy. Spain and South esting.
There were 12 members
stood and used by 60.000,000 more dolls in deer skin, which added much
Is it love or an emotion
"I am an hour late for dinner,”
from Rockland where she was guest
orphan when I w’as four years old,
to
the
attractiveness
of
the
scene.
,
Africa, and it was given special present. The meeting next week will
That stirs a body to devotion:
who do not consider It their native
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dailey.
x
With the assistance of their teacher , That turns the head round ln a whirl
and his father died when he was
significance in the Third century by 1 be with Mrs. W. G. Labe, an “open she said, “and I haven’t an excuse
speech; German spoken by 90,000,- the pupils are now having hot cocoa
Until all our hopes unfurl?
C. C. Webster returned Thursday
four, too. He did his first killing
a Roman priest noted for his good date" with program and refresh- in the world. Now you will have
000 and understood by 20,000,000 for their noon lunch. A handy book- 1
, to arrest me." The cop finally
from Rockland.
In Silver City. That was when he
deeds and also by a certain bishop ; meats.
Just what price life, and what price
more; Russian, 90,000,000; French case has been loaned the school for
The Vinalhaven banquet and dfncp
agreed
to
go
home
with
her
and
Funeral
services
for
H
Torsey
love.
was twelve years old. His mother
of Umbria.
spoken by 45,000.000 but understood the remainder of the year. Pupils
will be held tonight, Saturday, at the
That Eve and Adam from above
took ln washing for their living, and
But a favorite legend identities Hardy, who died Jan. 15 in Everett, pretend that he had arrested her,
Sent down to us poor mortal souls.
and spoken by at least 75,000,000 and teacher are now’ busy working
Twentieth Century Club, Beacon Hill,
• blacksmith she washed for got
we might strive to All our
the saint who is responsible for our Mass., were held in the Baptist but she Insisted that he must be in
Boston. Arthur B. Brown of Somer
more; Spanish. 55,000,000; Italian out a Washington’s Birthday pro- j Thatbowls?
Church Tuesday morning.
Mr. uniform. So they went back to the
Insulting. Billy went out looking annual Indulgence in lace paper, cu- Hardy, who was a native of Bremen,
ville ls chairman of the committee.
gram.
Anita Berliawsky.;
45,000,000; Portuguese 30,000,000.
station
house
where
he
changed
for him and made him take It back
pids and sweet ditties witli a Roman had passed much time here at the
At Portland, Jan. 30, former resi
again
and
got
his
motor
cycle.
He told me he didn't mean to shoot,
youth of the early Christian era, home of his sister, Mrs. Jennie Lindents of Vinalhaven will gather for
a reunion at Falmouth Hotel. State
but he did.”
who chose to be crucified rather scott and had many friends in town. Then they went to the woman’s
Mankind’s Average Height
Senator William Bissett will be toast
than deny his adherence to tlie new He is survived by his wife, a son and home.
It ls estimated by the United
• • •
master at the 7 o’clock dinner. Speak
faith. While lying in prison await daughter, one sister and three grand
States public health service that the
Rich Fossil Beds Found
There she announced to her hus
ers will include Harry L. Sanborn,
The body was taken to
ing execution, he fell in love with children.
average
height
of
a
man
ln
this
Merle Ames. Oral Dyer, Mrs. Charles
in Western Nebraska his jailer’s daughter and left for her Bremen for interment in the family band, who was waiting ln some country Is about 5 feet 8 Inches and
anxiety, that she was under arrest
Dutton of Augusta, Wellington Smith
Sidney, Neb.—New rich fossil a farewell message signed “from lot.
the average height of a woman
of Hallowell and Miss Laura Sanborn
for a traffic violation. He asked
beds have been discovered ln west your Valentine.” Early rites in Ids
about 5 feet 4 Inches. Whittaker’s
of Kent’s Hill.
the cop to come into the house.
ern Nebraska by a party of inves honor are identified with tlie Ro
almanac gives the average height of
John Lowe returned Thursday from
“
Can
’
t
we
square
this
thing?
”
he
OUR
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tigators working near here and at man festival of tlie Lupercal. in
Rockland.
•
natives of the British isles ns fol
inquired.
“
At
least,
let
’
s
have
a
Bridgeport during the summer which suppliants prayed for success
Regular meeting of Girl Scouts was
lows: Scotsmen, 5 feet 8% inches;
drink
and
talk
It
over.
So
they
talked
In mating.
”
months.
held at Union Church vestry last
Irishmen, 5 feet 8 Inches: English
it over and the officer finally said
Valentines in the familiar heart
Fields located here and at Bridge
Thursday night. Lorna Calderwood
men,
5
feet
7'4
Inches;
Welshmen,
it would be all right to let the wom
Swears, R. N., gave a talk and some
port are reported to be particular shape were commonly exchanged in
5 feet 6% Inches. Books dealing
an off with a warning, If she would
hospital training.
ly productive by C. B. Schulz, lead England as early as the Fourteenth
with anthropology, such as that by
be
careful
about
traffic
rules
there

Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Fifield left
century, and Su Valentine's day is
er of the excavation party.
E.
B.
Tylor
ln
the
Popular
Science
after. Finally, he looked at his
Wednesday for Portland for a few
Work done this year was primary, mentioned by both Chaucer and
library,
give
average
heights
of
watch.
weeks’ visit with Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Schulz said, but resulted in discov Shakespeare. Probably tlie earliest
other races. Thus 5 feet 4 Inches is
Gross.
"M.v heavens!” he exclaimed,
ery of valuable oligocene beds. Two valentine ln the English language
given for the Chinese laborer, 5 feet
L. W. Lane was a Rockland visitor
starting for the door. “How am I
members of the party, digging near was written in 1419:
7 inches for the Swede, 5 feet for
Thursday.
ever
going
to
explain
this
to
my
here, unearthed a mastodon skull,
the Lapp, 5 feet 11 Inches for the
Next meeting of the Tocalot Club
This day Dame Nature seemed ln
wife?" And I don’t know how he did.
prehistoric rhinoceros, camel, tur
love,
will be held at the home of Mrs.
Patagonian of South America, 4 feet
<© 1931. Bell Syndicate.)—WNU Service.
tle and evidences of a rare three The lusty sap began to move.
James Hassen.
6 inches for the Bushmen and other
Fresh juices stirred the embracing
toed horse. The party will return
Mrs. Clinton Teelc entertained
South
American
tribes.
100-Year-OId Doll Is
Tuesday evening at her home, at sup
to this location next year to further
And birds had drawn their Valen
per and cards in honor of her sister
develop this bed.
tines—!
Parade Prize Winner
Lois Dalzell of Rockland, the follow
I®. 1931, Western Newspaper Union.)
One of the most important finds
Longevity of Elephants
Olympia, Wash.—-In a recent pet
ing guests: Nina Ames, Lily Ander
ever made ln Nebraska was report;
No accurate Information ls ob
parade here a one hundred-year-old
son, Doris Stordahl, Bertha Miller,
ed from near Bridgeport where
tainable as to tlie extreme age an
doll
was
the
prize
winner
for
age.
Mrs. Ralph Doughty. Miss Dalzell re
BRISTOL
the Jaw of an amphibian was un
elephant
reaches
ln
the
wild
state.
Tlie doll came to Betty Hofrichter
turned to Rockland Wednesday after
earthed.
Nor ls there any positive evidence
a week's visit in town.
from her great-great-grandmother.
Cecil Prior has returned to Damari
available that one ever lived to be
Tuesday at Union Church parson
Ruth Jackson displayed her fiftyscotta.
more than seventy-five years old
age, Mrs. P. j. Clifford entertained
four-year-old doll and wore a dress
State Council Plans to
Mr. Guptill called on friends at
her Sunday school class, the T. F.’s,
either ln captivity or the wild state,
eighty-four years old which her
Train Dogs for Blind Loudville last week, also visiting
at a pajama breakfast party.
although It ls supposed that one
great-great-grandaunt hnd owned.
Some snappy, lively games of bas
Harrisburg, Pa.—The state coun Franklin Island Light Station Tues
Hiay occasionally live to be ninetyThe
dolls
’
clothes
were
forty-five
ketball are being played every week
cil for the blind In Pennsylvania day.
five or one hundred years old. The
years old.
at Town hall between the Girl Scouts,
Many people here have colds or are
plans to train 600 police dogs to
director of the New York Zoological
Nitchevos and boys’ teams.
“act as eyes” for as many blind per in poor health, among them Mrs.
park states that the extreme life
Old
Grist
Mill
Active
Annual Meeting of Atlantic Royal
Levi Carter, Mrs. Glenda Carter,
sons in the state.
span
of
wild
animals
may
be
esti

Arch Chapter was held Thursday
Scituate. Mass.—The wheels of a
At present there are only 14 dogs Mrs. Alphonso Hyson, Sherman Gil
mated
with
a
fair
degree
of
accu

night at Masonic hall.
ford. Miss Shirley Moore has the
grist mill built 291 years ago turned
so trained guiding blind persons measles.
racy by multiplying by four or five
Avis Mae Johnson, 15, daughter of
again recently as a feature of the
under the council’s sponsorship,
the number of years which the
Mr. and Mrs. Harold W. Johnson of
fifteenth anniversary celebration of
Randall
Simmons
was
in
town
last
A national organization provides week, calling on Elmer Robinson, also
young of the species requires Co
Sanford, was winner of the second
the Scituate Historical society. The
the dogs, already trained for the at the home of Mrs. Ida Poland.
reach maturity. Elephants reach
prize (one year’s free scholarship at
old mill stands near Old Oakea
work. A three week period of fur
New England Conservatory of Music)
maturity at about twenty-five and
Bucket pond, in the Greenbush
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmons are
WIIAT IS HE WHIPPING?
valued at $400, in the Golden Voice
ther training to adapt the dog’s hab visiting
begin to get old at sixty or sixtysection.
his aunt, Mrs. E. O. Thomp- |
contest, offered to all children of New
its to the new owner Is required.
five.
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look
at
Harry!
nap.
son for a few days, Mr. and Mrs.
TVhen tbe little woman decides to go
England. 16 years of age and under,
home to mother, the college-bread with the aid of cans. Ovenready bis
Thompson with Mr. and Mrs. Davis He is beating something good
sponsored by Chickering & Sons, New
cuits,
mixed,
cut,
canned,
the
newest
man of the future can be nonchalant!
called on relatives at Hatchet Cove and proper! I hope it isn’t Billy,
England’s oldest piano house. The
One of the Washington observers
contribution
of
science
to
the
art
of
,t produce not more than1 Sunday.
A course in plain and fancy cooking
the goat, or Tom, the cat!” If
object is to discover the best natural
a hot fight on Muscle Shoals.
for men has been decided on by mem the housewife, have made cooking of
GLOBE LAUNDRY predicts
Dennis Osier went to Bremen, Long you take a pencil and join all the
f milk a day do fairly well
singing voice and the policy, foster
With all the new problems around, it
bers of the Alpha Delta Phi House on today easy, the boys say.
Portland, Main*
Island
Monday
after
the
body
of
Mrs.
ing music and helping younger artists
must be a relief to Congress to turn
isture with no additional
numbered dots together, starting
The day when every man will be
the University of Chicago campus,
Quality Work,
Family Washing*
Octavia
Loud
who
died
Jan.
15,
aged
toward a musical career. Miss John
back to a reliable old puzzle.—Norfolk
with dot number one and ending
just to strike a blow at old man De his own chief cook and bottle-washer
sver, cows producing more 72. Burial was at Loudville.
Called For and Delivered
son is well known In Vinalhaven, hav
Virginian-Pilot.
pression. On “cook’s day off” they is not far in the offing at this rate.
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Parcel Delivery Service
ing spent many summers with Mr.
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a
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"POETRY OR BUST”

Gladys Davison, designed for the
opera lover—containing the stories
Writes Loyal Union Man, Inspired by
of 106 operas in one volume. Miss
There
is
considerable
sickness
in
Messer’s Tale of St. Pete
Davison’s object has been to present
this village. The children seem to
all the incidents of each libretto ex
be the ones mostly afflicted and sev
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
actly as they occur in the various
I enclose some verses which are so eral have lost a day or more from
acts and scenes in the clear, readable
to speak, an acknowledgement of H. school. Miss Mary Bird has been
i form of a short story.
E. Messer’s recent writing from the quite ill with influenza and Mrs. Veda
• 4 • •
Southland, in his words a "heaven on Brown of Rockport nas been at Miss
I
“
Great
Musicians
as Children,” by
earth.” I greatly enjoy these let Bird's desk during the week.
Franciska
Schwimmer
presents
Early in the week Mrs. E. H. Perry
ters from people who find it possible
A book about music and the world Walter Damrosch, George Gershwin,
to derive so much comfort and enjoy received a phone call from Miss Mar of music? There is a formidable list and other famous musicians in a
ment from what Florida has to offer garet McKnight saying she had re if one delves deep, but here are a few book that makes them friendly and
and Wish them many pleasant sea turned from a visit with her brother to choose from now:
human.
sons, but there is something to be said in Kansas. Although he is still very
‘From Bach to Stravinsky," the
“Jenny Lind," by Edward Wagweak
there
was
sufficient
improve

for Maine too in the winter. I lay
History of Music by its foremost enknecht, a delightful biography of
i;o cjalm to a poet's berth, but as ment in his condition to allow Miss critics, edited by David Ewen. This the most famous and romantic of
Messer would say, it tvas “poetrv or McKnight to return home and con is said to be the result of one of the all singers, written by the author of
tinue her rural Sunday school work.
bust.”
N. P. E.
Mrs. Brown, Miss McKnight's sister best ideas ever encountered. In this “The Man Charles Dickens." This
Union, Jan. 18.
and assistant in the work will remain history of music, ea«h composer is book is winning honors.
* « * •
presented by the leading authority
And then there are "The Evolution
Where the gentle zephyr from off the there a while. The Sunday School available on his music and his time.
of The Art of Music,” by C. Hubert
will probably continue closed for a
Gulf Stream blows.
It is without the bias and limitations Parry and H. C. Colies, and "What
There ls little call for fuel, and the same few weeks longer.
goes for clothes.
Mis?-Ada Pettingill of Skowhegan of popular music-histories, and with Do You Know About Music,” by Al
The scenery must be beautiful where
is at home visiting her mother, Mrs. out the technicalities and obscurities bert E. Wier, an amazingly informa
they catch those speckled trout.
of the more academic books for tive book containing 5,000 questions
And the glistening sandy beaches with Annie Bucklin.
the mermaids all about.
musicians.
with answers on all subjects of musi
Miss
Mabel
Oxton
was
a
guest
of
4 4 4 4
The fact ls. to a warmer clime I've often
cal interest.
Miss Anne V. Flint in Rockland last
longed to go.
"Richard Wagner” by Paul Bekker.
But when I ask the wife, site always tells week.
This
is
the
whole
story
of
Wagner's
me. "No."
Mrs. Mary McDermott of Camden
WEST ROCKPORT
I can't Offer a solution as to the reason visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. extraordinary life, told as it should
why.
Mrs. Henry Lamson has returned
be, in relation to the operas which
Unless It ls. those mermaids appear ln W. Robbins, Thursday.
her mind's eye.
Miss Olive Tolman, Miss Marcia are the artistic counterpart of that home after vvisit with relatives in
Massachusetts.
Farwell of Rockland and Nathan life.
• * * *
Up here I have no trout to fry.
Mrs. Ida Barrows, Mrs. F. L. Hunter
Farwell of Orff's Corner called Mon
On sandy beaches no chance to lie
Professor H. Augustine Smith gives and son Vernon of Rockville were re
But down by the lake. Jack Frost nip day on Mrs. Lenora Fores and Mrs.
ping my heel.
us a volume entitled “Lyric Religion.” cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leman
D A. Sherer.
I watch the skaters gracefully wheel
The text of each of 150 hymns is pre Oxton.
By the pine stump fire's spark-filled
Mr. and Mrs. U. E. Leach of Rock
sented, including original stanzas
glow
HOPE
that are no longer sung, and the land spent Wednesday with Mr. and
The boys and girls pass to nnd fro.
Hear their cries ring out upon the
musical score in many cases accom Mrs. H. U. Lamson.
frosty air,—
Mrs. Charles Maxey of Glencove
The Farm Bureau meeting Wed- panies the ■"ords. The Biblical pas
Sounds of merriment floating there
nesday was well attended. The sub sage upon which the hymn is based recently visited her daughter, Mrs.
Punctuated by a thudding boom
As someone takes a backward zoom
ject “Eggs At Any Meal" was inter follows, with something about the Henry Keller.
estingly exemplified by Foods Project author and the history of the hymn.
Mrs. J. F. Heal was in Camden
What more beautiful could one behold
Than a night of full moon, frosty and Leader Mrs. Alice True and a de Then comes an analysis of the hymn Thursday afternoon and evening and
licious menu served at noon.
cold.
and its usage in religious services. attended the meeting addressed by
With the clear stars In canopy above.
Mr. and Mrs. Loring Bennett were The book is especially valuable for Rev. Helen Carlson, a representative
While northern lights flash a message of in Rockland Tuesday to visit their
the guidance not only of church of the W.C.T.U.
love
daughter Gladys who is a patient at communicants, but also as an aid to
To the e$rth covered with silvery sleet.
Where frosty Jewels In sparkle compete Knox General Hospital. Her friends clergymen, directors of religious in
Down by the lake the snow eddies swirl. here extend to her their best wishes
struction, organists, choir singers
In radiance equaling mother of pearl.
The first of a series of public whist and Sunday School teachers. The
Up here ln Maine we like to move so parties to defray the expense of the hymns are arranged in the alphabeti
fast.
electric street lights was held at the
The seasons change twice so attractions home of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. True cal order of their first lines, and to
increase its reference value its final
will last.
I write this rhyme ln a vein of good Friday evening of last week and was pages are given over to a bibli
cheer.
a great success. Nine tables were fillet^ ography and to no less than 11 sets of
Let's all be optimistic for the coming and a few others present. Cake, coffee
varied indexes.
year.
4 4 4 4
And send to the Southland, invitation to and cocoa were served.
all
L. E. Sprowl of Searsmont was in
“
Education
in
Church Music” by
To visit ln Maine, spring, summer or town Wednesday with his usual sup
Karl Pomeroy Harrington, Professor
fall.
ply of fresh meats.
Emeritus of Latin at Wesleyan Uni
These members of Hope Grange versity, is a clear, concise and at the
A tame fox and a rooster have be
come great friends on a farm near went to Lincolnville Saturday evening same time comprehensive study of
Colchester. The inevitable combina to visit Tranquility Grange: Mr. and the whole field of church music. It
tion of brush and comb.—The Hu Mrs. Herbert Hardy. Miss Gertrude examines the present situation in
Hardy, Willard Brown, Mr. and Mrs church music and presents sugges
morist.
Everett Hobbs. Miss Marion Hobbs, tions to serve as a foundation for a
Watch for them. The ‘Harlem Hot Mrs. Eleanor Payson and Miss Eileen better church music program. It
Payson. Mr. Hardy conveyed the surveys the development of church
Shots."
8-tf
party in his truck and Robert Hardy, music from its beginning to the
Miss Harleth Hobbs and Master Wil present day, discusses individual
fred Hobbs accompanied them.
Florida’s Best Climate
hymn tunes, and classifies the avail
More Sunshine
able anthems for church use.
Other books pertaining to music in
APPLETON
Less Rain
W«ufrr/«l Place for
There ls very little of interest out the church are: "Worship ip Music"
Rcatperalian
in this part of the town at present by Edwin H. Hughes and others;
and about all we have for enter, ain- “Stories of Hymn Tunes,” by Frank J.
ment is the good old Courier-Gazette. Metcalf; "Music and Religion" by
A crew of men from Camden and Stanley Hunter; “The Story of the
another from Burkettville together American Hymn," by Earl E. Harper;
—— Superb fithing from pier
with Abner Grant and Joseph Moody "Better Music In Our Churches," by
or bott. Surf beach, no under
John Mann Walker, and “Modern
tow. 18-bole golf, grau greent.
are cutting the forest trees.
,
Club house on the beach. Swimming
To the automobiles and trucks Messages from Great Hymns,” by
I pooL 100 room*, 100 baths- Orchestra.
passing this way rjaily Red Jacket, Robert E. Smith.
I First-clast patronage. Reasonable rates.
\
* 4 4 ♦
the. only dog in the neighborhood,
• GEORGE KREAMER
“
Young
Masters
of Music," by
has
made
himself
unpopular,
by
act

I
Wyandotte Hotel. Bellport, LA
Mary Newlln Roberts, is a most ac
ing as traffic officer.
ceptable book for young readers.
Mrs. Roberts has taken incidents
from the childhood of a score or so
musicians and told them in a man
ner which cannot fail to be inter
esting to children. Jenny Lind sing
ing to her cat. Mendelssohn playing
to Goethe, Puccini composing his
mass in secret. Bach copying organ
I oil'll enjov stopping at
scores by moonlight—such are the
this ultra-modern hotel.
glimpses the author gives. Apart
\ Located “a step Irom
from the “story," there is the un
■ Broadway”, overlooking
doubted value of the stimulus this
vorid-renown Times
collection will give to a child’s desire
Square. Tbe city's most
to know more of the musicians of
interesting places, themwhom he has heard only by name.

SPRUCE HEAD

ROCKVILLE

AN “ISLAND" NIGHT

Mrs. John McKenzie entertained at Vinalhaven Folk, Past and
Present, To Have Portland
dinner Thursday of last week Mrs.
Grace Kinney and Mrs. Carolina
Reunion
Robinson of Wiley’s Corner.
William Bissett, the blind legisla
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey and Mrs. tor whom Portland delights to
Henry York and son Philip attended honor politically and .otherwise,
...... ....... . has
Strand Theatre, Rockland, Tuesday some other hobbies besides helping
1 evening.
1 make Maine's laws, and ont of them
Friends of Mrs. P T. Ware will be j js to put pep into the reunion which
glad to hear that she is improving in
held annually by the former resl-'
health. She is at the home of her dents of Vinalhaven who reside in
sister Mrs. L. S. Godfrey.
Portland and vicinity.
Mrs. Walter Drinkwater has joined
The reunion this year takes place
her husband at Biddeford Pool, after: Saturday night Jan. 30gat the Fal- |
visiting here since Christmas.
mouth Hotel in Portland. Repre-,
Mrs. Lotto Crowley and Mrs. tentative Bissett is the happy choice |
At Bangkok in Siam
Bangkok In Southern Siam is a Eugenie Godfrey were entertained at. f01' toastmaster, and at his beck and
city of the far Orient which the bridge Thursday evening of last week, caJJ wil1 be a corps of speakers, who
make the guests forget all about
visitor will not forget, for as like as by Mrs. Cassie McLeod and Mrs. Mer- will
the glories of Portland for the
not, he will live in the Phya Tai Pal rill Bartlett at the latter's home in moment and so hypnotize them with
ace. one. of the royal residences, South Thomaston.
home stories that they can almost
which the King has placed at the
Mrs. John McKenzie visited Mrs. smell the kelp, seaweed and clamdisposal of the Railway Adminis Harry Allard at Spruce Head Island flats of their native town. Among
tration for the accommodation of Thursday.
those drafted for this purpose are
tourists. Until lately most of the
Mrs. Eben Elwell was home for Harry L. Sanborn, Merl Ames, Oral
city traffic was by water on the vast over night Tuesday from her duties [ Dver of Portland, Laura Sanborn of
system of canals, but now It is a city in South Thomaston where she is J Kent/S Hill, Mrs. Charles R. Dutton
of broad avenues with splendid vis caring for Mrs. Abbie Clark who is of Augusta, and Wellington Smith of
tas. Comfort and cleanliness arc very ill.
I Hallowell.
unexcelled, while its electric street
Mrs. Elmer Barnes who has been j Dinner will be served at 7 o'clock
cars, race tracks and motion picture ill at the home of her sister in Rock-! and all residents of the island who
houses make it as full of interest as land is gaining rapidly and now able #Lsh to join in the festivities have
any European city. Here you will : to see friends. Mrs Barnes was oper- only to let fall the magic name
meet not only Siamese, but Malays, ated on recently in Portland at St. “Vinalhaven" and their welcome is
Burmese, Tamils and Chinese. Eng Barnabas Hospital.
assured.
*
lish is taught in the high schools and
Freeman Beal, Jr., has returned to
With a nice dinner comforting the
heard everywhere.
White Head coast guard station after inner man and the speech epidemic
ten days' leave Herman Carr and under control, the Vinalhavenites,
Milledge Randall of the Station are past and present are going to dance
now on ten days' leave.
until midnight. The tickets for this
WHO ARE THE
Mrs. Gladys Simmons and Mrs. feature are $1.50 and may be obEugenie Godfrey attended the Strand tained from a committee comprising
Theatre, Rockland. Thursday evening Mrs. Nellie Noyes, Mrs. William BisMr. and Mrs. Norman Drinkwater s»tt. Mrs. Joseph J. Doane. Mrs.
and Mrs. Ruth Randall were in Gladys Storman and Hollis Pettin7-tf
Rockland Wednesday.
' gill.

“HARLEM
HOTSHOTS”

O
•

Cluli

Are Jond oj if

BROWN’S
RELIEF
A VALUABLE
REMEDY
for Muicular Aches,
Colds, Cuts, Burns,
Bruises, Insect Bites
Prepared b.v Norway
Medicine Co., Norway,
Maine.

WOOD FIRES
| For The Courier-Gazette I
There's something honest and alluring
about a fire of wood
That seems to link it ln our thoughts
with men who toll.
The men who envy no one in their pref
erence of fire
But shun escaping gas from coal or oil,
And silent electricity that does not cheer
the heart
Nor crackle cheerfully, then settle to a
bed of coals.
Leaving them content to bask within
its circling warmth
To dream their dreams and expurgate
their souls.
No tree so humble but It carries warmth
within Itself
To drive from little homes the chills of
winter air;
Not one so old. so bent and twisted in
Its gnarly trunk.
But has Its store of heat with humble
folks to share.
Perhaps the trees have hoarded heat
from Summers’ sun
To be released at needful times within
our door
In Wood Fires: May they ever thaw the
frost from icy hearts
And comfort them the world might label
"poor.”
Peggy.

9

Ires, smart shops, busi
ness centers are all near
by A lOO outside rooms,
carh with a private bath
ttub and shower), a radio
and servidor, Note sur
prisingly moderate rates.

4

•3-B.T.Jfa-*«
OOLBLk.

3iM.Lt

44 to 4S to
at«thAva..N.t.

ROY MOULTON
Manager

4

COLUMBUS
HOTEL

0

On Biscayne Bay
MIAMI, FLORIDA
Sixteen

of luxurious comfort

floors

where modern appointments and

thoughtful service contribute a more

ample measure

smart living.

ol happiness to

Convenient

important attraction in the

Miami area.

to every

Biscayne Room

greater

<<<<<<

• European or American Plan
Wm. M. Gale, Manager

l»

Dining salon de
luxe. Rendezvous
of the smart cos
mopolitan group
Overlooking Bis
cayne Bay. Bay:
front Park ai«e
the Atlantic Ocean.

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S
Ideal Retort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every
An enjoyable view Irom our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

GRALYNN
Corner Second St. and First Ave.

if.

Booklet
on
Application
H

H .Mas*
Manager

RATE?. (European)
Single $2.50 to $8 00 daily
Double $4 ""
$12.00 dally

Din/ng Room Aorvice Unturpmod

Owns

m

October)

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford
Del. Co.
N. Y.

4

-English Music,” by Sir W. W.
Hadow traces the course of English
music from its earliest times to the
present day.
"New Songs for New Voices"
edited by Clara and David Mannes
and Louis Untermeyer. This book of
100 songs for children, of which more
than 75 were composed , specially for
this collection, was first published in
1928. It was reviewed as a notable
anthology of modem verse, as the
best collection of new songs for chil
dren published in many years, and as
the most distinguished children's
book of that season.
4

nr

4

4

4

4

“Verdi." by Francis Toye. Verdi
is one of the most interesting figures
in the history of music, remarkable
for his genius as a composer and for
his character as a man. Verdi's ca
reer is described in detail, brought
into relationship with the artistic
and political movements of his age.
His works are analyzed at length, the
stories of the librettos told.
“The Women in Wagner’s Life,"
by Julius Knapp. The story of
Wagner’s life and of his operas can
almost be tuid in terms of his re
lations with the three women he
loved and who loved him: Minna
Planer, the wife of his youth; Mathilde Wesendonk, his "undying
love” who was the inspiration for
"Tristan and Isolde;" and Cosima
Liszt whom he married in 1870, and
who outlived him almost 50 years.

"The Sing-Song Picture Bookr,”
words and music by Herbert Grueger.
The most popular children's books in
Germany in the last three years have
been two song books—2,500 advance
orders hailed the announcement of
Volume Two. No songs were ever
simpler but the book is primarily a
picture book—cats walk steeples and
roofs, bakers toss bread into ovens,
children, fish and bunnies roam like
comic strips by Botticelli o’er the
pages. Richard Strauss acclaims it,
and Charlie Chaplin, wrote the pub
lishers: "Altogether wonderful and
unique!" It is profusely illustrated
in color.
4

4

<

4

4

“The Truth About Wagner," by
Philip Dutton Hum and Waverley
Lewis Root, has particular interest,
for behind this book lies the story of
the romantic discovery of the Bur
rell
Collection
of
Wagneriana,
which had lain buried in a London
safe-deposit vault for 30 years.
These documents upset the Bay
reuth tradition about the great musi
cian and throw amazing new light
upon his private life. The Wagneri
ana is now in possession of the Cur
tis Institute of Music, purchased by
Mary Louise Curtis Bok.

“Stories from the

Operas," by

EVERY TELEPHONE
is a Courier-Gazette Want Ad Station
You don't have to leave your home

her, or, if you have not written it in ad

or your desk to utilize the vast Want

vance, she can help you put your needs

Ad service of the Rockland Courier-

into a terse, effective advertisemnet.

Gazette.

Whenever you have a need that a

Call 770, ask for an ad-taker and at

Want Ad can fill—when you need help

the other end of your wire a capable
young woman will serve you. Site
knows her business thoroughly. She can
give you rates and costs. She can take
your advertisement as you dictate it to

in your household or in your office,
when you have lost something of yalue,
when you want to rent your apartment,
your house or your spare room, reach
for your telephone and call 770.

Utilize the Pulling Power of The
Courier-Gazette Want Ads

THOMASTON
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SOUTH THOMASTON

COAL!

In Everybody’s Column ?

COAL!

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

Whereas, Ida F. Dondls of Rockland,
in the County of Knox and State of
Advertisements In this column not to
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated, Dec.
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 ♦
21. 1927. and recorded In the Knox Reg
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addl- »{♦♦♦•»•♦•»» — — *■ —
• R istry of Deeds. Book 206. Page 511, con
tlonal lines five cents each for one
___ .
time. 10 cents for three times. Six words
DAY BED ru&s and set of reed furnl- veyed to the Rockland Loan and Build
make a Une
ture, for sale. MRS. A. H. PILLSBURY. ing Association, a Corporation legally
■
! Tel. 593-R.
8-10 organized and having Its place of busi
ness at Rockland In said Knox County,
GAS STOVE, complete with oven and a certain parcel of land with the buUdbroiler,
for
salrf
Good
condition.
Price
lngs thereon, situated In Rockland, and
♦ $10. AUSTIN GARDNER. Tel. 74-M.
bounded and described as follows, to
♦
9*11 wit:
Beginning in the southerly side line of
USED POOL TABLE In fair condition. Tillson Avenue at a point 90.52 feet
Apply to F W. GORDEN. Union. Me
easterly of the Intersection of Main
8-10 Street and Tillson Avenue a spike
In the sidewalk for' corner;
SOFT lump screened coal, egg or nut, driven
easterly foUowlng the southerly
$8.50: hard coal. $15.50: ovolds, $15. J. B. thence
side
line
Tillson Avenue. 71.67 feet
PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 84-2. 8’10-tf to a spike ofdriven
in the sidewalk for a
VERY BEST fitted dry hard wood, $12 corner; thence in a southerly direction
along
fence
at
a
i
angle of 87'J 42' with
cord, junks $11 cord, single foot $L75;
NATIONAL CASH REGISTER wanted. 1 also two tons hay. V. C. GRINDLE. 105 said southerly side line of Tillson Ave
nue.
95.20
feet
to
a
fence post for a cor
any size, any condition. Call or write.! New County Rd. Tel. 679-X.
9*11
JOHN GUISTtfl. 360 Main St.. Rockland.
------ - ner; thence westerly along fence at an
DRY FITTED hard wood under cover, angle of 96^ 32' with last above de8*13
I Me.
$12; Junks. $12; long, $10; fitted soft i scribed line, 68.45 feet to a fence corner;
A FEW 26-inch bicycle wheels wanted. wood and slabs. $8. T. J. CARROLL I thence In a northerly direction at an
Call at YOUNG’S FISH MARKET. Tel. Tel. 263-21.
1-tf i angle of 86 « 32' with last above de
382
8-10
scribed line, 100.23 feet to the point or
CHESTNUT
HORSE,
weight
1150.
for place ot beginning, and whereas the
r WANT TO BUY second hand bocks,
postage stamps, antiques of all kinds. sale, pair of harness and 12 ft. punt. condition of said mortgage has been
Will sell cheap. TEL. 837-3 .
8*10 broken:
KAY TURNER. Thomaston. Tel. 34-4.
Now therefore, by reason of the breach
2-13
1927 STUDEBAKER Com. sedan. 1927 of tbe condition thereof said Rockland
FINE EARLY cut hay wanted. H. D. Essex coach. 1927- Whippet sedan. 1928: Loan and Building Association claims
CRIE. Tel. 83 Thomaston.
10*12 Whippet sedan. 1926 Chevrolet sedan, A j foreclosure of said mortgage
Model T Ford sedan, Reo Touring car. ( m witness whereof, the said Rockland
Above cars In A1 condition will be sold I Loan and Building Association has
for one-half their value or exchange, i caused this Instrument to be sealed with
INFLUENZA MENACE
Will trade for anything of value. E. D its corporate seal and signed In Its corLINSCOTT. 73 Crescent St., City. Tel. I porate name by Harry O. Gurdy. Its
8»10 Secretary, thereunto duly authorized.
Appearance Of Disease In 812_w
rjAS station on Route l berweeu ! this 14th day of January in the year one
5?,
“
® i thousand
nineSe»n
hundred and thirty-two.
Various Quarters Leads Rockland and wJS,
Warren for sale, fine cor,rnmomte
—two.
ner lot. new building, store and lunch
oea1’
To Official Warning
^omncCe°mS
& BUILDI'NO ASSO-

FOR SALE

Wessaweskeag Grange held a pri
The J. B. Pearson factory is closed
SCREENED LUMP
(This is good, folks; it’s life)
vate installation Jan. 13 with E. A.
for a month. William Stone, mana
SOFT COAL, $8.50
Rowell as installing officer and Miss
ger has gone to Boston on business. (
OVOIDS, $15.00
Mary Sleeper as marshal. Lunch
Mrs. Cora Currier spent Thursday
Lehigh Valley Anthracite $1530
was served and these officers inin Rockland as the guest of Mrs.
i stalled: Scott A. Rackliff, master;
Delivered In Rockland or
Charles Tibbetts.
I Charles Watts, * overseer;
Miss
Thomaston
Mrs. James Pelt who accompanied
‘ Marion Watts, lecturer; Mrs. Har
her sister Miss Elizabeth Monaghan Outside Towns 75c to $1.00 Extra
vey Crowley, secretary: Mrs. J. T.
Fitted Hard Wood, $12 cord
to Boston a few days ago re
Baum, treasurer; Mrs. Fred Gillturned home Thursday. Miss Mona
TEL. THOMASTON 84-2
chrest; chaplain; Allard Pierce,
ghan remained for treatment at the
steward; Morris Rackliff, assistant
Deaconess Hospital.
J. B. PAULSEN
steward; Miss Marion Rackliff, lady
“I rather like our oil burner in the range, but I
The meeting of the Baptist Mis
lout
assistant steward; Ethan Rowell,
sion Circle for next Tuesday has ----------- ------------------------------------- gate keeper; Mrs. Charles Graves,
don’t like that mess of cleaning carbon every
been cancelled so that the mem*
Flora; Miss Dorothy Rackliff, Po
bers may attend the Bible conference i Tuesday I gave a review of 'Jungles mona; Mrs. Harold Harlow, Ceres.
other week.”
to be held at the First Baptist Preferred,' a fascinating book on The new lecturer starts off with a
Church in Rockland that day.
I Africa, at our mission circle; Wed- bang next Wednesday night with a
Neighbor: "A friend of mine don’t have all
The Crusaders will meet Wednes- nesday was one of the hostesses for fine program planned as a January
that mess you have, she uses that SHELL
day from 4 to 5 o’clock. They will our college club; this afternoon my birthday party. It is hoped there1
have home-made candy for sale, card club met; Saturday Erman is will be a large attendance.
RANGE OIL..”
having two friends at dinner;
after the circle supper.
An interested group of Grangers
Mrs. Alonzo Spalding entertained Tuesday have a friend at luncheon,
at supper and bridge Thursday eve- and that evening we are giving a have started rehearsals on the fourYour friend told you right, madam; it’s the
ning. Th'e guests were Mrs. Enoch shower for a member of our circle; act comedy, "Deacon Dubbs,” which
they
plan
to
present
about
the
first
best, proven by test.
Clark, Mrs. Charles Smith. Mrs. Thursday a bridge party, and the
Earl Woodcock. Mrs. Clark had next Thursday Erman and I plan . of March. The play „itself is a
highest score.
a day in New York, with dinner and i scream and with the following cast
The BetaAlpha Club will hold its the theatre.” Add to these activities Playing, gives promise of something
meeting Monday night with Mrs. A1 the fact that she is the mother of t0 look forward to: Albert Davis,
three children, it must be conceded ' Mrs. Harvey Hooper, Charles S.
pheus Jones. Wadsworth street.
Word has come to Mr. and Mrs. that Mrs. Lamb is living an active : Watt5' Harr>' Smith- Jesse Sleeper
Mrs. Albert Sleeper,
------ Miss Marion
E. P Starrett that their son Henry life.
TEL. 2024
CAMDEN, ME.
Watts, Harvey Crowley, Miss Mary
Starrett and family of Lima.
Sleeper
and
Mrs.
Milton
Knowlton.
Peru, were unharmed in the recent
WARREN
P. S. Burn Shell,, all is well, then the neighbors
Charles Hayden has come to make
earthquake.
Mrs. John Cogan has been visiting his home with Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
Harold Simmons returned to Bos Mrs. Etta Harris at Martinsville.
With reports of outbreaks of the St T‘‘1'1080'____________________ Harry O. Ourdy. Secretary.
you can tell.
STATE OP MAINE
Rackliff where he has been board
COMMANDERY UNIFORM, outfit and
ton Friday. He was accompanied by
disease
coming from widely separated
Rev. Helen Carlson of Portland was
Jan. 14th, 1932.
for sale, good condition. MRS.1 Knox, SS.
Miss Doris Wellman of Rockport unable to give an address at the Bap ing since the death of hfs daughter
parts of Maine, the State Health De charm
Personally appeared the above named
S F MAKER. 162 North Main St. Tel.
who went to visit relatives and seek tist vestry Thursday evening because Miw. Roundy.
partment has issued a warning1 817-M.
Harry
O.
Ourdy,
Secretary,
and made
10*12
oath to the truth of the foregoing notice
Miss Lillian Rowell is spending the
employment.
against a threatening influenza epi
of a previous engagement at Camden.
SPRING TOOTH harrow, large plough, of foreclosure. In his said capacity.
demic, and gives advice as to what small plough, hoe and cultivator. Will
The funeral of Mrs. Isaac Young j but it is hoped to secure her services winter in Delaware with her sister
Before me,
Mrs. Charles Carr.
to do to guard against the disease and sell cheap for cash. CALL 158 CEDAR
Thursday afternoon was largely at- , aj some later date,
(Signed) EDWARD K. GOULD
ST.
8*10 7-S-13
Justice of the Peace.
how
to
combat
it
if
contracted.
tended. Many floral tributes were , At Union Monday evening Mrs. A.
Mrs. Annie Mundie has employ
STORE FIXTURES for sale. Call at
Hallowell High School was closed
paid the deceased.
T. Norwood. Mrs. Alice Robbins, and ment with Mrs. Ada Snow who ls in
MARKET. Washington St..
for the remainder of the week because CARLETON'S
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mclnnes re- j Mrs. Margaret Sawyer entertained at ill health.
Camden.
9*11
three
of
the
six
teachers
and
37
of
turned Thursday to their home in the home of Mrs. Robbins a dinner
Much sympathy is extended to
TWO-YEAR-OLD coon hound, blue
the 150 students are ill “probably tick, sire. Gold Coin, season catch 16.
Boston.
bridge featuring four tables.
Mrs. Ivan Rackliff in her very severe
from influenza.” At Brunswick 33 This week only. $30 FRANK REED. 61 For RHEUMATISM take
Miss Marian Felt who is ill with
Mrs. Anna Starrett, Miss Adelle eye trouble and friends are pleased
8*10
influenza cases were reported, and Pearl St., Camden.
grippe is better but not able to sit Feyler. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mathews to learn that she is now getting some
LUNCH
counter
and
stools,
large
re
the
schools
are
closed.
Other
places
up.
and Charles Young attended the relief.
frigerator, large A. & B. gas stove, large
• • « •
Knox and Lincoln past grand and
Wills allowed: Thomas A. Hunt, exx.; Letitia A. Montgomery, late of reporting one to several cases were bookcase with glass doors, large easy
SPECIAL COMPOUND
There
seems
to
oe
more
progress
Boothbay Harbor. Fairfield, Rangeley,
The automobile show in Portland past noble grand association at Wal
kitchen table, white dressing case, You will not regret it. For sale at all
being made in the various bridge late of Camden, deceased, Z. M. Warren, deceased, second and final Kenduskeag, Franklin, Waterville, chair,
Tuesday attracted from Thomaston doboro Wednesday evening.
new
mattress,
never
used,
mahogany
clubs which meet weekly here, than Dwinal of Camden, admr. c. t. a.; account filed by Harold A. Boggs, Bucksport, Bangor, Portland and colored bullet; many other articles. leading drug stores. Let us send you
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lermond and
The play entitled, “Aunt Julia's in the bridge construction, although | Willard L. Ladd, late of North
Yeka^laU of^k- Greene.
TEL. 1067-W.
lo-tf a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab
Lawrence H. Dunn.
Curls," which was presented last
bot Village, Me.
“As a contagious disease, influenza
certain v Haven’ deceased- Aimee G Ladd of E K Gould, admr.; Annie F. McMiss Helen Follett who taught in month at the Rebekah fair, will be ^w The^eCrin- man
ModL Muse North Haven' exx ; Albert E' Walden' Lain, late of Appleton, deceased, first communicates from person to person
the grade schools here and was lead repeated at Odd Fellows' hall ’r Wal- done hU bit to hem
d oltae to incternem weather™ late of Baltimore' Md • deceased. and final account filed by Sarah A. through the secretions of the nose ♦
er of the school orchestra, accom- doboro next Wednesday evening,
i panied the remains of her father to j yen little friends and their mothers ev?nii“a stnices1 were held m the 1 Roberl R Walden and Fred P' Wald‘ Lewis, exx- Amanda Mahoney, late and throat,” said Dr. William Holt ♦
4 |
Vinalhaven Friday. Miss Follett is: ^ere entertained Tuesday afternoon evening services were neia in me , en of Rnitimnrp
Baltimore, vh
Md, pm
exrs.;• Chester
Chester ~r
of Camden/deceased. first and «««.
final and Commissioner Clarence Kendall. R
R
teaching physical science in the by Mrs. Lerov Norwood, in honor of church the past two Sunday eve Pease, late of Appleton, deceased, ! account filed by The City National “Another way of transmission ap
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St.,
FOR SALE
schools of Mount Vernon. N Y.
the fourth birthday anniversary of nings. Mr. and Mrs. Watts are plan The City National Bank of Belfast. Bank of Belfast, exr.; Wilson D. pears to be from dishes, glasses and with electric lights, flush toilet, garage.
Inquire MR. SHAFTER, 15 Rockland St
Samuel Miller has a contract to rig her daughter Lois. Games were ning an especially helpful service for I exr.; Almira A. Dyer, late of North Barron, late of Camden, deceased, eating utensils that have not been Tel.
RUUD
888__________________________ 1-tf
a large yacht for the Dupont Co. of played and ice cream and birthday next Sunday night, when they are to Haven, deceased, Montie Lela Stone first account filed by Jennie A. Bar- properly sterilized.
TENEMENT
to
let
at
36
Mechanic
St
Instantaneous
Automatic
“The following habits might be cul Inquire of MRS W. S. KENNISTON. 176
Wilmington, Del. He is now study- J cake served. Those present were Mrs. be assisted by the older boys of the of North Haven, exx.; Ruby A. Jame- ron, exx.; Janet P. Wade of Warren,
ing the plans which are very differ- Howard Norwood and son Adelbert, Sunday School who will present a son, late of Friendship, deceased, final account filed by Catherine M. tivated to advantage in guarding Main St. Tel, 874-W.______________ 1-tf
ent from those he has been accus- Mrs. Charles Wilson and children Ed- review of the work done during the Charles M. Starrett of Thomaston, Wade, admr. of the estate of Roland against the disease: Avoid needless
HOUSE of seven rooms, to let, bath,
crowding. Walking to and from gas and lights. MRS. E. C. GRANT, 184
tomed to use. The yacht was built, ward and Alfred. Mrs. Leland Phil- past quarter in the study of St. Paul exr.; Elizabeth E.RBurdick, late of o. Wade.
South Main St. Tel. 526-M.
1-tf
the
Evangelist.
Everyone
is
cordially
work,
if
practicable,
is
good
exercise
at Wiscasset.
, brook and sons Warren and Vaughan,
St. George, deceased, Charles T.
Petitions for probate of will filed
apartment to let. Apply
The correspondent has been inter- Mrs. Michael Halligan and three ehil- invited to attend these services and Smalley of Rockland, exr.; Alonzo j for notice: Estates Sidney F. Maker, and keeps c.j from overcrowded con 23FURNISHED
AMESBURY ST. Tel. 958-J.
9-tf
ested in watching the building of a dren Joyce, James and Paul, and Mrs. help make them a benefit to the , A. Paul, late of Camden, deceased. iate of Rockland, deceased, Clara M. veyances.
Size 4. Style F
SEVEN ROOM tenement, modern con
“Take advantage of as much open
model of a full rigged schooner by Rav Griffin and daughters Martha community.
Josephine F. Paul of Camden, exx.
Maker, named exx.; Randall Judson
veniences,
to
let
at
South
Main
St..
$25
Practically New
South Thomaston is to be con-1
air and sunshine as you can.
Charles A. Creighton. It has been j and Alice.
a
month.
V.
F.
STUDLEY,
69
Paik
St.
Condon, late of Friendship, deceased,
“Wash your hands immediately Tel. 1080.
l-tf
Can Be Seen At This Office
completed and is in the home of the I Mrs. Louie Drewett, past wor’hy gratulated on the fact that A. W.
Petitions for administration grant- Eliza A. Condon named exx.; Martha before eating and do not put your
of Rockland has bought
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
130-tf
builder. The model is of a ship 176 I matron of Ivy Chapter, O.E.S.. will Merchant
the “Robinson field. ” and will build ed: Estate Benjamin F. Wilson, late J. Farnham, late of St. George, de fingers in your mouth or nose. By Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
feet long and 33 feet wide, built of install the officers of that order Feb. 5. a home there in the spring. In the °f Camden deceased. Bertha E. Wi - ceased. Ernest Rawley named exr.;
240
Broadway.
1-tf
shaking hands or handling objects
teak and finished in natural colors.
Mrs. Louis Sawyer and daughter
son of Camden, admx. d. b. n.; estate Edna A. Winchenbaugh, late of
UNFURNISHED five room apartment
The ship has three masts, fore, main olive returned Wednesday to their meantime he and his family are oc Herbert C. Clark, late of Rockland. Rockland, deceased, Ensign O. Win- touched by others you may infect with
toilet to let. Inquire 12 KNOX, Why suffer tortures from Rheaand mizzen, each one crossed by, home in Camden after visiting Rev. cupying the summer home of J. W. deceased, George B. Clark of Rock- chenbaugh named exr.; Edward D. yourself by carrying your hand to ST. Tel. 156-W.
158-tl
your mouth or nose.
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscalower yards, double topsails, topgal- j and Mrs. H. I. Holt here a few weeks, Smith, (the Owens place).
HOUSE to let with electric lights,
land,
admr.;
estate
Andrew
E.
SimSpear,
late
of
Rockland,
deceased,
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
"Keep up your general health- flush closet, with or without garage,
Mrs. Joseph Baum of Clark Island
lant yards, and royals. She has two' Edwin Gammon who has been wironton,
late
of
Rockport,
deceased.
Aldana
C.
Spear
of
Rockland
named
when
fi-tf
houses. three boats and two anchors ing the house belonging to Charles is spending the winter here with her Raymond L. Simonton of Rockport, exx.: Helen M. Cummings, late of first. by using inside and outside reasonable. TEL. 1016.
plenty of clean water; second, by eat
TENEMENT to let at 7 Broad St. AH
hung at the cat heads. The rigging Erickson expected to finish up Friday, son J. T. Baum.
METHYL BALM
improvements, with garage
Miss Mildred Smith returned Wed admr.; estate Barbara Greenlaw. Union, deceased, John J. Paul and ing clean, wholesome food; third, by modern
is set up with lanyards and dead- Mr. Erickson has recently purchased
TEL.
504-W.
* l-t(
late
of
Camden,
deceased,
Alvan
E
Alice
Paul
named
exrs.;
Emily
B.
will
bring almost instant reliefT
sleeDine
at
least
eight
hours
out
of
nesday
from
a
short
visit
in
Boston.
eyes. The work has been done in a a Delco lighting system of Albert E.
HOUSE FOR SMALL FAMILY, central
Mrs. Hattie Jackson was recently Greenlaw of Camden, admr.; estate Redman,v late of Thomaston, de- each 24; and fourth, by keeping the location
A scientifically compounded ex
first class manner. Built by a scale, MacPhail.
Electric lights, bath room
Alfred
Tolman,
late
of
North
Haven,
ceased,
Geneva
E.
Green
admr.
bowels regulated.
• • « •
guest of her sister Mrs. Helen Perry
TEL^812-M.
i-tf. ternal application that should be
it is surely a thing of beauty. 'Mr.
deceased. Frank H. Ingraham of c. t. a.; Georgia E. Wardwell, late of
"Avoid chilling and getting your
in Rockland.
Creighton has now started in to
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let, fine cellar, ' in every home. Sold only at
Warren Grange Installation
Rockland, admr.; estate Melvin H. Camden, deceased. Edward J. Ward- feet wet.
toilet,
electricity,
gas
and
furnace;
extra
Believe
it
or
not.
Harry
Smith
says
build a model of the clipper ship
Officers of Warren Grange were
Jones, late of St. George, deceased, | well, Louis E. Wardwell and Ensign
“Avoid overheated rooms. Use a large veranda, large yard. Adults onlv.
Johnston’s Drug Store
“Sea Witch,” the original of which installed Tuesday evening at an im one of Merrill Bartlett's hens has Fannie J. Jones of St. George,' Otis, named exrs.
1-tf i
thermometer and keep the tempera Inquire 23 T STREET, City.
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
was built in New York and for three pressive ceremony by Lvdia Morse of stolen her nest and is setting under admx.; estate John T. Berry, late
SIX ROOM rent at 17 Warren St., |
Petition for allowance filed for ture down to 70 to 72.
years held the world’s record fbr North Waldoboro Grange, ably assist his sun porch.
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
newly papered and painted, garage 11
of
Rockland,
deceased.
Maude
B.*
notice:
Estate
Eugene
M.
Stubbs,
“
In
case
the
disease
develops,
go
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Snow were in
desired. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. Tel.'
speed.
75 cents
ed by Leola Mank. Rena Smith. Eliza town Snnda’v’ralied’ bv^the death of I Berry of Rockland, admx.; estate I late of East Union, deceased, pre- to bed immediately, and remain there j 577._______________________________ b4f
Services at the Baptist Church beth Newhall. Marguerite Orff, Isa ms aunt Mrs Nancv j Paul to Rock
62-tf
N' Benner' late of Rockland' sented by Lilia M Stubbs,
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
Sunday will be: Bible School at 9.45; belle Sprague, with Lena Miller as tas aunt Mrs. Nancy J. Paul m Rock deceased wimam N Benner„ Jr„ ; InVenteries filed: Estates Roscoe S. until recovery. . A physician should able
for family of two or three, at 15 1
be called at once.”
Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST. |
.at 11. Rev. Fletcher Knollin of chaplain and Olive Sherman at the
It is hoDed that the enemies of the and WaIter s- Benner, both of Rock- Staples, Rockland, $11,224 62; Seldom
Tel. 318-W.
i-tf!
Waterville, director of the youngpiano The officers: F. A. Starrett. starliugs°wlll
ho“rough! >aad' ad«™“ ,
Wi'ham J’ ° Wiley. Union. $4695.84.
MRS. CLARA M. CARROLL
THREE ROOM furnished apartment
peoples division of religious educa- worthy master: Irving Spear, over„ ly they are eating up the decaying ^ster- >at* of
1
------- ----------at 19 Orient St., bath room, automatic I
tion will speak. Y.P.S.C.E. at 6 seer; Emma Norwood, lecturer; C
C fruit left on trees and ground and Edw‘n ® Vos^ °£ Cusbl.ng' ,admrAl
Clara M. (Calderwood), wife of hot water heater. NELSON B COBB or I Keys made to order. Keys maae
CAMDEN
o’clock. Evening service at 7, topic, |Frank Berry, steward; G. A. Aspey.
WILLIAMS at Fuller-Cobb- !
'
estate
Myra
B.
Thorndike,
late
of
Thomas J. Carroll, passed te the high LOUISE
Davis.
T‘2-tf
to fit locks when original keys are
“Story of Nicodemus.
A baptism f assistant steward;'Alice Watts, chap- also the eggs, etc. of the worms and Camden, deceased, Clarence Thorn
er
life
very
suddenly
early
Friday
bugs
on
all
trees
and
fields.
Enor

___
Albert Judson Pearse, 79. died at
GARAGE I No. 1) to let. 23 Wat3Fst. I lost. Hoose, Office or Car. Code
will follow, of candidates from the j lain; s F Norwood, treasurer;
dike
of
Camden,
admr.,
estate
Henry
his
home
on
-n
10mas
street
Thursday
morning
of
last
week.
Although
she
Inquire F. C. LINDSEY, JP Tel. 1« or
books provide keys for all locks
Port Clyde Baptist Church, Rev.' Qeorge starrett. secretary pro tem: mous flocks can be seen feeding at Jameson, late of Vmalhaven. de- mornlng He was
in Hope but had been in ill health troubled with 574-J.
10*12
without bother.
Scissors and
Milton R. Kerr, pastor.
Charles Pease, gate keeper; Gertrude all hours on every available spot of ceased, Leslie B_ Dyer of Vinalhave
had
made
his
home
in
Camden
for
a
weak
heart
for
a
long
time,
yet
she
FIVE-ROOM FURNISHED apartment,
» » « •
| starrett,, Ceres: Marv Pease, Po- open field.
admr.; estate Harry B. Walker, late 1 many years. He is survived by five was always ready to perform every furnace, gas. coal range, toilet; $6 a Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will ] mona: Lucv Peabody, Flora; Margueof Camden, deceased, Louise A. sons, Herbert and Frank of this place. duty even to the last, and was en week. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel.
Mrs. Rebecca Morgan
1080.
g.tf
meet at the vestry next Wednesday rite Haskell, lady assistant steward;
Walker of Camden, admx.
gaged
in
preparing
the
morning
meal
Ralph and Aubrey of Hope, and
afternoon, and as there is much work Leland Peabodv, executive committee j Mrs. Rebecca (Kirkpatrick) Mor- ■
of Lincolnville. Funeral serv when the end came.
to be done, members are asked to pro tem. Nine neighboring granges j gan was the widow of 1st Lieut. Isaac
Petitions to determine inheritance Crosby
Mrs. Carroll was born in Vinal
ices
Saturday
at 1 o'clock and burial
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
come early. Supper will be served at were represented in thecompany 1 n. Morgan, a Civil War Veteran, who 1 tax wanted' Estates Courtland D.
haven, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
in Hope.
Telenhone 791
6 o’clock, followed by a program in and 100 persons sat down to supper, j lost an eye and received other seri- Perry late o{ Rockland, deceased,
Benson
Calderwood.
In
early
lue
The firemen were called Thursday
.
9fl-tf
charge of Mrs. Minnie Newbert.The ! following the ceremonies.
Granges j Ous injuries at the famous Battle of filed by O5Car L perry of Portland
she became a member of the Baptist
housekeepers are Mrs. MinnieLud- j represented were Good Will of South i spottsylvania. She was bom in admr George A Babb, late of Cam- morning to the residence of Frank Church and was a faithful worker in
WATCHES. ALL KINDS. CLOCKS.
wig. Mrs. Cora Currier, MissEliza ■ Warren: Highland. East
Warren; Camden, Dec. 27. 1854. daughter of d_
deceased filed bv C Wilkes Kennedy on Mechanic street for a church and Sunday school, giving Antique
clocks, grandfather clocks re
blaze in the cellar, supposed to have
r<! Georgie
ripnraie Robinson.
Rnhinsnn
i White Oak. North Warren; Progres- | Hollis and Sarah Kirkpatrick.
------ —
V.'fiif.ey, T^
Mrs.
paired.
Experienced workman. Work DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
After her marriage to Lieut. Mor- ?„abb„?fIT^d^“c;/°L^
been c^d bv spontaneous combus- much of both her time and strength. can be called
for and delivered, or leave
Mrs. Marian Williams. Mrs. Walter sive. Winslow's Mills; Maple. North
She
was
also
a
successful
school
at 23 Amesbury St., Rockland. Me., or
Moran, son Leland Moran and Waldoboro; Pioneer, East Union; j gan, for 48 years sfie made her home !var(j k Gould and Charles T ‘ °n' 7116 dama$e was slight.
teacher, and always interested in send parcel post. S ARTHUR MACOMDENTIST
south Thomaston. There, a host c,lv,upV hnth nf’ Rockland irimrs ■
Tllero will be a dance at Meguntl- everything that was for the welfare BER. Tel. 958-J.
grandson Roger Miller, spent Thurs Mernahga. Waldoboro; Megunticook. !
157*ll-tf
302
Main
St.
Tel. 915-M Rockland
Caniden;
and
Highland,
of
Bridgton.
o
f
friends
early
learned
to
know
her
w
MAm-nnd
into
nf
Paniricn
dp
oook
Grange
hall
Saturday
night
with
day with their cousin, Mrs. William
of the world at large. For a long
/
*
_________ go<
______
-------- -----------a devoted wife, kind sister, loving
°KXw^f mU^c
Dean's orchestra.
Mrs. Morse was fittingly
presented
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
McAuley, in Camden.
time she was a valued correspondent solicited.
139*60
H.
C.
RHODES.
Tel.
519-J.
with
a
gift
of
money
in
behalf
of
her
The annual ..................
installation of Key- of Mt. Pleasant news for the Cou
Capt. and Mrs. John Brown, Miss
mother and a pleasant, sympathetic Catnden exx . Letitia A. Montgom1-tf
services
to
Warren
Grange.
neighbor. Having had ja large share efy. lat€ of Warren, deceased, filed | Etons Ghapte'j R A-M.. will be held rier-Gazette. From early life she had
Betty Brown and John Singer who
BOARD AND ROOM for elderly gentle
of the sorrows and sadness of this b Harold A Boggs o{ Warreni exr.' next Wednesday evening,
have been ill with grippe, are better.
been a member of the Grange, and man available at WHITCOMB'S FARM
WELL,
NOW'!
world she
"Business is dull, there is no busi
9*lt
he always turned with sympetitions for distribution granted:
Mrs- c p Bnown
Bgown will entertain
en
the to that order had given time and tal HOME. Waldoboro.
pathy and kindness to the unfortu Estate Courtland D. Perry, late of C.C.H. Club Thursday at Brookside, ent. In her demise Mt. Pleasant
ness," is heard on every side, but
NOTICE—Parties at Interest take no
A
nationally
known
society
deb
of
nate and afflicted.
Stanley Miller, salesman for the
Rockland, deceased, filed by Oscar L. j Chestnut street.
Grange has lost an esteemed mem tice the name of the Ga. S Maraval, of
number 213497. has been changed
It was her sad lot to lose by death Perry of Portland, admr.; estate
Newcastle Grain & Lumber Co. sold Chicago gave all Qf her friends a
ber. No one knew her but as a friend. ficial
Mrs.
Eugene
Thomas
entertained
to NORMAD by authority of the Com
silver police whistle for Christmas!
her husband in March 1891, leaving Norris Hager, late of Union, de- the Friday Reading Club this week
two carloads of grain last week.
Mrs.
Carroll
possessed
a
wonderful
missioner
of Navigation.
7-9
Nebraska, as far removed from the her alone to rear to manhood and
Mrs. Henry L. Bryant and Mrs.
memory, and could repeat the greater
ceased, filed by Edward K. Gould and , at her home on Mountain street.
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale
____ Tues
-__ sea as any of our states, boasts a womanhood their two small children,
Edwin Smith ,«.-v
left New York
Charles T. Smalley, both of RockThere will be a union service at the part of the New Testament wiihou: by manufacturer. Samples free. H. A. SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
day afternoon and have now reached i navy in which Maj. Gen. Smedley D. Newton aged 9 years and Minnie land, admrs.
156-11
, Congregational Church Sunday eve- the book. In her home a pla :e is BARTLETT. Harmony. Me.
their destination in Thomasville, j Butler, retired, has just been com- 7 years. Again in February 1927,
HAfiD WOOD fitted. $12 ana $14; 689 MAIN STREET
vacant that can never be filled, for
TEL. 1250
Petitions
for
guardian
granted:
ning
and
the
address
will
be
delivered
death entered her family and took Estate Sewall P. York of Rockland, by Rev. Leroy Camnbell, pastor of the there husband and children always Junks. $12; small round wood, stove
Ga„ stopping overnight in Rich- ! missioned an admiral.
ROCKLAND
leneths. $10: fitted soft wood. $8. O. H
mond, Va.. and Charleston. S. C
Fog was so thick recently’ that the her idolized son Newton whom she Lucius S. York of Rockland, gdn.: Baptist Church,
found counsel and advice for all good. CRIE, Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
1-tf
56-t
enroute. Their address for the bal-, lightship Savannah, off Charleston, had most tenderly nursed through a
To witness the services held at the
skate sharpening la * specialty of
estates
Alice
I.
Jones.
Vincent
C.
Regular
meeting
of
Maiden
Cliff
ance of the winter is The Thiee S. C., which uses a gallon of water long and terrible illness.
home
Monday
afternoon
would
tell
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hardware
co
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Jones, St.
all Rebekah Lodge Wednesday evening.
Toms Tavern.
at every toot, had to send in an
This blow was so great she could Jones George
“Fantae j“J.Jo^efo)
.
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Following the meeting, two one-act of the esteem in which the deceased ' dockland
Sunday services at the Federated j emergency call for more water to not completely rally and closing her | r
arin
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
was held. It is seldom one sees such
plays
will
be
presented.
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ivont
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with
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Church: Sunday School at 9.45; .1 wet its whistle. ,
.
, home she went to live with her
a gathering to pay respect te the de and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEPetitions for license to sell real
1-tf
Mrs. William Williams entertained parted. Rev. G. F. Currier, her pas ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
in | estate granted: Estates Albert L.
morning service at 11 o’clock, sub- j Before an employer can brmg a. daughter Mrs. Bert Witham ***
the
Philathea
class
Friday
evening
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tlmea
ject, “The Disarmament Conference foreign maid servant into England ] loving,
Rocklandtender
wherecareeverything
that !
could"^ugjelt
' nf'T^! at her home on Union s^'
tor, read the scripture and spoke Prompt
service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
of 1932.” The choir will sing, “Pray the Ministry of Labor has to be
1-tf
was done for her comfort, but in
adnix" Helen ^'perrj01 lat^of
American Legion Auxiliary will words of comfort, and Rev. L. G.
for the Peace of Jerusalem," James shown proof that the services of a
Perry of Littlefield Memorial Church,
________ _ _ 4 can
spite of which she passed many sad Rock,and deceased, filed by Benja- meet Tuesday evening at the new Rockland, offered prayer. Mrs. Cora copies of The Courier-Oazette, with the
Knox. The evening service will be British woman are not available.
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
After holding up a restaurant in and weary hours until last Monday min c p
home news, at Central News Co., 86 Conof Rock]and admr.: rooms over Brown's market. •
in the vestry at 7 o'clock, the sub
Mank of Union, a lifelong friend, sang cress
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will
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from sorrow and suffering. Funeral ceased flIed by charies French of tist Church Wednesday, at 6.15, to the “Saved By Grace.” The floral offer
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Bradford head the large cast of
ings were very beautiful. Besides
“The Shannons of Broadway," which 16'x pound turkeys as “the Paul home of her daughter and interment Hayen filed by Samuel A. Nutt of j A program will be presented in the tributes from immediate relatives in
BURPEE’S
was in the family lot in South Thom North Haven, gdn.
will present several new actors in Whiteman model."
1 evening and important business dis- cluded were those from the Littlefield
Judge Roger I. McDonough of Salt aston.
cluding Mrs. Edward Elliot, Miss
Memorial Church, Mr. and Mrs.
Petition for allowance granted: i cussed.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. Morgan was a charter mem Estate Courtland D. Perry, late of
Mrs. David Crockett is visiting her Stackpole, the W.C.T.U. of Rockland,
Irene Young, Sayward Hall and Lake City declared a moratorium on
David Libby. The dates of the play divorce hearings from Dec. 18 until ber of Wessaweskeag Grange and Rockland, deceased, filed by Wini daughter Mrs. James Elliott Hale in the Baptist Church and Mt. Pleasant
Jan.
4
to
help
the
holiday
spirit.
also of Forget-me-not Chapter,
Randolph.
are1 Thursday and Friday. Jan. 28
Grange of West Rockport, Mr. and
WARREN FARMERS MUTUAL F'RE
C. Perry of Rockland.
E. B. Lawson, trade commissioner O.E.S. She is survived by her fred
Mrs. Cora Paul of Rockport is a Mrs. Partridge of Camden, Mrs.
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Now
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shine;
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March
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Once for death I waited.
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Church;
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State
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Every-Other-Day

ipIv
Group 6 of the Universalist
Church is to give a card party!
Thursday evening at the home of j
Mrs. E. F. Berry, 25 Grove street, I
playing to begin at 8 o’clock. Reser
vations may be arranged with any
of the committee, Mrs. Berry, Mrs.
Mrs. Perley Damon entertained Charles T. Smalley, Miss Alice
the Tuesday Club at her home on Fuller, Mrs. W. E. Morgan, Mrs. E.
Broadway.
R. Veazie and Miss Mabel F. Lamb.
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ...... ................ 770 or 794-W

The Y.P.B. will meet at the home of
Mrs. A. S, Littlefield of Talbot
Miss Vivian Chaples, 16 Simmons avenue was hostess to the Official’
street, Monday evening at 7.30.
Contract Club yesterday afternoon.

The Commercial College social and
Another of the series of ladies’
dance scheduled to have been held J nights was given by Rockland Lodge,
Thursday night at the Thorndike j B.P.O.E., Wednesday, with Mrs.
grill has been postponed until Mon- i Harold Burgess and Mrs. Bertha
day night. All former students are ; French of Camden in charge. There j
invited.
i was very good attendance, enter-1
------i tainment including sleight of hand
Members of the Outing Club en- 1 tricks by Mr. Bell and dancing, with
joyed picnic dinner at the home of I Kirk’s orchestra furnishing music.
Mrs C A Emery, Pacific street, Refreshments were served at interWednesday. The afternoon was de mission. Wednesday, Feb. 3 a card
party is to be given at the Home,'
voted to relief sewing.
with Mrs. Harry Berman jn charge.
Edward Gay Glover of Charlotte,
The Junior Harmony Club meets
N. C. and Jugo-Slavia, is the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Knight, Wednesday at 6.30 at the BPVTl
Broad street, while enjoying three rooms.
months’ vacation.
_,
_____
Fales Circle is to give a public
Mrs. Newton Morgan of Old Town I card party at Grand Army hall Wedwas the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. | nesday at 2 o clock.
Emery, Pacific street, yesterday.
” " ___
J
_____
, Mrs. Lena K. Sargent went to CinThe Progressive Literary Club will: cihnati, Ohio, Thursday, where she
meA with Mrs. Lucia Burpee Tues- • will be for a few days in the interday afternoon. Items of interest in ! «ts of the Pitman-Howard shortthe life and works of Ella Wheeler hand system.
Wilcox will be the responses to the
Mrs. K. B. Crie is confined to her
roll call. Mrs. Lucie Walsh will lead
the reading of Shakespeare’s “Two home on Talbot avenue by a severe
Gentlemen of Verona,” beginning attack of the grippe.
with Act 2.
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Fales and1 *Y«i‘ng at the home of Mrs. C. E.
Miss Mabel Seavey motored to Daniels, Talbot avenue, the hostesses
Brewer yesterday to visit relatives. to be Mrs. Daniels and Mrs. H. P.
Returning they were accompanied by Blodgett.
Heman Seavey who has been spend
ing a few days with his daughter , Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Tirrell, Jr., are
today motoring to Boston, where
there.
they will be for the weekend, called
Miss Clara Fuller of Boston arrived by the illness of Mr. Tirrell’s father.
Thursday to be at the borne of her
Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin Pendleton
sister, Mrs. Edwin Mills, who is in
* Knox Hospital for an operation, entertained at a lobster supper last
Sunday evening, with nine guests.
which took place yesterday.
Mrs. H. E. Comins .Maud Smith.
was tendered a surprise party—and
it was a real surprise, too—Thursday
evening at the home of Mrs. E. L. j
Toner. Those present, in addition to
the teachers of the McLain School
were Mrs. Esther Rogers, music su- j
pervisor. and Mrs. S. T. Constan-,
tine. Games and cards were en- !
joyed, and buffet lunch was served.
Mrs. Comins was presented with a
floor lamp.

Mrs. Earl C Perry and daughter
Earl*ne are v'sltln8 Mrs. Perry spar®lts' Mr- and Mrs- Samuel Cold at
ueer lsle_____ ,
, ,
_ ,
, . . , ..!
Mrs John Beaton entertained the
?&T

™ enrrvin

M«. Thoimas McKinney carrying off (
honors in bnd*e'

Page Seven

"ON MY SET”

THE REALM OE MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

A delightful letter from Dorothy days—who is this mysterious Jose
Bird Snow comes from the South. phine Sabino? But a few days later
She says: “I follow all the Rubin a Boston paper published a picture
Not to be wholly outdone by
stein Club programs in The Courier- of Miss Sabino stating that she is I
Gazette. They certainly have been from Rockland, Mass.
my young friend Curtis of Colum
• * * *
doing some interesting work. To me
bia avenue, I took advantage of
One of the recent students’ con
their programs sound much more
last night's good reception and
worth while than those put on here certs at the Curtis Institute of Music,
chased distant stations well into
by the----- Club. The programs are Philadelphia, featured three youth
the morning. My prize package
of such a sameness, except when ful violinists: Frederick Vogelgesang,
there is an artist from away, and ten years of age; Charles Jaffe,
consisted of seven California sta
there seems to be no objective to 15; and Harold Kohon, 12. The lads i
tions— KNX of Hollywood and
showed talent and the possession of
them."
KFI of Los Angeles, which were
* * * *
technical efficiency.
previously on my list; KPO of
•w • «
i
Dr. P. P. Claxton, who several
San Francisco, KHJ of Los
Musical Courier: “In these hours
years
ago,
was
a
Commissioner
of
the
Angeles, KGO of Oakland, KFSD
National Bureau
of Education, cif depression economy everywhere
of San Diego and KFRC of San
wrote: “Sooner or later we shall not Is the order of the day. It should be
Francisco, which I had never be
only recognize the cultural value of applied also in music. Why not cut
fore logged. KNX was reporting
music, we shall also begin to under four movement symphonies and so
. what appeared to be an import
stand
that, after the beginnings of natas to three sections; change Proant prize fight.
reading, writing, arithmetic and kofieff’s opera title to The Love of
geometry, music has greater practi Two Oranges; refer to Gounod’s
Long after the Eastern stations
cal value than any other subject opera simply as “Romeo;’ transform
had gone off the air last night
the popular German song, All My
taught in the schools.”
the dial was full of ether waves.
To this the late President Emeritus Heart is Yours, into Half My Heart
Among the many, many stations
of Harvard, Dr. Charles W. Eliot, Is Yours; use only one pedal on the
which I identified were KVOO,
adds: “Music study is the best mind- piano; prohibit double stopping on
Tulsa, Okla.; KOA, Denver; XED, I trainer on the list.”
the violin; delete one of the soldiers
Reynosa, Mexico; CFCN, Calgary,
» * * »
in Schumann’s The Two Grenadiers;
Canada; KFLV, Rockford, III.;
Lawrence Tibbett who comes to cut the Lucia sextet to a Ljuintet; omit
KLZ, Denver; VAS, Grace Bay,
Portland March 24, has his job all the sharps and flats from all music;
N. S.
picked out if he should ever lose his 6-8 time to become 5-8; and make
♦♦♦
'
voice. He would be a butler. “I have piano recitalists confine their pro
I added to my list of stations
seen so many inferior butlers in my grams to pieces for the left hand
Thursday night WFOX of Brook ] day, that I’d like to step in and show only.”
• ♦ * ♦
lyn.
them how to do it.” Mr. Tibbett
Not long ago the query was made
says. The singer has made a success
Gregor Piatigorsky, young Rus
in films, concert work and grand by a former Maine Festival attend
sian ’cellist, will broadcast for the
opera. Without his voice, he would ant—“What do you suppose has be
first time when he is heard with
still be a successful motion ■ picture come of Dan Beddoe.”
the New York Philharmonic
Mr. Beddoe, orie of the veteran
actor, so it is doubtful that we shall
Symphony Orchestra from 3 to 5
singers before the public today, is
ever see him behind our chairS.
still in the game and winning
p. m. Sunday. His number will
be Schumann’s violincello con
Paul Whiteman will present a P'audits as glowing as those bestowed,
certo in A minor. This program I symphonic jazz concert for the bene- ,lnnn
upon him
hlm “yars and yars" ago. TIn
"
can be gotten over WAAB.
fit of unemployed musicians in the the performance of "The Messiah”
Metropolitan Opera House, , New by the Oratorio Society of New York
York, Feb. 28. Rudy Vallee will ap recently, Mr. Beddoe was tenor so
Another of the weekly broad
pear as guest conductor. White- loist and this is what the review has
casts by singers from Fisk University, Nashville, Tenn., will be
man, leading an augmented orches to say of him: “Mr. Beddoe is cele
heard tomorrow night from 8.15
tra will introduce to New York audi- brating his 40th year of public ap
to 8.45, the program featuring the i ences Ferde Grofe’s new Grand Can- pearances; his art gains constantly
Glee Club, the A Capella Choir , yon Suite in a style which will recall and his vigorous delivery, clear dic
musicianship
of 60 voices, and Edward Mat
the conductor’s initial performance tion and general
thews, noted Negro baritone.
of Rhapsody in Blue at his first con proved to be a high-light of the per
cert in Aeolian Hall in 1924. The formance.”
Those who were privileged to hear
orchestra will also play a special arLovers of the music of Edward
rangement of Gershwin’s descriptive ,
back in the Festival days will
MacDowell will be provided a
piece “An American in Paris.”
J always remember his virile persontreat Tuesday, from 3.30 to 4 p. m.
The Metropolitan Opera Company i aIity and glorious singing. He had
when a program of that compos
a firm stride as he came on to
er’s works will be broadcast over : is contributing the use of the opera i
house. Two numbers, specially ar- i the stage, do you remember?—and
a Columbia network.
ranged for the program, will be sung then stood so sturdily as he sang,
by Vallee. He and Whiteman have wlth b>s head well up and thrown
"CAST THY IjJREAD”
planned a novel arrangement for the 1 slightly back. One of his songs
seating of the orchestra.
which made a tremendous hit was
• “Mona,” and another was "King
Miss Helen Corbett, Accident
I Charles.”

SAFETY
Since
1868

The Two Strong Pillars
ON WHICH OUR BUSINESS RESTS

“THE OUTWARD SIGN OF INWARD SECURITY”

"o
SAFETY

Protected by the Famous McClintock Sound Wave
Burgler Alarm System
PRIVATE COUPON BOOTHS FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE

Let us show you what we have done to protect your valuables.

MEETING THE TESTS—and making a record we are proud of, this bank founded back in 1868, on a
platform of safety for depositors’ money, service to the community, respect for confidence, helpfulness
and courtesy, The Rockland Savings Bank has added steadily to its list of customers and friends.

WE INVITE YOUR BANKING BUSINESS ON OUR RECORD OF SERVICE

THE ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

AS TO SLOGANS

A bridge party is to be given at
Grand Army hall Tuesday evening
under the auspices of Ruth Mayhew
sion when heard in a lecture recital
1 Let Me Sleep” was put across for the at a Maine Federation of Music
Tent, D.U.V., with Mrs. Helen Pala- Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
E. L. Cox, former Rocklandite, who
There will be relief sewing at the di ’
host'
Will
you
kindly
allow
me
through
first
time.
Here
it
is:
Clubs convention in Bangor a while has made his home in Oregon for a
Congregational vestry
Thursday
medium of your paper, to thank
“The best thing I ever did to popu- ,
recently appeared on the ninth number of years, basking in the per
afternoon. An all-day session is i Mrs. E. L. Brown was guest of the
the many friends who have expressed | Jarue a song was done right here m i
concert Qf the Lono 'School, lumccr
fumed snaae
shade oi
of ns
its gorgeous rose
planned for Wednesday,
Feb.
3.
____
i honor at a charming luncheon and their sympathy since my accident of.
old New ^ork, in a roof garden j
Cambridee
°
bushes, sends us a copy of the Port,
,
. , .
landI Oregonian, marking the editorial
t,
it,
contract given by Mrs. E. K. Leigh- a broken ankle two weeks ago. Let- I theatre. My wife ljnew a glrl wh0
Baraca Claw held Its monthly
Wednesday afternoon. There ters have come from “all over," and was making a hit at the garden, so
When the Chicago Opera Company which is here given
t
i were three tables, honors falling to from the head of our city to the ! we had to go and see the girl in her
Methodist vestry and it was marked Mrs Kennedy Crane Mrs j F working man and woman, calls have 1 act. I put the thing off for a night comes to Boston next month, Louise
The Lost Art of Sloganeering
by its usual good attendance and Knight and Mrg A w Fogs conso.
or two and planned a little surprise Bernhardt whom several of us met
been made at the house.
when coaching in Camden with
This newspaper can only repeat
nnHh
riireet^nn nf nr H V lation gifts being Presented to Mrs.
I
met
the
girl,
who
did
a
singing
Several laboring men have called
under the direction of Dr. H. V.
R pnkh„«, vt™ tj n
Frank Bibb during the summer of what it has previously asserted—
and said they would like to help out part. The orchestra and the mana 1930 is to have contralto roles in namely, that the art of sloganeering
Tweedie. assisted by Parker Worrey. Mrs Brown Y’
ger,
an
old
friend
of
mine,
readily
at
this
time
—
chop
wood,
bring
in
Capt. J. A. Stevens, Capt. Elmore i rar5’ crown- ____
fell into line. I saw a chance to do “Carmen," “Madame Butterfly" and bas fallen on decadent days. The
Strout George Orcutt R. U. Clark,
Mrs Harriette Levensaler is
en. coal, run errands, do anything. some noble work.
“Rigoletto." The critics had this to ; opinion is derived from results anOne
woman
who
earns
her
living
by
Fied Sanborn, Hal old Philbrook, tertain the Scribbiers C]ub Monday
"My wife wanted to sit away up in say of her work in “Madame Butter nounced in the Pathfinder’s national
taking in washings, called and said:
fey AHer iXtant business mafe ' 6Venin* at her home’ 233 Broadway, Miss Corbett I no spik good, but front so her friend would see her. fly” given In Chicago Dec. 29: contest for campaign rallying cries.
“Louise Bernhardt made much of The winning slogan of democracy al
mp
wach floor sernh do anvthine ' but 1 insisted on taking chairs in the
. ,’
toheln
m^'w washing” !Shi rear of the garden, near the eleva- tbe smaI1 r°>e °f Katfe Pinkerton
ters were disposed of a social how
Miss Helen McBride whQ ]eayes
ready has received comment in these
^or is to look regal, columns. It is “Hee Haw! We're
was afforded, with music, games and , day for Mjami Fta__ was guest of wJ- made™en? happen she was i tor landing. The crowd was large
Tills,
Miss
Bernhardt
accomplished
coming back!" If the punishment
stunts' honor at a supper and bridge at nromiepfl
was
a-aabintr ” And next The night was hot and the bill was
promised fhp
the “"washing,
with no effort.”
fits the crime a republican victory of
Miss Eva Rogers was hostess to the , wi^Luthe^SmiTh^ hS ^Thero morning she called, presenting a nice good. I don’t know what makes me
We can well believe this, for Miss ! overwhelming proportions is certain,
drowsy, I said to my wife as her
N&S Club- Thursday evening at
two lables
’
” chicken which she had killed and so
friend came on. I guessthey must Bernhardt
strikingly lovely. Her But we confess to an almost equal
prepared from her small flock.
luncheon and bridge. Honors were j
_____
have put knock-out drops in that
>s “? Melrose, Mass, and she is dearth of enthusiasm for the winning
Can
you
wonder
this
touches
me?
won by Mrs. Minnie Rogers^ Mrs.
Miss Mary SylveJteri Mrs Fred
last glass of lemonade. I leaned P °bably looking toi her Boston en- republican slogan, announced several
Lawrence Leach and Mrs. Herbert Achorn and Mrs. Annie O'Brien car- I never knew I had so many friends. back in my chair with one elbow on Ba*e“ent,. WJ. um?ngled baPPmes.s days later. “Prosperity is returning
It made me feel very humble, yet the table. As the girl sang, I began an?
Kai loch.
| ried
honors at the bridge party very proud.
or.e who performs before a home"
Fortunately these slogans do not
,,
i m”“
. . .
, given under the auspices of the
Then Miss Gertrude Smith step to snore. I snored so loud that it audience.
Mrs^ Pearl Stud ey entertamed the BPW club Thursday eveni
Mrs.
have to be adotited. A vote of thanks
disturbed
those
listening
to
the
singping right into the breach and takCheerful Circ.s Wednesday evening Nettie B Lord Mted
h0St8
to the Pathfinder, and the filing of
ing hold, filling a most difficult po- ing- They l°°ked around in disgust
at her home, the occasion being a,
_____
the suggestion in the permanent
PAP.K
THEATRE
My
wife
gave
me
a
kick
under
the
birthday observance for Mrs. Walter
Miss Helen McBrlde and Mrs c sition. And others who have made table.
archives of the organization should be
Britto. A color scheme of yellow and , L Burrows leave today for Miami it possible for me to have every care
“
The
Rainbow
Trail"
based
O
n
!
sufficient to meet the dcmands of
“
'Wake
up,
Charlie,
’
she
said.
white was used, the table with its I
where th
wl„ joln Mr and whereby I may get back sooner. All ‘You are attracting attention.’ I Zane Grey’s popular novel of the \ gratitude and courtesy in either inthis
I
appreciate
very
deeply.
About
dainty appointments being very at- Mrs. L N Lawrence and son who are
Christmas time I was very tired snored harder than ever. A waiter same name comes Monday and Tuestractive. Special guests were Mrs. | wintering there.
and wished with all my heart there came over and shook me by the arm. dayElsie Quear and Mrs. Frank Allen, |
’____
was some way in which I could rest, My wife became alarmed and stood I In the leading role, that of a lonely '
MON.-TUES.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Gregory left to get away 'from it all just for a UPcowboy who attempts to rescue, single
In the series of chain teas being today for Massachusetts with the few weeks and in Dickine up an old
"Most
of
the
folks
in
our
part
of
handed,
three
persons
from
a
hidden
|
few
weeks
and
in
picking
up
an
old
given by the ladies of the Methodist intention of visiting their daughter,
the garden thought I was drunk, and impenetrable valley, is George Church Mrs. Thelma Stanley enter Mrs. Myra Blodgett in Somerville, Courier-Gazette I read these two One man started toward the mana- O Brien, Grey’s own choice to imperverses from the Poet's Corner:
tained Wednesday afternoon at her and their son Maurice In Stowe.
ger’s office to complain, just as a po- senate his vivid characters on the
I wlsht I was a little rock
home on Limerock street, Miss Min
liceman was brought my way by a screen. He has already played in the
A settin' on a hill,
•
nie Smith entertaining at the same
Mrs. Raymond Thompson enter
second waiter. The entire audience j eminent author's “Last of the
And doin' nothin' all day long.
time a group at her home on Spring tained at luncheon Thursday evening,
But Just a settin' still.
turned our way. Some persons stood Duanes1’ and "Riders of the Purple,
street.
Thursday afternoon Mrs. the occasion being a miscellaneous
on chairs and others moved out into Sage." Another popular player is
I wouldn't work. I wouldn't eat.
John A. Stevens of Rockland street, shower for Miss Beatrice Barham.
the aisles. Just as the policeman Roscoe Ates, whose stuttering tongue |
I wouldn't even wash
entertained.
But set and set a thousand years.
There were 25 guests. Hokum occu
and the waiter raised me out of my a classic of the screen. Among the |
And rest myself by gosh.
pied the time With Mrs. Peter Ed
chair, I stretched and yawned like a feminine players are Cecilia Parker
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Perry, Mrs. wards carrying off honors. Mrs.
It struck my fancy. I cut it out man dead for slumber and began I who plays opposite O'Brien. While I
Nina Gregory, Eleanor Gregory and Thompson was assisted by Mrs. Fred and pinned it on my desk. It suited singing.
j this is Miss Parker's first big role, the [
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Gregory Jordan, Mrs. Arthur Marsh and Mrs. my case exactly and I would repeat
“ ‘Please go 'way and let me sleep. ’ dainty, petite and blonde actress is |
motored to Portland Thursday and Ralph Stickney.
it a dozen times a day. I have been Ah would rather sleep than eat.'
j receiving the plaudits of both critics
attended the auto show.
wondering ever since if those verses
“Out of the corner of my eye I and fans who have already seen the |
Mrs. J. W. Anderson and Mrs. had a grudge against me, for a few noticed a great light spread over my picture.—adv.
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon enter Charlotte Snell who were called here weeks later I certainly did slip upon wife’s face. I kept on singing as 11
------------------tained the Friday Night Club at sup by the death of Albion S. Niles, have a little rock and they plastered some was being carried and led to the ele
STRAND
THEATRE
per and cards.
thing
around
my
foot
and
leg
that
returned to Roxbury, Mass.
vator. I sang going down and I
feels as heavy as a rock, and I don't sang coming up. As the elevator
“Possessed." Joan Crawford's latest
After lunch at Chisholm's Spa
wish I was a little rock any more reached the landing, the-girl on the picture, which comes Monday and
UNION
Tuesday evening members of the
a settin' on a hill.
stage struck into the chorus along Tuesday is an adaptation of the sue-1
Round Pond School
P.J. Club enjoyed bridge at the home
Helen Corbett
with the orchestra, and the audience , cessful Edgar Selwyn play, “The
The following pupils were not ab
of Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., Ma
City Matron.
tumbled. I never saw an audience' Mirage.” Clark Gable, who last
sent one-half day last term: Frances
sonic street.
go so nearly crazy over anything in cCored opposite Greta Garbo in I
Kent, Charles Hunt, Eleanor Hunt,
STOCKTON'S CENTENARIAN
my life. Men laughed until the tears -Susan Lenox,” has the leading male i
Miss Martha Burkett entertained Roland Carlton, Lillian Savage,
came and women became hysterical, role. The heroine gives Miss Crawthe
Moonlight Auctioneers for Frederick Savage and Ralph Hunt.
Mrs. Carolina Staples Berry cele My wife was the happiest woman in , fOrd a wide range of acting oppor-1
luncheon and bridge Wednesday eve The school Is proud to report 72 brated her 102nd birthday anniver
all the town. She admitted for the tunities. She is seen as a factorv
ning at her home on Bfoad street. visitors last term.
sary Tuesday. Mrs. Berry was born
Dorothy Clarry and Ruth Clarry at Cape Jellison, but has lived in first time that I was a sure enough worker who cannot reconcile herself!
Honors were won by Mrs. Warren
actor, which I had made up my mind I to the poverty and drab existence of
Eldredge. Mrs. Rollo Gardiner of were absent last week.
Stockton Springs most of her life.
■Camden and Miss Gladys Bowen.
The upper grades have current She married Capt. David M. Berry in she slfould do if I had to scare her | her class. Instead, she makes the
events every Friday. They are also 1860 and spent the next 32 years at half to death to bring about the most of her charm by going to New |
A Metro-Goldwyn Pbture
conviction.”
York, where she becomes intimate;
Mrs. George W. Smith went to making a current event booklet.
sea on vessels of which her husband
. . . t
with
with Gable in the role of a voung mil-1
The serving of hot lunches began was master. She'now lives with her
Boston Thursday for a visit of ten
When word was given out regard
last week.
days with friends and relatives.
daughter-in-law. Mrs. W. M Berry. ing “Marina," the operatic produc- lionaire with political ambitions. The j
CLARK
GABLE
love of Gable for Miss Crawford be- I
The Gleason children are ill with
WALLACE FORD
tiori,
the
work
of
Mrs.
Larz
Ander

comes
a
stumbling
block
when
he
,
The third party in the series colds.
SKF.ETS GALLAGHER
son and Mrs. M. H. Gulesian, it was aspires to become governor of his,
of bridges given by St. Bernard’s
Plans are being made for Wash
stated that the title role would prob state. To render him free to pxecute
Florida’s Best Climate
Church takes place Tuesday evening ington's Birthday.
NOW SHOWING
ably be given to Josephine Sabino, a successful campaign, she consents |
at The Thorndike grill, playing to
“
TWO
KINDS OF WOMEN”
More Sunshine
the
20-year-old
coloratura
soprano
to an engagement with a bov from
begin at 8 o'clock. Reservations may ThE “J,ADY FROM ARKANSAS'
with
Less Rain
of “Rockland, Me.” Everyone who her home town whom she does not
be arranged with either Miss Lucy
She never made a political speech,
Wondz rful Place for
MIRIAM
HOPKINS
saw this was more than excited. love. But when at the nominating
Ball, Mrs. Raymond Duff or Miss M. did not solicit public office, yet Mrs
Recuperation
PHILLIPS HOLMES
Telephones rang furiously for a few convention her name is made the
Agnes Brown.
Hattie Caraway, 53-year-old widow,
butt of heckling propaganda Miss
comes from the little town of Jones
A Paramount Publix Theatre
Crawford resorts to more drastic |
Subscriptions solicited fo r “The boro, Ark., to fill the unexpired term
measures
which
results
in
a
dra

Young Music Lover” a brand new of her husband in the hardest-to-getmatic denouement of interesting i
Superb fishing from pier
magazine of high order for the child into legislative body in the land. She
r boat. Surf beach, no under
consequences. Wallace Ford, well-1
in music. Particularly adapted for is the second woman to sit in the
Same
formula
,
.
urae
price.
In
tow. 18-hole gotf, grass greens.
known New York stage leading man.
children 8 to 15 years; and also of Senate by virtue of honorary appoint
original form, too, if you prefer
Club house on the beach. Swimming
makes his first appearance on the
value to music teachers and club ment and, if the recommendation of I pool. 1OO rooms, 1OO batb*. Orchestra.
screen in this picture.—adv.
counselors. Subscription rates and Governor Parnell is followed out | First - Class patronage. Reasonable rates.
Performances at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
sample copies may be obtained from January 12, will be the first of her
GEORGE KREAMER
Continuous
Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
Watch
for
them.
The
“
Harlem
Het
Gladvs S. Morgan, Field Representa se* elected to that body.—The Path I Surutir: Wv?ndotte Hotel. Bellport,LX
OVER\h/ MH.UON JARS USED YEARiy Shots."
8-tf
finder.
tive for Maine, Tel. 794-W.
8*10

POSSESSED

STAINLESS

SERVICE

Our safe-deposit boxes provide for you a convenient
place for your valuable papers, records and keepsakes.
Here they are absolutely removed from any danger of
robbery and fire.

Victim. Knows Now What
“SX’fS
Frederick Tillotson, Boston pianist, What the Pathfinder Contest Brought
Others Think of Her
promoter tells how the popular song who made such a favorable impres
Forth and Oregonian Comment
____
j of yesteryear—“Please Go Way an’

0

SERVICE
Since
1868

stance. It is'a period to try men’s
souls, yet a quest of the nation dis
covers only these relatively tame and
uninipassioned
pipings—the
one
smacking of the barnyard, the other
cf the corner garage. Obviously the
day of the slogan is rapidly declining,
ii inspiration and reward can do no
more than this.
It is a grave mistake to assume that
everything can be done at order.
This is far from being the circum
stance, even in the machine age,
when such delusion ls perhaps nat
ural. When the Pathfinder remarked
the lack 6f slogans for the coming
campaign, its editors fancied they |
had only to send out for an assort
ment and make such selections there
from as seemed best. The judges
were senators. You mhy be tempted
to assume that they did not choose
wisely. The lamentable fact is that j
they had but little choice, as a sur
vey of the slogans awarded second
and third places will cowvincinglv I
demonstrate.
For the democrats
these were, "Vote democratic and eat
regularly." and “if we want a change
for the better, we’d better make a
change.” For the republicans the
runners-up were "Hold steady," and
“The elephant works while the
donkey kicks."
The unfortunate
judges, we should say, did as well as
thev could.
Slogans are born, not made. It ls
not unlikelv that the campaign, as it
advances, will provide veritable, valid
slogans cf its own. The nature and
wording of these is not predictable.
But the Pathfinder’s offerings will
have, in our opinion, no other destiny
than that to which good intentions
arc commonly assigned.

MICKIE SAYS—

A
WHEKl NOU UEED AKTV FlWE
EMQRAVEOWORK,COME IK1

AMD SEE OUR COMPLETE HUE
OF SAMPLES. WJE HAVE THE
CORRECT THIMGS FOR EVERY

SOCIAL WEED, AMD CAW ADVISE
SOU AUTHORITIVELY. YOU'LL
FIMD OUR PRICES QUITE

REASOUABLE
ADS ARE
SPICE OF
BU§IUE$S

MON.-TUES.
ZANE GREY’S

WHAT PRESIDENT

HANGED TWO MEN?
Grover Cleveland, the 22nd and
24th president of the United States, i
hanged two men. In the election of
November. 1870, Cleveland was elect
ed sheriff of Buffalo. N. Y„ for the j
two-year term beginning the follow
ing year. During his term of office
two murderers were sentenced to
death within his jurisdiction. Feb.
14, 1872, Jack Gaffney, a famous ’
gambler, was hanged for shooting and
killing Patrick Fahey during a card »
game in a Buffalo dive. Five months
later, Sept. 6 of the same year, Pat
rick Morrissey was hanged for mur
dering his mother. In both instances
Sheriff Cleveland sprang the trap
himself rather than delegate the un
pleasant duty to a subordinate.—The
Pathfinder.

with

GEORGE
O'BRIEN
Cecilia Parker
Minna Combei
Roecoe Atea
Jame. Kirkwood
). M. Kenifan

Directed by
David Howard
l/'
A FOX
' \

PICTURI

WHEN IN PORTLAND— You ran hn>
roplea of The Courier-Oazette. with thi
home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
gress St.; or Rosa News-stand. 381 ti Concrewi st.

Every Day!
LunGh or Dine whore

FOOD PRICES
ARE LOWEST

at PENOBSCOT GRILL
AU Home Cooking
Breakfast, Dinner and Supper
Specials Served Daily

Heart - quickening ro
mance, adventure and
comedy of the old West
.. .from Zane Grey’s vivid
pen. with spectacular
scenes of the Grand
Canyon.
TODAY

Try our 25, 35, 50c Dinners

BOB STEELE

PENOBSCOT GRILL

“SOUTH OF SANTA FE”

Opposite Perry’s Market

ROCKLAND,

Service:

-

MAINE

5 A. M. to 7 P. M.

in

PAR
A Paramount Publix Theatre

Page Eight

Every-Other-Day
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ROCKLAND AS IT IS TODA Y

FORD SERVICE...
By Expert Workmen
With Expert Equipment
With our ability to handle
your car expertly you’ll be
agreeably surprised to learn
how cheaply a good job can be
done within a reasonable time.

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

Tip to Local Motorist—When Your Battery
Groans and Dies Call 996, Condon’s,
For Prompt Efficient Service—
A New and Better Willard
• AV
- V i**
s

SERVICE

SALES

<&

CrRANPH.WiLL'lOO
f*\E. F4

MA’

HIS

SHRLV XTtLLNOO
^8OUT LvCfLfc "RtD
UtfMNCr HOOD OW ,
<5nvwtI A

Don< l\ke

Willard

SEA VIEW BATTERY SERVICE

IF YOU DON! KNOVJ
HNN SWAES BBOUT
Buffalo Billi

Watch for them. The “Harlem Hot
Shots."
8-tf

Dairy and Poultry Feeds

VINALHAVEN Sc ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Tel. Rockland Night 1 105—243
Distributors of

Always Open Week Days

from 7 A. M. to 5 P. M.
HIGHEST QUALITY FEEDS AT

CROSLEY

LOWEST PRICES

PLAYTIME

STORES’

&

GRAN'POP SEZ.’"Things have changed a lot since he was
my age." Back in those days it wasn't un
usual at all for folks out in the country to
make their own chairs and tables and things.
But nowadays, he says thrifty folks just go
to Studley's for furniture.

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.
HOME

61 PARK ST.

Tel. Rockland, 1 107

Elmore and Grandins Feeds

ihink ill go oirf
bn fuw witrt 'Rover!

&

Rockland

So, for battery service or a new
Willard, call Condon, 966, Rock
land.
Alfred P. Condon, a Rockland
boy, heads the business. Mrs. Con
don acts as bookkeeper and Bill
M ack is the general mechanic. Mr.
Condon has devoted all his active
\ ears to this business.

tOrOSE.

COMPLETE

Holmes St., Near Broadway,

‘

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 530
A M Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7 25.
Vlnaihaven 815. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M..
Vlnaihaven 2 45. North Haven 3 30. Ston
ington at 440: due to arrive at Swan's
Island about 6 00 P M
B H. STINSON, uenerai Agent,
140-tf

—

MICKY

There are 1,000,000 Still Better
Willards in active service today.

ROCKLAND

PHONES 333—334

S83 MAIN STREET

—

ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO., Inc.

FURNISHINGS

ROCKLAND,MAINE

L

PLUMBING AND HEATING
INSTALLING—REPAIRING
Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service
ASK l’S ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT

WILLIAM T. SMITH
ROCKLAND

477 MAIN STREET,

SLAVERY

Oil BURNER
Tower Oil Burners have made a reputation for themselves in this
locality. We also handle extra quality Range and Fuel Oil

THURSTON OIL CO.

i.xj

ROCKLAND

TILLSON AVE.,

u

EVERYBODY LIKES OUR

BREAD & PASTRY
Because It’s Tasty and Fresh
All Our Products Baked Fresh
Every Day
Best Ingredients Used
DELIVERY SERVICE

The Home of Condon's Battery Service and the New and Still Better Willard Battery

These are battery service days,
for with the sharp cold o’morninifs
the old starter goes “erump,"
‘‘erump," "er-er-ump,” the engine
says nothing at all and the owner
says plenty. This is caused by the
overload placed on the battery by
the stiff oil which causes the engine
to turn with difficulty. If the bat
tery chances to he weak it cannot
whirl the necessary 30 revolutions
and the result is delay until the
service man can install an exchange
battery and take yours for re-charg
ing.
When you think of battery serv
ice or when your starter refuses
duty you naturally think of Alfred
Condon's battery service station at
75 Park street, telephone 9fe6.
Prompt, efficient, courteous service
is always forthcoming. Either Mr.
Condon himself or his jovial assist
ant Bill Mack comes to the rescue
in the service car and after the sup
ply battery is installed the starter
goes zip, the engine says.“zzzzz"
and the owner smiles contentedly.
The run down battery is taken to
the Condon station and there put
“on the line” for charging from 36
to +S hours, depending upon condi

tions. When the charge is complete flashlight batteries and other acces
the battery is re-installed and the sories as an accommodation to pa
exchange battery taken hack. A bat trons.
tery is in the last analysis only a
The battery charging department
hard rubber box containing a solu is capable of handling 50 batteries
tion of sulphuric acid in which at a time on the two lines, and the
plates of lead are immersed. Dur station regularly stocks 50 rental
ing the discharging process the sul batteries. Mr. Condon urges that
phate is taken out of the acid and all motorists check' their batteries
absorbed by the plates, free hydrogen at least twice monthly during the
being liberated and the solution be cold weather. A fully charged bat
comes nearer water as the battery tery cannot freeze, in fact will
weakens. Ai. the charging process stand temperatures down to 90 de
is carried on the action is reversed grees below zero.
• » ♦ ♦
•
and when the acid reaches a 12.80
Mr. Condon takes a justifiable
gravity it is fullv charged. This
can he accomplished in 12 hours by pride in the new and Still Better
administering a stronger charge but Willard. This battery is charac
the longer method is considered terized by the famous threaded l uhmore effective. Charging is ■accept ber insulation, resulting from eight
ed as the only wav to properly serv
years of experimenting by Willard
ice storage batteries.
engineers. This insulation is a thin
« # « «
sheet of hard rubber pierced by
Mr. Condon is agent and Knox
196,000 threads to every thirtv
County distributor for Willard
square inches of insulating space,
storage batteries and carries in his a veritable wick that has proven
Park street warehouse all the popu satisfactory under the most trying
lar type;. Special model Willards tests. A battery with poor insu
can be obtained on a few hours' no lated plates dies an unnatural death
tice. In addition to the Willard in short order while a battery with
batteries he carries a supply of adequate rubber insulation gives
cables for all makes, light bulbs,: better satisfaction than anv other.

SANDNER’S

HOME METHODS KITCHEN
476 MAIN STREET

TEL. 250

ROCKLAND

EASTERN MOTOR EXPRESS
Insured and bonded
TRUCKS D»»Li BETWEEN

PORTLAND & ROCKLAND
AND WAY STATION'^
Reasonable Rates
Good Service
Local and Long Distance Furniture
Moving
3 Rockland St. Rockland, Phone 1134
515 Fore St. Portland, Phone Forest 1048

WILLARD vQw
BATTERIES1X u w

$95.00

V) » ™
AND UP

A RECORD BREAKING LOW PRICE

Complete with 8 Tubes and
Tennaboard
Grandfather Cloek Model

Low Prices For Repairing and Recharging

All Makes of Batteries

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

ALFRED P. CONDON

Telephone 466-W
632 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.

75 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 127

AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICAL SERVICE
J. N. SOUTHARD

CALENDARS
For 1933

IGNITION WORK A SPECIALTY

FISH AND SCALLOPS

Starling The Car

RODNEY E. FEYLER

Ilow does your car start these coid mornings? Why not
bring it in and have it tuned up the new way for winter.
Why chum the old starter and swear when we can pre
pare your car for winter at such a small charge.

Representing

The Bald Mountain Co.
A.<£. Brunberg owner

Will call on you in a few days
with a Full Line of Samples
WAIT FOR HIM!

* * ♦ •

If you have neglected to procure
your 1932 Calendars we can make
up a lot for you in 24 hours. Big
Variety. Call 626.

RONALD W. MESSER

WHOLESALE DEALER

GARAGE AUTOMOBILE SERVICE

FISH PEDLER TRADE
A SPECIALTY

GAS, OILS, GREASING
110 PARK STREET

With the approach of colder weather comes the ever

present problem of home heating and winter health.
To those who have chosen oil heat

DYER’S GARAGE, Inc.

TELEPHONE 1191, ROCKLAND

TEL. 1282

ROCKLAND

|

HOTEL ROCKLAND '

QUICK SERVICE
WE DELIVER

Is usually the first part of your house to show

Concrete

porches last

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

indefinitely.

TEL. 378

Dependability, Efficiency, Economy and

Consider Our Home Your Home . . .

Ease of Operation

FAMOUS FOOD

are assureJ, providing the correct fuel is used

American Plan Rates Reasonable

They do not need paint.
pery.

They are easily cleaned.

i
SPECIAL

Ask your dealer!

TEL. 51

Rockland

291 Main Street

VEAL STEAK
VEAL CHOP
LEG OF LAMB

Tel. Rockland 580

LAWRENCE PORTLAND CEMENT CO.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 993

Maine A. A. Opposes the Proposed
Federal Excise and Gas Tax

At a meeting of the executive com
mittee of the Maine Automobile As
sociation in Portland Wednesday the
Maine Automobile Association was
placed on record as being opposed to
a Federal excise tax on automobiles
or a Federal tax on motor fuels
"In ratifying the A.A.A stand
against such federal taxes." said
Herbert E. Wadsworth, president of
the Maine A. A., "we do so for many
reasons. Placing a motor vehicle on
a ‘selective list’ for a sales tax is based
on false assumptions regarding both
the character of the motor vehicle
property, as well as the tax burden
it already bears. We do not agree
with the Treasury experts who int.mate that the motor vehicle todav is
caving only a ‘nomin; tax. A. the
present rate, the average motor
vehicle through Its life of seven years
pays 128.3 per cent of its average

V The Maine Automobile Association
advances as another objection to such

taxes the unfavorable effect they duction in the demands for these pro
would have regarding the unemploy ducts will be felt in every walk of life
ment situation, pointing out that on and particularly by the millions of
Jan. 1 there were approximately workers who are dependent upon the
4.020.000 people employed by the mo various industries for a means of
tor vehicle and allied industries, a making a living. At the close of 1930
million less than a year ago. Mr. there were 4.152.124 people directly
Wadsworth said that the proposed employed by the automobile industry,
Federal levy would not only threaten and '904.000 indirectly employed
the jobs of thousands now at work, through their work in allied indus
but would further postpone the time tries, or a grand total of 5,056.124
when other thousands now unem This total has already dropped to
ployed would be put back on the pay 4.020.000. largely due to the reduced
roll. Emphasizing the fact that the demand for new automobiles.”
Resolutions voicing the opposition
tax affects industries other than the
automotive industry. Mr. Wadsworth of the Maine Automobile Association
to any Federal Excise Tax on autosaid:
"Those who have signaled out new I mobiles or motor fuel are being forcar buyers as a class for a sales tax, : warded to Maine members of the Naand it is evident that any such tax 1 tional Legislatures at Washington,
____________
will promptly be passed on to the i
purchaser of an automobile, have ap
parently not considered that they
would retard the progress of indus
tries other than the motor industry.
The latter industry is today the larg
est purchaser of rubber, steel, plates
JAMES KENT. D. O. '
glass, nickel, lead and the products of
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
manv other industries “
122Stf
“It is therefore, apparent that a re

RECTAL DISEASES

SNOW COVERED ROOFS

Out In Los .Angeles While Tempera
ture Was Above 6(1 Here In
New England

crops. Many mornings the roofs have
been white with frost and until the
sun rose you could with truth say
“it's cold." Here is the way one man
puts it:
“A stranger from Dixie said to me:
‘Mister how far is it to the place
called Sunny California?' ‘I really
couldn’t tell’ you.' I answered. ‘Ever
since it started to snow I've been a
stranger here myself? ”
Our weather for years has been
exceptionally fine so we must not
complain if we have a little bad.
May the New Englanders enjoy their
open winter.
W. J. Hatton.
Los Angeles. Jan. 16

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The weather seems to be the chief
topic here these times. It has left
politics and depression far behind.
The morning paper has a cartoon
showing "Miss Los Angeles' holding
a red flannel suit and reading a let
ter from Back East. The letter says:
“From what I hear you need these
more than I do. We are having
lovely summer weather here.”
We had a snowstorm yesterday
Watch for them. The "Harlem Hot
and for several hours the ground
g-tf
and roofs were white. The Weather Shots."
Bureau said we never had snqw re
ported before in the 54 years since it
started, but I remember several snow MODERN WOMEN
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
flurries since I have been here.
to colds, nervous strain, exposureorsimilar causes.
The temperature given for Boston Chi-ches-ters Diamond Brand Pills are effective,
reliable
and give QUICK RELIEF Sold bVrdCX
yesterday was 64 maximum and 52 all druggists
for over 45 years. Ask for—jOCSSA.
minimum; Los Angeles 49 maximum
and 34 minimum, but it was much CKICHESTERS PILLS
colder in some places and the citrus
•JR1 PIAMONO vy $RAND“
growers had to smudge to save their

lb
lb
lb

35c
21c
19c

GLENDENNING’S CASH MARKET

New County Road

.5

ON RECORD AGAINST

ROCKLAND

422 MAIN STREET

They are non-slip-

WE CAN SUPPLY THE CORRECT FUEL OIL

A. C. McLOON & CO.

TEL. 124

PRESCRIPTION EXPERT

Your Porch
decay.

T. F. KEATING, Prop.

“A Home Away From Home”

And At l-5th Less Cost Than Coal

JOHN G. SNOW. Prop.
ROCKLAND

51 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND’S LEADING HOTEL

DON’T GAMBLE
WITH FUEL OIL!

Call On Us For Automobile Service Of All Kinds

“BETTER BUSINESS TRAIN "
Maine Boosters Going To Get a Royal ;
Welcome On Visits To 23 States

Benjamin F. cleaves, executive
secretary of the Associated Industries
of Maine is advised by the Associat
ed Industries of Florida that great
preparations are in progress for re
ception of the proposed "Better Busi
ness Train and its party of passen
gers which is scheduled to leave Port
land Jan. 30.
The Florida Associated Industries
had previously set a date for their
annual meeting and convention, and
on learning of the proposed trip by
Maine rearranged their plan to con
form to the time of arrival of the
Pine Tree State party in Jacksonville.
This change came when it was
learned that Maine, through the
medium of the special train, hopes to
encourage business here and else
where and to reveal to the 23 states,
through which the train is routed,
the pioducts of Maine industry which

DELIVERY SERVICE
OPP. PUBLIC LANDING

ROCKLAND

U

will be carried in special displays on
the train.
This, it is said, is but one of the
many tenders, by the score and more
states to be visited, of the great re
ceptions planned in tribute to Maine's
initiative in its effort to create a more
optimistic view of conditions general
ly. The proposed tour has focused
attention on Maine and the newspa
pers everywhere have praised the fact
that “Maine has risen."
Representatives of the railroad
lines over which the train will be
routed are now in Maine lending their
co-operation in making final ar
rangements and with the hope of
completing reservations bv Saturday
of this week. The party will be limit
ed to 125 persons and special concession has been made by the roads 111
the wav of reduced rates.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN
& SON, Inc.

Cemetery Memorials
EAST UNION, MAINE
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LOWEST PRICED CARS
L. A. Miller, president of the Willys ,
Overland Company, today announced
the lowest priced line of automobiles
ever produced in America, being far
lower in price than any other sixes
and eights and lower than even any
standard line of four cylinder cars
on the market. A reduction of $100
in the list prices of all new 1932 silver
anniversary Willys Overland sixes
and eights, and Willys Knight motor
cars is effective immediately.
"This great reduction in our prices.” ,
said Mr. Miller, “squarely meets the !
present, recognized economic situa I
tion. It will increase dealer profits j
through stimulating volume, make
, possible an Increase In employment,
and increase the needs to purchase
new raw materials by stimulating th^
dormant retail buying power which isF,
known to exist.
“The new low prices of the Willys
Overland six start at $415, and the
full size five-passenger four-door
sedan is only $595. making this the
lowest priced line of standard auto
mobiles in America without excep
tion."—adv.

